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Abstract 
Critics have generally· tended to simplify the plays 
and· the ideas of Tennessee 1'Iilliams. Co:mrnentat·ors have 
... J 
'distorted the playwright's vision by asking it to-conform 
to their own or, finding this imposs_ible, have dismisf.!ed 
Williams-as insin.c,i):'e., incomple~e, or hopelessly undecided 
. as ·to his outlook on life. Although tbe thesis is unsym-. 
/4< 
· pathetic toward such critics, it is not primarily a a·erense ·-··-~---·-··-------~·- -· 
of Williams. This study does, r,however, by tracing eentral 
themes throughout the main body of Williams' work, show 
that there is ·unity of pu·rpose and a thematically valid 
reason for·1 th,e violence and the seeming contradictions in 
his plays. Violence and frustration are the ~egitimate /' 
•. 
of.f spring of the incomplete universe depicted by "vJilliams; 
the apparent contradictions in his play~ reveal not Wil-
liams' lack of direction., but r~ther the 
I 
inner conflicts 
which bis -characters are. trying to resolye; and the cri ti~ 
~ 
cism or Williaras' failure as a tragedian is irrelevant be-
cause the playwright envisions a .fallen, fragmented world 
Which deserves to be criticized on its OWD ter.rns and '"riot on 
the terms of those who believe that classical tragedy is 
the only serious development of drama. 
• In a short story "Desire and the Black Masseur, n t. 
"' ~ 
_Williams states t,ba t many men r·eruse to· face ei tber real-
. 1ty or the deepest needs of their ·;nature. Almos"t all of 
Williams-'. plays up. to 1961 dep·ict characters who choose 
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ilOl 
one or more of the three 8 compe~aations8 \outli?)!:Jd · 1n tbe 
•'\ 
• 
short story:. dreams or illusion-a; viole·nt agg%-e~sion; and 
. ,r 
atonement through suf.fering. This_.study traces the dreams 
., 
and illusions in three early plays: The Glass }1enp.gerie · 
~ 
. ~ (1945), Summer _and Smoke (1947., Dallas production; .. J.948, 
Broadway), and A Streetcar Named Desire (1947). 
. ..., eer::=erese, -et; C: . l e:::::,..;e ;± • 
, 
Violent 
aggression and cleansing purif.ica tion are then examined ·1nu 
·o 
denlz Last Summer ~--19.58), and Sweet Bird of Youth ( 19.59). 
- I 
Camino Real (1953) and Cat Q!!.! Hot.Tin Roof (1955), how-
'h 
. eve~, suggest a great maturity ror Williams• characters; 
. . ------·--· - . .. . / 
_) 
central figures in both these plays try to break out of 
• 
,, 
. h 
their oompensation-orien~~d selves and ·1ead more hone&t, 
fulfilled l:lves. The turning points in Williams' career, 
.. 
Camino Real and Cat on! Hot Tin Roof,prepare the reader 
~:? 
. 
~f/2' the greater acceptance and rec·one ilia tion which are to , 
be found in Williams' two most recent plays, The Night of 
''1 
c', 
the Iguana (1961) and The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Any-
more (1962; revised version, 1964). These latter dramas 
,v-.•-
embody a more mature, stoic vision than ei tber the .compen-
sation dramas or tbe pivotal Camino Real and Cat on a Hot 
-
- --
;·~, 
Tin Roof'. Williams progresses from t.he withdrawal and 
negation of plays like.A Streetcar Named ·Desire to tne 
- ----- --- ---\ 
hope of Camino Real and Cat on .! Hot Tin Roof;·" and he ap- -
\.\· 
.•. 
·,· . 
,.,,: 
--~ pears tot.~have finally reconciled himself· ~,;th dignity ,~ 
,.~~' t -· ' •• S· 
li!e 1 s incompletion in both The Nig!l_]_ Q!. the Iguana . . ~g _____________ ..,-.---·--
,_ 
,, ~ 
' 
The -Milk Tra.in Doesn I t Stop Here ~ymore. 
.. 
"' - . 
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. CHAPTER I -
' 
- --....... 
· Tennessee Williams is a comp;t.ex, _ often ambigllous 
), 
write,:' 1 Whom critics have long been trying to pigeon-hole. ! 
' 
Commentators Or many ori tioal p~suasions have had a · 
,, I . , 
-
. 
-tendency to distort the playwrigh·~ 0 s. vision by forcing it 
I 
'-
I' 
.! 
. 
-~ --ft- _,' .... "·---~ ·-~---·· .. ----··· ·- --~- .... ···- '". , --·-· , ..... ·•"· , .............. -. -~,,. ....... <s ... ~ .. '"· , -~·. . -~ 
. 
. to accord with their own or, finding this impossible, have 
. 
dismissed_ Williams as fraudulent, incomplete, o'"r hope-
lessly divided _against hl.lllself. ,For Er-ic Ben~ley, first 
~ 
. 
among the ·critics who find a split personality in Williams,· 
' 
... ,,\\ 
'the playwright exemplifies the undecided artist, . the man 
-whose problem is not lack or talent, but 
• • o an ru.nbigui ty of,1.~aim: he seems to 
want to kick the world in the p•nts and 
yet be the world's sweetheart, to combine 
the glorie1111 of' martyrdom wi tb,fhe oomf orts of success o 
. /_ 
/ 
/ 
Nancy Tischler's book, Tennessee Williams: Rebellious 
Puritan, calls Williams a romantic, torn ·between the pu~ity 
. . 
..--- of' idealism~ .. and. the corruption of expe_rience; the playwright, r ) 
. 
f • 
\ 
', .~~- \-. 
". • • discus~tlng his own situation in most of his plays, 11 
finds that -"his idealism is constantly outraged by the 
ci1~nality o:f the physical. When •••. he tries to rej.ect 
bis Puritanism he is trapped JP an equally un:realis tic 
2 
ant·i-Puritanism.·'\1~ Somewhat like Miss Tiscnler is Robert 
.(!·; .... "-"'"""' 
. Brustein~ who sees Williams as a cross between ·Calvin and 
,., D. H. LawrencE3; thus the apparent ambiguities in. Williams 1 
plays are really ",• •• -direct contradictions. They can-
' 
~n-ot. be reconciled for they stem t'rom Will,,iams' irrepressible 
3 
. ' 
~-. "" / 
-,:··, ----
' i' •• • I 
..... 
·' 
,r 
" ' . ' 
··-
1\-.a:, ' 
... 
) 
. _..---,,,. 
/ 
-
. : I 
~·: ~~~~kW~-~·.0~~~~,~~f~~~~~~~!~1~1~~~~\~1~~~~~r~1~~~~~~M~f-~~f~Ys~~~~~s~~~~~~~r~~~-, ·~ . 
..... 
/ 
.. 
_. 
. ' ' 
• 4 
.. 
tendency to 'utter· s~x:ua1 af.firlllations ~hrougb a d.alvinist 
> I 3 ~ "'~ 
larynx." · ., 
. . ' Henry Taylor, one of the cr1 tics· wb.o try to make 
· W1li1ams '~ 'plays conform to a single view of 11.f e, write~ .. 
. ! 
in his Fraudian~orient~d analysis that Williams is " • • • 
.. ' 
. 9 ~ still the traumatized you~gster inexorably re-creating tne 
' . 
'\,.n, 
. l 
) ,. 
} 
pat'tern of his trauma, unable to break through to adult 
· reali t'y. 114 · John Brooking., . offerilig \D existential inter-
-preta tion, finds in Williams people w~o are ~fraid and 
V 
alone, people ·who must find for themselves a meaning in 
- '· 
• 
-('J 
life. Thus ·tb·e hero1Iie 1 s. tu_rn:tng to easy pick-ups at ·the· 
~ end of Summer and Smoke (1948,) 
· ••• has neither good nor evil connotations 
to her but reflects her new life where 
vague nostalgias and longings have been 
replaced by~tbe frank_ examination of 
experiencee~ 
- -
.· Less didactic and more helpful thanrTaylor and Brooking 
. "J 
\ 
·'"'" 
is S1gni. Falk, who trea~j:;s lvilliams as a deeply· committed 
Southern writer; she lists three of the South's "in-
exhaustible resources 11 for Williams: "A kind of regional 
' 
loyalty to tradition; ·-a nosta-lgia for a pattern of aristo--
. l ,. 
~ --._...__J,,_, ..... ·T•~" 
-
c·ratic, non-urban life that was rich ·1n promises; and 
' 
awareness of distinctive ••• mores, and belie.fa pe-
6 
" 
~ culiar to tha southern area. • • • 
\ 
Mary McCarthy and Benjamin N~lson offer two typi.cal, 
' 
. 
often-made objections to Williams. ·Nelson stresses the ' 
' 
' 
. 
·playwright's failure. as a tragedian; what· 11 • • ~ preve~ts 
his· plays from atta~ning the statu~e of tragedy at best, 
I 
·( •\ -· -~ 
; . .,_ 
. .. 
I., 
' 
,, ' 
·; 
. ' 
. l 
t 
\ 
I 
. . 
I 
•. 
------------........ -----------~ 
,.-
.. 
i 
•• ..,., I 
.. . ' 
·• 4 ,f' -
I 
' t 
t \ \., i 
'' . 
' • 
\ . .... 
"' 
·and_plunges them into sensationalism at worst" is "Wil-
. - ~ 
M-•'- -•• ' - . -~- • • ••--. ; .. 
··) 
.. 
... 
-~ 
' . 
,. 
\ 
, . 
\. 
· liams • s inability t1t,
1
sy:wpathize ·with any except the broken 
. 7 
. 
a·nd the weak.'t Miss McCarthy, who ;ts more d~ing,,finds 
Williams expl_o1.t!~g) sadistic, and 1ns1nc~re: 
• • · • (Williams is f'.ascinated by the refine-
men ts. of cruelty9 which· with him becomes a form of·eestheticis:m.v and his plays, far from baring a lie that society is ·trying to cover 
up, t1t1llate~society like a peapshowo o o • ~ Tbe withholding of sexual gratification rrom 
a creature or 'cr1 tter1 in heat is lifilliams' 
central devic~ •••• 8· . ~ ! 
More sypipatbetic, and typical of those who .accept 
• 
.· Williams on his. own terms and find in him a playwright of 
major importance, is Brooks Atkinson, who believes that 
Williams "~ • • has cbos,n to be the poet o:f the damned 
because be understands them more than he does the others." 
Williams is further 
• •• the most gifted theatre writer in Americao By the incantation of words, whic_h 
combine lyricism and naturalism9 he creE!_tes images of lifeo o o · o ·Writing from the 1~-
side out!) lik0 Chakhov 9 .be can make something tangible out of moods and dreamse~ 
Other similarly respohsi~e critics ara Edward Callahan, 
.~ • 
• l '" 
.( Joseph Wood Krutch, and Jacob H. Adler, all or whom place 
\. 
. t 
.., ... :. 
·>:· -·--~-. 
; . 
(• . 
•, 
,, . ~ 
" l . - .. 
I ·1..._~~ 
~ baavy emphasis, ··as will t.his study, on the strong moral 
sense in Williams' plays. Callahan sees Williams• dramas 
as delicately balanced between sylnbolic and naturalistic 
. reality: they envision ".. . • • the problems of man in the • • 3 ~ 
-·· modern world as an extension of the traditional conflict 
1 
· 10 
_'e, 
of appearance and realityon Joseph Wood Krutch, who 
' ) , • I 
sbares some of S1gni Falk's.regional emphasis, is concerned ~ " " " ' . 
4 
..... 
. ~ ' 
. . 
.. 
. ·"-
! 
i 
•, 
....... 
. • .,.I '~ • 
- ' 
r~~ . 
---- ________ L..... 
' 
• 
--;=--:-,. 
:· .. , 
•. 
' \· ,-
. ' 
' 
' ·~r.-f: ,' ;·? '. ;_•.IVI. J· '. ... \ . 
• 
. L 
,, 
--·---··"··-
. ' 
J' 
.. -. 
... 
, 
.... 
.. 
. . 
. .. .'..... . .. !---- . { . """ 
q ' ' , ' 
' '\,-' .... 
I' • "" \ ' \ 6 
, .. 
,, 
J 
II<' 
' . ~ . 
with the moral"'-~pl1,cations of the Southern----eode in Wil-
.. v-- ~ 
limns• Plays. KI'Utch b'e11eves that tbe dramatist 
I 
. • • • 1.s not · so much ridiculing his · . 
'- . Southern Ula.dies 0 so:ti Southern 9 gentlemen• ··"' 
as.he is reproaching the rest of the world 
.. ~ for having found· no equivalent for what 1 
~::!r l'!;!!~~~~a~~il their gentlemanline.~s 
,-' / 
I 
-- ~------And Jacob Adler, in an analysis or Williams' spiritual 
- / 
' . : 
development, likens the playw~igbt to Eugene O'Neill in 
two important respects: 
• • · • the search of man for s·ome~bing to 
belong to in a fragmented, disbelieving 
world;,· and tbe conflict beti--1een the physical-
and spiritual in modern man and in the 
modern world, the relationship between man 
·and Godo 12 1' 
Despite this great variance in judgment, Williams has 
not undergone fluctuating periods of critical -acceptance 
a~d ... ~ejection. He has aroused ei ~_her undying antagonism 
or undy1.ng, however qualifr.ied, admiration f,rom his critics. 
'\..,, 
Brooks.Atkinson, ror example, has been enthusiastic through-
out Williams' career and as late as 1961 called him Amer-
ica' s mo'st gifted theatre writer. Conversely, Mary 
M;c·Carthy' s 1948 evaluation of \iilliams -- as an exploiter. 
' j 
". ·• · • rooted·· im the American pay-dirt as a stout and 
"13 6 tenacious carrot. • • -- anticipates her 19 1 dis-
\ 
missal: in Williams' plays ,"the curtain is ripped o:ff, to 
disclose, not- a drab scene of ordinaey-·11re, but a sadistic 
exhibition o:f .the kind certain rather specialized tourists 
., 
' . 14 pay to see in big cities like New Orleans." 
- ·~ --··----·-· ·---· - ______ _1____ -· - ---···-
' . 
Th 1 s stu~y will draw freely from the different critical 
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· . · -cboo1s, but 1 t will be allied most closely to the sympa-
. 
. 
. ~ .. 
. tbetic.9 moralistic one, ·one w·hicb ,has ~not received a great , I 
/~ -·deal· of· cr1 tical attention. The puz,>ose of this paper is 
.... 
not ~o defend Williams; but, by tracing central themes 
'• throughou·t the .ma-in body of his work 9 1 t i1111-- show that 
-
:there is ___ uni ty of purpose ·and a thematically justif'ied 
. .. 
reason for the violence· and the corruption in bis plays. 1 
1his writer's agreement with Atkinson, Adler, Krutcb, and 
the usually sympathetic N~.lson t·Yill be supported carefully 
... 
enough to weaken, by implication, the charge~ of sadism 
and dramatic schizophrenia and to dismiss as irrelevant 
Nelson's Aristot~lian objections. 
- -- .. , ----
Violence and frustration will be seen-'as the legiti-
mate o.ffspring of Willian;is• incomplete ·u,nive:rse; the ap-
parent contradictions in his plays will be studied in such -
a.way as to reveal, not Williams• lack of direction, but 
rather the inner conflicts which his characters are triing 
' 
' 
' "' 
\ 
to resolve; and the criticism of \iilliams O failure as an · 
Aristotelian will be shot~n to be sup~:rfluous since the . 
,· playwright envisions a Xallen, fragmented ~orld which 
deserves to ;-be criticized. ,on 1 ts own terms and not on the 
terms of those who b~lieve that classical tra.gedy is the 
, -
_.. ... , .. _,,\ 
> 
only serious development of drama. "Critics and scholars," 
, 
4 
'" wri~es John Gassner, tthave_been prone to c9mpound confusion 
' 15 for plcayi11rights by narping on cate,gories·· or drama~ • • • " 
. ~ 
p. 
. · -· No one has suffer.ad more from t.h1s desire~ to categorize 
' . 
.?" 
playwrig~ts than T~iin~ssee Williams, an artist .,whose im-
... I• 
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,por .. tance to· the· modern America~ tbea.tre li~s in quali t·1es ' 
which defy c~iticai regimentation. -- 1n bis recognition 
,· 
of complexity an~ his desire to experiment. Or, as Walter 
., 
'"i . 
\ Ke:rr oomment,s: 
~ . 
, The brilliance of Williams' b-est work l~~s ·· ·· 
precisely\ in 1·:ts admi~ssion of complexity --iti Blanche Du Bois tying a noose around her 
own tbroa t S) in Alma t1i:nemi-ll er defeating her p.urposes td th every pi ti:Cul iiord she u,tters · 
-- and in the humble acceptance of complgxity 
as ·the ro.ot condition of all our liiresol 
Williams is nclt a '' safe" playwright. He handles a great 
,•' ' ji 
. !lUmber of different characters. and situations, developing 
them rreely from play to play until he achieves a kind of 
re.solution in his two most recent ·plays. Walter Kerr 
~ompares the experimentation o:f Williams to the formulas 
of the average "jour11ey-man playwrigh·t." In doing so, he 
describes the unusual freedom with which Williams works, 
a freedom which characterizes only truly creative American 
•I 
playwrights like Thornton ~ilder and Edw~rd Albee. The 
,. 
f'9llowing passage is :from Kerr's analysis of The Night~· 
F 
The Iguana: 
. ·--. -·· . - - .\ . _ ..... / 
~ 
.I .; 
The . tru.ly: creative ac·t is always a desper-
ate gamble. Where the j·ourneyman play-
wright wil'J~ protect himself by organizing his m~terial neatly in advanceD o 9 o the 
man who means it is al~ays th~owing away 
the pattern on the chance that ha will be·. 
able~~ this once~~ to catch lightning bin his hand o ·· lfJi thou t prafab1n,ice1 tion 9 he 
··· plunges into the .formless hopit.lg that he17 will .find life i tsel.f at .its core.· • • • I 
\fillt·ams' "readiness to "plunge into the :formless" exp.lains 
{ 
the ·organic design and, more i,mportantly, the ambiguities 
, 
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and· conflicts or his plays. It $lso helps us to understand 
1 
Williams' reluctance to stay too long with any one situ-
; 
ation o_r any single _character typ&s~ This writer will trace 
the way in Which Williams• plays ad.opt and discard various 
-. . . . - - ~- ...... - --- -· - -·--
• •• ••- • • , T•- -• .. -•-••••- - - ·---· ·- •• - •-
11 patterns" of life and show how the dramatist, after· a 
> 
long period of experimenting, .finally seems to have achieved 
.. a :resolution in his finB\l two· drBmas, The Night 9f the 
. 
' Igu~a (1961) ·and.v less significantl·y, The luiilk Train 
Doesn 1.t Sto2 He~ .~:ymore (1962, revised vers1on 9 1964) ~ 
The sturi;ly does not ·intend t·o examine everything Williams 
~--· --- . 
baa written, nor will it provide detailed analyses or every / 
(_ / 
'-character in each· play it does include. Its purpose is 
.rather to look at all of ~11111ams 1 full-length plays and 
select the characters and themes in each which are central 
'.\ 
,•. 
.. to the very remarkable growth and maturity of the drama-
tist. 
f To understand, first,· Williams' basic point of view, 
I 
we shall i'ind 1 t helpful to ··look at the philosophy of life 
the dramatist expresses outside bis plays. In the intro-
() duction to The Rose Tattoo, Williams writes that 1t,1s~he 
unrelenting rush of time which often robs man of a sense 
of honor and 'decency. Because the rus·b is. changing, man 
must work 
,. 
, ' 
: ·r~. 
.,·1 
.. ~·; 
,:> ' 
through 1 t tct~ achieve eternal values: it ls this continual rush of time, so 
-violent that it appears to be screaming, 
tb·e t deprive.a OU~ acctual· _li.'Jf8S of 80 nn.icb .· dignity ' €\ind ·m0 aning O O O el«; . ' 
. "----
The rush i~ ~emporary. · The great ,·and only possible digni.ty of man lies in his power 
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. / deliberately to choose·certain moral values 
- . ~ ..... . 
by wbicb to live as steadfastly as if he, 
too j O 9 e ware _i)YJm.1:lrred against the cor-
rupting rush of timeo Snatching th·e eternal 
out of the desperately fleeting1;a the grea_t magic trick of hu±rian exi~tence. · . 
<) . 
' --· .... t . What hinders those who see this truth' and -who desire to 
----··· 
·---·· 
transcend the corrupting rush of time is what Williams <;alls __  
.... 20 I -
"The message of Absolute Dread." This is a realization 
-
of .som& all-pervading terrgr in the universe, a terror 
rooted not so much in tangible evils like nuclear-war 
?~--threats and ·crippling disease, but a mcire basic, ele-
mental dread of the darkness at the core of things. For 
Williams the . 
,;· . 
• • • true sense of dread is not a reaction 
,r~ ' 
. to anything sensible pr visible or even, 
i strictly9 materially knotvable~ But rather 
1 t• s a kind of spiritual intuition of sgme-
thing ._too incredible and shocking to talk 
about.9·,,i-1bifch underlies the whole thing. -~ 
It ·is the incommun'lcable something that we 
shall have to call myster! which is so 
inspiring of dread •••• 1 . 
\ 
.r:r-:1 
......,, ___ 
Ttiese two statements of Williams are important because 
~ ~ 
· · :.,they acquaint·, us with the two dominant forces in Williams' 
/ ' 
' plays •. One is man's idealism, or the struggle to stamp f. 
eternal values on the rush of time; the other is the sense . 
., ~ 
' 
of universal dread and fear which makes man forget com-
pletely his pursuit of the ideal and which turns him in-
.;-~., 
ste8-d ~o distracting, and often degrading, relationsh'ips · ·:. 
with the transitory attractions~ of the earth. Williams 
,, 
~'.;\ 
believes .that all men, I'egardless of the ·way they I'esolve · I 
t~eir inner -conflicts, have_incompletion as their birth-
.,,...t., 
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-right. I_n this world, decay, - violence, .. , and corruption · 
must 1be expected because· they are a part of this universe., 
.. 
. the offspring of 1 ts fragmentation. But because l*l1111ams 
sees man as a striver, .. _ as. a cr·ea ture who naturally seeks 
perfection, he is fascinated not so much by the incom-
' 
"··-·· 
. 
I 
i" ,, 
.... :. 
\. 
pletion of the wor1d as he is with the ways in which men 
cope with the difficulty o~heir situation. In this 
. .... 
. '--.: ~ 
struggle for something better lies man• s redemption. Or, 
--
as the playwright- addresses the reader in the preface to 
The Glass Menagerie: / 
... _ 
~~ • • • once you .fully apprehend the vacuity 
~----..~ __ of a lire without struggle you are equipped 
with tbe basi.c means of salvationo o o o 
the heart of man» his body and h,is brain, 
are forged in .a white-hot f~rnace for the 
purpose of conflict (the st~ggle of 
creation) and ••• with the conflict re-
movedA the man is a sword cutting·daisies. t:!2 . 
. • • e 
Most of W1111SJns 1 early plays, however. _find-~eople 
) 
not so much interested in squarely f'acing and accepting 
their incompletion as they are in frantically devising 
··methods to conceal their incomple'tio:n. This evasion is 
.unfortunate, because it prevents the individual ~rom 
,:J, 
dire.c ting the "wh1 t~t" ·energies of his... soul into shap-
\ 
\ 
ing and perfecting,. day-to-day "reality. 
q 
It also prevents 
a per~on from ever-· fully realizing~ bimse·lf and ··pt ten 
J 
brings great injury- both to himsel~. and tbose around b~. 
Realizing the harms of self-deception, Williams treats 
even his most -~ymp,athetic deluded characters with a degree 
of irony and detachment; railure to understand this at-
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ti tude leads one to i.interpret sentim~ntally what, in \ . 
7 
reality, calls for a more subtle response. _Yet, it is 
also important to see that Williams portrays many or b1.s · 
-
self~deceived people with a degree of sympathy as well. 
··For .inmany·instances there is a.positive, hcipeful aspe·ct 
' ' 
in the devices man employs to cover up his incompletion. 
These compensations. often represent. not only escape, bu.t 
.., 
') 
·als.o struggle and· aspiration, an attempt· to find in 1.the 
.-... 
world and in dreams a substitute for what is lacking. in 
.. 
the sel.1'. 
\ 
. \; 
~J 
~ In his short story "Desire and th~ Black Masseur"·t.-
(1948), Williams bimselr offers an explicit statement on 
,> 
,,. 
compensa.~1onB3 0 or man's devices to o_pnceal his incompletion 
' 
from himself. The story's protagonist~, a sadist and a 
'' 
·. masochist, are two of tlte most crippled characters Williams 
bas ever portrayed. Each seeks compensation for his per-
sonal weakness in opposite, but complementary methods --
one in violence, the other by surrender to violence. Wil-
~ \ liams explains their behavior in terms of man's fragmentary 
nature and in doing so outlines the three major ways people 
_escap·e the re-ality of their incompletion. Life, the reader 
is told, is like a house tfi tb onlyr three walls: _: 
'. ,.,! 
' - ~ 
.. ,; 
• ". .: ;J. ~ 
''· 
r· 
:~ 
A t-1all tbBt~ has been omitted from a house. ·--..,.__ 
becaus® the stones tierca sxhausted 9 a room· in a house leXt unfu1~nished- ·because the 
house~holde~vs funds wers not·sufficient ~-
these sorts of incompletion~r are ueua·11y · 
cove~ed up or glos~ed·ove~ by soma kind of. 
makec:ishift arrangem.ento The natu:1[Je of man 
is full,., of such m~e-shift arrangements., · 
devised.by himsell to cover his incompletion. 
" . ....J 
•• 
.... ' ~· ' ,..l 
-~. / 
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He feels a part ~f himself to be- like a 
..... ! ' .. , ' . 
missing wall or a room l~ft unfurnished and 
·-he tries_as well as he can to make up ror 1 t. The use of imagina ~t'1on 9 resorting. to 
· dreams or to tbe loftier. purpose of a.rt;·' is a.mask be devises to cover his incompletion. Or violence such as a t~ar 9 bettt1een ttio men 
13 
OP among a number of n~tionsp is also a blind, and senseless compensation ··.ro_r t~at which is 
-- ________ .. not :yet formed in hum~n natureo Then there is still another compensationo Thi~ on® is found in the principle of atonemsnt, the surrender of self to violent treatment by 
°'thers tiith _the ide~ of thereby clearing one's . self of his guilto2LI- fitalics addeg' 
.... 
l' This, paper 1r1ill sboii that these three kinds of com-
pensations (imagination, violence, and puririca~ion J 
.• 
. through atonement) reppesent an accurate ideological sum-
mary of most of the characters and themes in Williams' ,· 
. full-length P.+'8YS. But 1 t will also illustrate how his ,/;, 
,, ,~Y 
latest dranias, The Nigh~ of the Iguana and, in a less im-
portant respect, Tibe Milk .!ra~~ Doesn't Stop Here A~:yygore, 
call for a fourth and much more mature approach to lif~: 
submission to t.be demands of the world thrqugb non-violent 
resignation and reconciliation.· .Nearly all of Williams' 
plays up to Sweet Bird ..Q!. Youth. (1959) have been pre-
. . 
,'!· 
-
"Z} • . 
..,,-.J• occu.pied with developing the different ways men compensa·t .. e 
. for, rather . than maturely face ~nd attempt to cope wi·th, 
their natura;L inadequacies. ·"'The .. two most important ex-- \ 
-
,,}":\ 
J.. 
I captions are Camino Real ( 195~) 'fld Cat .QB.-.! Hot Tin Roof \ 
. 1 ,_ (1955). Though the ~ream play~ an important role in e~cb q 
. 
' 
· dram*, neither is essentially a ,1play of the first com-_ ·, 
pensation, whiet.'l __ J~_ "the, use of imagination" or "resorting' 
rl to dreams." Thel, Terra.~lncognita, or the' unknoW?l land- of 
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• Camino Real, _represents not the neg·ation of e~cape or tbe 
. refuge or a 11.e, but rather an appeal to man's 1higher 
.. ' ... ' ' 
. . 
·,to . rtP 
natu_re., or the long, di£.ficult struggl~ for self'-perfection 
and a higb~r ,· moi-e real, or poetic truth. Similarly, 
Maggie's announcement of- her p~egnancy at the end of Cat 
. - on a Hot Tin Roof., although uni'ounded, is not the same as 
. ..- -
Blanche\ DuBois' fabrications about Shep Huntleigh. Mag- . 
· gie, "Unlike Blanche, bas ·the will, the faith, and the means 
Both~Camino Real and Cat on a Hot 
-- --- - --
-, . to make her lie true. / 
. v· 
Tin Roof are important because:, though not conclusive in ,,_.\ 
- ) ·-i;,. themselves, they at least hint that a greater maturi·ty is 
I ' • 
. @ possible in Williams• characters. They suggest that there 
is a way of meeting life honestly, and represent a·pro- -
,\.. gression beyond Willianis' compensation drama.a, plays which .. 
.. 
embody only a hope for some kihd of more fulfilled life, 
regardle.,s of any -relation to reality. ~-1 
\ 
'Nro very ~arly plays, Battle~ Angels (1940) and~-· 
Touched Met ( co-wl'i tten by Donald 'Windham :fn 1942, but not 
produced- on Broadway until 1945) '411 not receive attention [<"-~· o,j) 
here. ·The former is the first, and quite clumsy,·version 
- . 
. 
of Or;eheut! Desc,ending (1957); Orphe.u~ does play an important 
part in this paper. The latter9 a Jr>eworking Jof a D. H • 
Lawrence short_v. story· by tbe .~,same ti't;le, i·s a.11 unconvinc-',q,, 
ingly didactic.tribute to Lawrencian love, and a relatively 
unimportant' playo, The Rose Tattoo (1950) and Period or 
_,) 
-Adj_ustme.nt (1960), though offering some pe.~·1etrating in--
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. sights and well-rounded, often comic .characters, are never-/ 
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t·heless too inconsistent and too incongruously frl_volous 
_ to be helpful to this analysis. ~The :reader is to believe 
that Seraphina and Alvaro, the Sicilian couple ''in The_ Rose 
I 
. '-.. Tattoo, and George and Isabel _H,verstick, the seriously 
~ 
-
troubled newlyweds in ! Period of -Adjustrnen~.» resolve tmeir 
•' ~ 
difficulties by pa.iring off and going to· bed .together. 
Walter Kerr wrote the following passage about Seraphina, 
but he might as well have been discussing the weaknesses 
~. 
or ~oth plays when be calls her a: .. 
·~; 
••• quicksilver compound of physical 
passion, intense idealism, and hysterical. 
reiigiosityo That a single sexual act 
should reduce these qualities to a h~ppy 
harmony is inl.~lausible; it suggests that 5 there was~no conflict in the first place. 2 
• 
' 
The full~lemgth plays to be considered as important to 
~ Williams' developing vision are all-the.other Broadway pro-
. ··" 
L 
c-1·· 
.. 
ductions, plus the off-Broadway Suddenlx Last Summer (1958); f/ 
The· Glass Menage,rie
0 
( 1945)., Summer·· !L.1151 Smoke ( 1947, Dallas 
I 
production; 1948,/ Broadw_ay), ! Streetcar Named Desire (1947), 
Camino Real, Cat .Q!! .! Hot Tin Roof., Orpheus Descending, and~ 
/ 
/": 
Swelet Bird of Youth. The N·ight of tba .Iguana ~Jill rbe con-
· sidered as the :major · turning point in tifillia.ras' career 
because its more stoic, mature vision finds exp~ession in· 
some of the most moving characters and situations \iilliams 
. 
\ 
· has c~ea ted. .In a sense, l.rbe Milk Train Doesn' t St.op, Here · _,. 
Anymore. ·carries Iguaf!a' s rec one ilia tion one step ~ur·ther; 
·• 
but, because o'.f its vaguen~,s_ of character and theme, it· __ I 
. !;\ . ~ ~ ~~ is a dramat.ic failure. Its significanoe lie··; ·not as 
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partner ·, to Iguan&:..,., but as a helpful pos tsc·r1p~ to the 
earlier playo The Milk Train at least reinforces our 
belief in tiilliams' new direction., one whose· origin and 
importance this thesis will trace. .. 
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• CHAPTER II 
. , . • 
' I}, 
'In 'the earlier p~ays, women like Amanda and Laura 1-n . 
.· Tbe Glass M~nager:!:_!D BlaLche and Stella in ~ Streetcar 
Named Desire 9 and Alma Winemiller in Summer and Smo.ke. __ .. p-lay 
- ·- -· 
. 
---the role of the dreamer, the character t1hose u o o o re-
. sort.ing to dreams or the loftier purpose of art is -a mask 
J. 
. 26 he devises to cover his incompletion. 11 All. of these 
Southern gentlewomen invent a lie, assume a false identity, 
.. 
_or turn to tbs world o'r the past and/or a world of ·fantasy •'-' 
., ... in their inability to bear with the present and face the 
f'uture. 
~ It is s1gn1~1~ant that the first poem Tennessee Wil-
' li811lS wrote _was inspired by a childhood .reading, at the 
age of twelve, or Tennyson's "Lady of Shallot." Williams 
"-·· remembers that "she was floating down a river in a state of 
trance and she did something to Me. n27 Nothing, says Nancy 
Tischler, could be more fitting for Tennessee ·w1111ams 1 
"• · •• entrance into the world of literary creation than 
the story of a lovely, lonely romantic lady who is de- · 
s ~royed by the 1:rruption o~ reality into ,,,,her· world' of 
, 
28 · 
· ~ 1' romance." For wl th the same theme, and lJlOre important·ly, _ 
,l 
, with the same delicacy of approach and technique, Williams 
' wrote his. first successful Broadw·ay play, The Glass 
e• Menagerieo > 'fbe pattern of loneline,ss, love,, and death. 
~ ,.r~ ' 'would WOI'k its~lf into man.1: ___ ·or Williams' plays., ·but ;haver 
,:~ 
again with such a haunting evoca-tion of tbe dream world 
. :. ,,.. 
-
to ,which· ·men cling sq tenaciously. ·• ·\ 
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\ l The Glass Menagerie···· is ·a play 1.n which not only the 
" 
• t r~ 
l~_ading characters,. but tb·e entire society depicted in the j 
' 
--·:'·d~ania, are 11 ving the dreams and the illusions of Williams' , 
,-
I first compensation. Tom Wingfield,, the narrator of the 
play,_ now in th·e Merchant Marine, takes his audience back 
... · Jr to ------- - --- -··- -·-
' 
.. • • that qu,aint period, the thirties,· when the~buge midqle class of America was ma-triculating in a school for the blind. Their eyes' had failed them, or they had failed their eyes ••••. , (i) 
Theae were the times of social non-involvement for this 
mindless middle class. Tom ~ooks back to the days when 
. ~ -
his family lived in a S-t. Louis tenement and remembers in . 
particular a popular neighborhood-hand-out, the Paradise 
Dance Hall, a r1tuge for those who wanted to forget the 
drabness of the thir,ties in sensual! ty and soft colored· 
lights. "'Across the alley from us'" Tom recal.ls, 
' ... 
' 1)---,, ·-··--· ---- ~ 
was the Paradise Dance Hall •••• Some-times the lights were turned out except h for a large glass $pbere thatq-hung from, th~ ceilingo It would turn slowly about 
and filter the dusk with delicate r0inbow ;;oolorso 'Then the orchestFa ·played a ~1altz or tango 9 something that had a slow and 
sensuous rhythmo Couples would coma out-side, to t~e privacy of tbe alleyo You could. see them kissing behind ash-pits and telephone po·les. 
This was the compensation for lives that passed as mine, w~t~out any change or 
, dventure O e 9 • 
I ' 
I n Spain. tbere·was quernical 
' 
~ut here the~e was only hot~swing music and liquor, dance ~hall~, bars, and mo~ies, ·and· . sex that bung in the gloom like a chandelier 
\ 
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\ 
-~nd ilooded the world with-brief deceptiv~ 
rainbows. (v) Lftalics addeg 
As Tom focuses his attention on his family, we learn that 
~ 
.. this desire to escape reality exists not only on a social, · 
but on.an individual level as wellG For Tom himself, his 
·----.. ----
t· 
mother, Amanda, and his.sister, Laura, are all afraid of 
reality; each is trapped in bis own "'deceptive rainbows.~:n 
The prefatory stage notes describe Amanda Wingfield 
as ~.a 11 ttle woman o~ great but confused vitality clinging 
' frantically to another time and place"; ". • • having 
.. 
tailed to establish cont.act with reality, {.shi/ continues 
29 
· to live vi tally in her illusions. 11 Tom remembers his 
; 
mother as a person who had to fortify herself against an 
ever-darkening present by looking back nostalgically to 
the past~ Raised in the genteel Southern tradition, 
--Amanda fondly recalls rooms filled with jonquils, verandas 
dense with gentlemen callers, ~nd conversations fo9used r- . 
',, 
only on n I thi.ng~ of the mind and the spiri t 1 " ( 1 v) • Be-
cause her daughter is slightly crippled and her son rest-
,,-· -.. _ - . 
-= 
less and on the brink of leaving home, Amanda must work 
'··'-,/ 
.. doubly hard to meet expenses and keep the family together. 
Afraid to p1t to herself the precariousness ~f her situ":' 
.. 
ation, she attempts to ease her inne~ tenJ)ions by reliving 
.l 
/ 
an era which appears half-touching~and half-ludicrous to 
those around her. She t~inks almost wholly in terms of 
""""\ 
the·aristocratic Southern P!St. 
' --~ ... -· .. 
When Laura gets up ··.frc;,m 
/ 
· the table for the blanc-mange, Amanda _:s·tops her by sayi-ng, 
' . 
'"'C. 
. " ~ 
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. "•No, sister, no, si,er, no, sister -- yo~ ~e·. the lady 
this time, and I 1 11 be. the darky this· time'" ( 1). As a 
D 
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- young girl, Amanda tells '"Tom, she did not share h~r son's 
.,; 
· erithusiasm for that "'insan~ Mr. Lawr0nce•'1 (iii)Jrather,,,\ ~ 
with "' a nimble wit and a ·-tongue to rue et all occasions,•," 
she occupied herself w1 th " 1 things of importan~ going on . ' •,\ 
" 
in ·the world1 Never anything coarse or common or vulgar• tt · 
' "--
. (1). For Amanda, America has been in ~ecline since the 
passing of' the old-fashi.oned So1fbern way of' life.,'She 
. ' i:; .tries ·to revive it in her own threadbare househ"old, but 
' knows 1 t can never be the samei: 
" ' • • • 1n the South,'" 
she says, "•we had so many servants; gone, gone- gone. 
All vestiges or gracious~_ livingl Gone completelyl I 
wasn't prepared fQr -what the future brought. me'" (-vi) • 
. What Amanda cannot realize is that many of her present 
difficulties spring from her overabundant faith in the· ap-
pearances, the ou:ter forms of gentility. He~ marriage 
failed because she was dazzled by the good looks of tbe \,, ' 
man who propos.ed to her. As she tells Tom,~ "' That in-
~-
. ··. ·!' 
' 
.\ 
0 
_. 
...;. 
. "' 
· nooent look of your father's had "'everyone .fool.edl He · 
smiled -- the world was enchanted'" (v). Living in 
another age and relying too greatly on·forms have-further'.. 
alienat~d her from her children, neither or whom she al-
lows herself fully to understand. She often forgets ,~hat 
b~r ·son's dull warehouse job is one of the family's chief 
means of support and t·ba~ for an inquisitive, re.stless .. _..• 
man ·like Tom both tbe hom-e situation and the warehouse 
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.. 
1 j 
duties· are-p·~ralyzing ....... ,During mucb 1 ofr the pl;ay's t1r·st· ~ 
I 
act, Amanda does little to lighten .her son's burden. In-
,, 
. . 
s~ead, ·she regales him with tales at?out her gentlemen 
' 
callers or nags him about going to the movies so often. 
,., 
your job? Jeopardize the security. o:f us~ a11·1'" ( 111). 
~'~ 
··There is ·11 ttle true communication between the two, and 
. '() 
• 
• 
~t the end of the play Tom, after a final disagreement 
with bis .. motber, leaves bomewitb·Amanda's path.~tic 
"'Then go to the moon.-- you selfish -dreamer1 1 " {vii·) 
j 
C , 
ringing in his ears. 
.~ 
·Amanda's relationship with Laura, her. shy, child-like ' "'\ 
daughter, is also stra!ned. Amanda cannot see that the 
fierce arguments she provokes with her son deeply upset 
Laura. Nor will she agree with the more level-headed Tom 
that her daughter, in tbe eyes of strangers., is 11 ' ••• 
terribly shy and lives in a world of her olm a~d those 
• 
things make her seem a,. 11 ttle peculiar to people outside 
the. house 111 · (v) -. · But Amanda's stubbornness in re tending 
to believe that things will · work out for Laura ( and . for 
the whole family., too) constJtutes her -strength as well 
as her weakness. Although ber dreams of happiness and 
gen~ility are ~nlikely to come true and are sometimes pain-
.rul to those. around her, they give ~er the strength to 
4 
· ·carry on and hope ro·r a better life. Amanda. 9 s dreams al-
l~w her val~pntly to overlook Laura• a drawbacks and to . 
/ believe that each eyeni~g will bring a-gentleman caller • 
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• I 
IJ 
,. 
·she enrolls Laura in a business school, brings her to 
" . 
,. ,J 
. . 
church socials, and finally gets Tom to bring home a 
-gentleman in the hope of a decent life· for her daugbte~. 
Williams explains why Amanda's schemes for her 
~ 
daughter a:re unlikely t·o materialize. Laura I s si_tuation, 
-· . .. . .. . ... ..... 
be remarks in the pro'duc tion notes, is '' even graver" -than----·--
,, 
--·Amanda's: 
l. 
: . 
A childhood illness· bas left her crippled, 
one leg.slightly shorter than the other, 
and held in a braceo G o o Stemming from,. 
this 9 Laur2 8 s separation increases till she 
is like a piece of her own glass collection, 
too exquisitely fragile to move from the 
shelf 1 30 _ · · ~ 
A delicate creature whom Mr. Willi&ms 1denti1'1es with. 
"' 
·~~ 
the tiny animaels of her treasured glass collection, Laura 
has retained an innocence, a crystal .... like delicacy which 
makes her especially vulnerable to the coarseness of the ,--1 •-..\ j 
• 
( 
world. Like Amanda, she lives in a world of the ideal; 
unlike her mother, she has not become hardened by the very 
difficult business of making one's way in the outside world • 
Since Laura must create a world of shadot1 and glass to avoid 
cf'' 
life's ugly reality, her lease on life is wholly dependent 
on the degree to which she can successfully maintain her 
illusions, on the length of time she can remain aloof, 
" 
without being swept oft her shell andpsmashed. Unlike Tom, 
she 
\.., .• 
'• 
••• seems.not to :feel ~e ugliness and 
entombment of their lives. - Incapable or 
his \,1olence 9 . she never steps into the 
world ror fear it-would be impossible to 
bear. Sbe me,~~ly sta~ds at the _brink and--1 ..., 
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• J Watches what she can of :J,ts ~!auty without 
' l 
· becoming a part of 1 t. • • • 
' !. ' 
"Touched !?.I. light. given !. rnome_n~_ar:r r-ad!ance ••• " 
,_ 
,· · (vi) by the promise of her longCl~rtvai ted sul tor O Laura, like 
the Lady of Shallot, 11ves, but only for a momenta The 
. warmth of Jim 0 1 ·Connor·, the gentleman caller, melts Laura~ s 
r r· 
shyness, and for an instant she operates in ~he worlds or· 
, .. 
,, 
··r· . -- •· - -·"_. ...... _. ··-· - ., . . , 
.... 
· both idealism and experience. But after Jim announces his 
engagement to another girl, .the lights go out in Lau.ra. 
• ··r.:__;.:,;·;· 
She retreats.even furthe~ into herself, and it is unlikely 
that she will ever again' make a satisfying contact w1 th 
the world. 
Thus, although Amanda and Laura both live to·see their 
,1 
dreams shattered, there is a crucial difference between the 
two women. Amanda, although daunted 'QN' and a 11 ttle disil-
lusioned at the disappointing gentleman caller, will keep 
· on grappling with the world. She will continue her tele-
ph~ne solicitations for a woman• s magazine; she will always 
be o·n the alert for new ways to meet househol~ expenses; 
she will continue to invent fantastic plans for Laura-• s 
I . . . 
happiness, even though she unconsciously knows them to be 
futile. "The one. dominant theme in most of my writings, 11 
/ 
. · says Williams, "tbe-·most magnificent thing in all human 
. 32 -
nature is valor -- and courageon Just because Amanda's 
endurance is reinforced by her reliance upon dreams that 
~ ~ 'Cannot be fulfilled, there is·· no rea·son to question her 
-·/·' ·•' 
' . .· . 
' I 
; 
dignity as a surviving., however deluded, monument of a ,. 
I. 
) ~. ) . 
... ,,. .. 
woman• "She's confused, p~tbeti-e, even stupid·,·" continu~s 
.. ..... - ... l .. _______ _ 
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- Williams·;· "but everything has got t_o be all ·right. She 
tights to make · 1 t • • • in the onl; way s~e knows how. n 33 
Laura's value, on the other hand, lies in her purity, in 
-' 
. the integrity . of sensitive outcast who closes his -mind 
to the sordidness the world. 
The illusory life of tbe men in- The Glass Menagerie,, · 
-·-c-··· ........ . 
·· -- ......... ------·-----·- -- - -is less evident than that of Amanda and Laura. Although 
) 
·------~--~·-----
-·-· . 
I 
.. _.___ . 
\ 
' < 
I 
' ' 
' 
Tom understands the desperation of the family and the 
• 
pa~alyais of both Laura and Amanda, he, too, is a dreamer 
wbos.,e 1nab111 ty to deal realistically with life is also 
h~pered by a vision ~f the ideal. The emptiness of his 
present situation repels him, but he can find no other way 
-ot expressing a desire for a more fulfilled life than by. 
frequent trips _to local movie houses. Tom's equating the 
dream world of Hollywood with life "outside" clearly shows 
·• .t· ... 
bow ill-equipped he is to handle the complexities of the 
~orld. -"'Jes, movies1•" he exclaims: 
' 
Look at the.m (A. wave toward the marvels of 
Grand Avenue) -All of those glamorous people 
having adventures== hogging it a.11 9 gobl?ling the whole thing up! o o o People go to the 
movies instead or ~ovipgl Hollywood char~ 
acters are supposed to have all the adventures 
ror everybody in AmericaD while eve~ybody in 
. America sits in a dark room and iiatcbes them 
have them& Yes~ until theXDei s a t.Yal.)o That's 
when adventure becomes available to th~ 
massest _ Ever~o~~ 9 s dish~ not only Gable's. 
Then the people in the dark room come out of 
the dark room to have sorae adventure them-·· 
~ selveso O O O But I 9m not patiento I don't 
·· want to t1ait · till theno rom tired. of the · , '-,..~- -·') ;., .. ;;..,.., ( 
~\.: 
movies and run. about to moveo (vi) 
The contrast between the s"t?erili ty of Tom's t1ome life and 
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·' . -the lushness of h:ts·,·movie-world is. so·· pronounced tbat. the 
reader is apt to take half-seriously Tom's sarcastic 
speech ~o Aman4a at the end of scene three. When Amanda 
insists that no one could go to the movie·s as often as her 
' 
-· .... 
· son professes to, Tom loses control and. cr'jies out: 
.,.~--··..,--~·--.. ··----........... .-~~ ............ ._ ... -...... · "'·"-··-···,;· 
. I'm going to opium denst Yes opium dens, 
• '-- )._ 
t 
-
' "" '·.. . . 
dens Q.'f. vies and criminal~ v hangouts 0 Mother. 
··· ••• They call me Killer, Killer Wingfield, 
I'm le=!ding ~ double 111=,~ Zitalica adde_gl, a 
simplei honest warehouse worker by day9 by · 
night a dynamic czar of the unde~t--Jorlde (111) 
.... 
Because movies are nearly as important to Tom as the little 
glass animals end the Southern past are to Laura and Amanda, 
the reader sees that he, as Nelson points out, _is also 
.. 
"• •• "caught in the ordinary and terrifying situation of 
attempting to exist in a world which g1vesffi·1J!i7 no -sens~.ple 
reason for existenca. 11 34 Nelson, seeing that Tom "possesses 
I -. 
.. . - . 
the romantic soul of a dreamer,'' writes that 
• 
despite the perceptions he! shows as nar-
rator he has as much trouble ~acing the 
situation as does bis mothero In part, 
the play is his attempt to overcome his 
~ear>s 9 but t:Je are left iii th no assurance 
at the conclusion ~bath~ has succeeded. 
He is plainly disgusted with his mother 
tor her poses and apparent refusal to 
cope with reality 9 · and yet ha D too, es-
cape a dailw from the oppression of his life by3Jeeking the nareotieism 6f the cinemao 
. 
Ins-tead of proving his inde·pendence, Tom' a relivil)g of his 
homelife shows h~he, like Amanda, is trapped by the past.~ 
r 
His failure to break into the'worl~ and make a life for 
himself is conveyed in what he says after the play is over. 
jlere Tom admits that, despite its remo.teness from life, his 
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' 
'lo. past offered or ·the comfort, the security-~ and :,.: some even 
• 
the beauty of peace •. Laura's image of purity and gentle-· 
. 
ness especially haunts him. 
•' 
Just before the play ends, 
- '• 
,) -.... Tom says that be has traveled a great deal, but could never 
' . 
,: 
•I . 
settle down. He·is as rootless as the fallen leaves be 
\ 
;, . 
I traveled around a gre.at deal. .Th-e cities 
. swept about me like dead leaves, leaves 
that were brigqtly colored but torn away 
from the branclies o t, 
I would have stopped, but _I was pursued 
by somethingo It always, qame upon me _ 
- unawa;r,es, _ taking ms al together by surpris·e. 
· Perhaps it was a fmnil;tar bit. of mu~sic C) 
Perhaps it ti-sss only a ·piece of transparent 
glasso o o o Ob, Laura 9 Laura 9 I tried to 
leave you behind maD but I am more ~aithful 
than I intended to bet I reach for a 
oigarette.o I cross the street 9 I run into 
the movies or a bar9 I buy a drink 9 I 
~speak to the nearest stranger~~ anything 
that can blow your candles outl ~~ for 
. nowadays the world is 11 t by lightningl 
(vii) 
' 
Tom's misfortune is :bis 1nab111 ty to find a. place in life. 
Nei tber the tinkl:ing gl.ass of Laura 1 s wo:x:ald nor the light-
·-- ______ ... --
n1ng energy of the real world satisfies him. His allegiance 
. . 
is to both and neither. 
The only other character in the play is 'Jim 0' Connor,· 
the g.entleman caller and a former bigb-scbool classmate of 
i: ~ 
Laura• s. Jim's illusion is not a P!rsonal fa~tasy~:- but 
·the-American draa.m itself, the dream that promises success 
\ 
.... ·--.-... •.,,. /l 
and happiness for anyone willing to work for them. Or, ·as 
Jim describes our national myth: "(His eyes are E!tarr;z) . 
- • :,;>· 
'Knowledge -- Zzzzzpl Monez -- Zzzzzzpt -- Powerl That•s 
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the cycle democfacy is. built onL'" -_' Jim admits that at .one 
tim~ ·he was as f~igbtened and as inseciure as Laura. Glibly-
labeling her timidity as an inferior! ty complex, be tells 
her that he understands her problem ~, 
. ....... . . - . _ ... - ' -~ - '. . 
-· \ 
• 
I' 
••• because I had it., too ••.• - ... ''.I bad it 
until I took up public speaking, devefope4, 
my voiceI) and le~rned that I bad an aptitude for science o --Bet ore that time I never 
thought of myself as being outstanding in 
any way whatsoeveri (vii) 
Underneath the cool, selfc:,possessed exterior, however, -Jim 
, 
·1s almost as timid and insecure as Laura. It is ~nterest-
..: 
ing to watch how the awakened rad:!anoe of Laura penetrates 
·Jim's perfunctory bravado~ When Laura takes out their 
- \ 
high-so hool yearbook, she $nd Jim " • ·• • smile across 1 t 
,. 
, ... 
with ·wonder" and suddenly become youthi'ul classmates 
,~ againo As the evening prog~esses and both become more at 
ease, Jim's"· •• voice becomes soft ~nd hesitant." He 
is "suddenlz serious" as he looks at Laura and stamme~s, 
"'You·,1rno,,- c::,= you 8 r? -- well -- very, differentL .Surpris-
ingly di:fferent from anyone else I know1 111 (vii) Laura, 
;.f 
as Nelson perceptively comments, 
' 
••• is not the only person •awakened' in 
their moments together. Jim is awakened t·o 
a part or himself that he has not quite 
. successfully suppressed~- tl1e unsu~e 9 
·rrightened Jim 0 7 Connoro His reaction to 
Laura is that of a bewildered boy needing 
tenderness and beauty 9 and 6 seeing 1 t for a moment in a strange girlo3 
,, 
Bu~ Jim's mome~t of' honesty and possible t'u·l.fillment is as 
I 
abort lived as Laura's. The stage directions te11· us that 
when Jim finally " /l 
• • • considers the situation and senses· 
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·her feel~ings 
• • • ~" he ". • • g1llps and dec-~de: to ~~ 
·, 
~· 
.! clean breast 2!. it" (vii). He announces his .engagement , .. 
( 
to Bettyv a girl to whom be seems only conventionally de~ 
' . 
I voted (sh; 9 s "'•:;•. Cathollc, and Irish; and in a great 
.J 
· 'many ways we -- get along f'irie • " (vii)), and: q,epaI'ts. · He 
• • I '~, fully c~ltivated self-assurance. but the raitb he has built 
.. 
• 
in the American. Dream. ' / Or, as Nelson continues, 
' 'J' ,!.> 
\ 
••• he cannot accept Laura and preserve 
his wonder.ful dream of himself!) and she 
1\1 turn is much too ineffectual to make·~-,.f' 
any positive gas ture ·toward bimo So they · 
-come together for one instant» in their 
mutual need and Jim· once :mor>e gains con-
t~ol o rtu S· ridiculousv he convinces him-
selr ~ I mllSt be ora~y; I'm engaged to 
Betty (~1holesome part of the ·American 
.Dream!) and tbe sooner I ·'tell this .odd 
girl the bettero And so he tell' Laura 
a~d·tbey have suddenly passed in the 
tw1light 9 sach visibly shaken by this 
unexpected moment of truth.37. 
l This brief encounter between Laura and Jim, one trying 
to achieve, the other to deny, a higher kind of reality, 
I.: .., •• ·, 
. foreshadows the relationship between Blanche and Mitch 1n· 
A Streetcar Named Desire and bri r~s us now to a .. similar 
- ", 
__ .--
s1 tuation in Summer and Smoke, \'iilliams' next full-length,· 
playojB Summer and Smoke again finds Williams fascinated 
with life's first compensation. But whereas in Tbs Glass 
.Menagerie, Williams portrayed ~our different cbaracte~s, c J 
-~each trapped· in his own illusory world., the playt~ight now· 
., 
con~entrates on- a single hbaracter. This is Alma Wine-
miller, · the only child of an Episcopal minister in a small 
, 7' . 
'southern town called Glorious Hill. Forced at an early 
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_ age to assume the",parish duties or a negligent ~mother and \, 
. ~ . fearful of her sexual impuls~s·, Alma has grottm old before 
• 
' I 
, ber·time. She is about twenty-f'ive but·her nervous, self-. ~' 
.. 
_conscious ~demeanor makes her look older. The stage notes 
tell us that 
. ' 1' 
... \ . ....._, 
. \ 
•••. Alma bad an adult_.quallty fill!. child 
·and now0 ... in her middle twenties& there is , 
. something 12remature~,r !P,1Asterisfl about her. An excessive Rropriet:y, and self~conscious-
, . ness is !EJ?are:~t. in her nervous 1~¥ghter;. her voiceJ .. !n~. g,e,stu~e~, pelong ~-·teap~, of church entertainments!) ~ tbe po.s.i.t.i=on of hoste.ss in !» r~c~ork fill! ,µas groi,.1n 11J1 · mos=~~:r !!! the compan:[ of her elders o 3~ _ 
'' Because Alma has never enjoyed a normal youth, because she 
~ bas always repressed her phy;siea~ appetites and considered 
. the~ degrading, ·she has been forced, like Amanda,·to assum~ 
. , 
.... 
the mask of another perso.nality·. For Amanda, life was a 
.ct charade built around her role as a latter-day Southern 
-hostess; but for Alma, it ls something deadly serious, a 
morass of sensuality which must be avoided Jr .a person is 
V to achieve virtue. \ 
\ 
)' The se-ttings for Sumner and Smoke are- important be-
cause tb~_Y shed light on the two dominant t·orces at work 
,_.'S. ,,-.-, botb within Alma and within the play itself. Williams calls 
for ,two kinds of sets: the interior, which divides the 
stage into two parts, one for Alma's rectory, the other 1:1 
for the office of bar more ex.troverted neighbor, Dr. · John 
Buchanan; 
. · ~n a park 
and the exterior, ".· •.• which is a promontory 
' : 40 or public sqllare in the town of G~prious Hill~~ t· 
' ,r'· 
-·-
"Situated on this promontory,"· tbe stage -notes continue, 
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. is a fountain in· the form of a stone angel, in a· gracefully. crouching posi tio'n with 
· · wi~gs. lifted and her hands held together to 0 form a cup from t1hicb wa'fer> flows., . The 
. stone angel of the f ~1lntain ~bo1..1ld pz.,obably be elevated'\ so that it appaarEr in .tha back-ground or t~s interio:R: scenes ~s a . synibolic figure (Etex,,nity) brooding ove~ the course . 
of the playo This ~nti~e !@.!t,exuioz:: set may !!!_ on .a;; BJ.mer '.!,avrsl,,,n.. ~ove ~.ha_t of the two fragtqeptar:y_ interiors o · · 
''it 
'· 
This scenic in.formation is t?alpf~l beca~se it t·ells us that 
the ~ectory, or man's spiritual needs 9 ~nd th~-~,:.-octor•s 
i l l 
'i office, or man's physical needsD ·are "fragmenta ·y inter1,ors, n 
{\ or, to continueh the symbolic implications, human appetites· 
which in themselves offer incomplete solutions to the mys-
teries of life over which the figure of Eternity. b)roods. 
I Surmner and Smoke sets out to cross the paths of two repre-
.:..,.. 
sentatives of each incomplete way ,of life -- the purely 
spiritual, or· Alme, and the purely physical, or lusty Dr • 
John -- · and to see what influence one way o·r life will 
exert over the other. 
The chief irony ot'···Summer. and ·smoke is that John and 
c' 
<:i 
' 
Alma cross paths s~veral times but never ~eally meet. This 
. is especially regretful because, despite their apparently 
... 
coptradictory outlooks, tha two people are very much alike. 
John is at first portrayed as a promiscuous man who fails 
to utilize his great skills as a doctor; but Williams ( 
-points out that bis hero's dissipation is more a sign of ' 
pu:rposelesapess than any innate depravity. John is J 
. ~ 
'· 
~ Promethean fig"Hre~ pril~!antl~ and rest-le-ss+;l alive in §! stagnant societyo The 
exces.s g! his power has not yet .found !. 
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channel. If !]_·· rema·ins wi tbout o.n.e& ll will burn him up. At present he .!! un-marred B.Y, tbe .dissi;e~Ytions
0 
in which be relieves his demoniac ·unresto 1 e •• rr1 • . . . - . . f : - - F=;$e-:a 
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The young doctor recognizes that his tta.y ot lif~ is in-:~-
- ,, 
adequate. Inwardly desiring a decent life, he is 'disgusted 
.-If. 
at bis own grossness •. · During one or his wild parties he 
.. ; .. · ... :. . :. 
·. _ cr~es Ollt: / , ... ' 
. 
··· · --
· Did anyone ever slide downhill as fast_ as I have this ·summer? Ha-hat ,Like a ' ., 
,.iit'· 
greased pig o o o and tbere ... i~n-' t a sign of depravity "ifi my ·race~ .. -And yet all 
'· 
; \ 
·,. l 
summer ruve sa.t,around here lika this, remembering last nightp anticipating the next onet The trouble with me is, _I should have been castratedl (vii). 
··. / 
John's capacity for ~elf-recognition prepares us for bis 
later ma tur1 ty. '\ 
Alma's dilemma is very much like John's. She has mis-
taken the angel of Eternity ~o mean pure spirituality and 
bas tried to live a life of uncompromised sanctity.· Re-
pressing her natural physical self, she lives in· a world 
of excessive idealism and religiosity. Alma, however, is 
as untit for her stained-glass existence as John is for 
bis life of promiscuity. The difference between "the two 
characters is a matter of awareness. John ltnows that his 
lire is unbalanced and unreal, but, as Williams notes, 
Alma's ". . • true nature is still hi'dden even from her-
se1:f 11 (1). John senses Almans divided self- in1hen ha tells 
her tba t she ·1s suffering from a doppelganger ( 1), or a 
i;. 
con£,lict between one' s inner and outer identity. The 
· doctor also sees the depth of human emotion in Alma; he 
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say,s- to he~, n, • 
. 
•• yo~ have a lot ot f~eling in your 
·- heart, and that• s a rare thing. It makes you .too easily 
-· hurt•" (iv). But-_eyen tv'ith his perception. J'o·tm does not 
see until too late that Alma's truest self desired him , 
... _ --~ ........ __ physically as well as spiritually. After,he becomes en-· 
( 
gaged to anotb-er girl, he tells Alma that t1bat be actually 
) 
) 
needed was her idealism and what she wanted was his 
physical vitality: 
We seamed to be trying to r{~d something in each othe~ without knowing what it was 
that wa wanted to findo It wasn't body hunger o o o it Masn8 t the physical you 
that I really 1r1anted! (xi) . / · 
You couldn 9 t name it Lwbat Alma wanted from~Job!17 and I couldnVt re·cognize it'. I thought, it was just a Puritan ice that glittered like flame.· But·now I believe 
it was :flame 9 mistaken for ice. (x·i) 
Alma's ideal of absolute purity prevents her from 
recognizing this flame of her physical love for John. In 
tbe playv s sixth scene, whe:r,e John asks for physical 
gratification, she does not comply with her heart• s deep-
est 1 needs, but instead begins talking about the dignity 
' and respe·et of love: 
The woman that you selected to be your 
wife~ and not only your wife but -- the 
mother of your children& ·(She catches 
h8£ breath ·,!! the thought) l\fouldnV t you· 
want that ~oman to be a lady? Wouldn't you want her to be somebody that you as her husband 9 and tbay as her previous 
children c::,= could look up to with very deep respect? (vi) · 
Had Alrria been more honest with berselt~·had she admitted 
~ •. , L_ 
/ 
her ve'I7 normal desire for both ~piri tual and physical love,,. 
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she might have ·taught John, and a long time b~fore this, 
'the meaning of both p~rity and h1unan love. By showing 
~ 
. John that there is more to learn from hexa than the meaning 
of idealism, she would pave fulfilled herself· in an honest .,. 
' I, 
love relationship· and spared herself a great deal of un-
happiness~ As it is, she los.e.s the doctor -because _she shut·-
" ' 
'f 
from consciousness all thought of carnality. Naturally \. 
mistaking the Hwpuritanical ice that glittered like flame'" 
for overabundant spirituality, John took from Alma only 
what he co~l~ see -- her idealistic aspiration. For a· 
more healthily balanced marriage relationship, be turned 
.. to another girl, the ~si-1eet, good-natured Nellie. Iron- , ... 
ically, it is Nellie who raves to Alma about the upl·ifting 
effect the latter has had on John: 
' 
He [Jobi/ told me about the wonderful 
talks he'd had with you last summer.when be was so mixed up and how you,- more than 
anyone else;\,was responsible for bis pulling himseif together •••• (x) 
·~ 
' 
-'. 
. 
The reason lr/1.lliams writes· that Alma's ". • • char-
. 
. 
acterization m.uJs,~. never be stressed to the ,Eoint .~S2f. making 
her at all ludic1J:>ous .!!! !! less than sympathetic wayn ( i) 
is that Alma embodies the struggle and the aspiration which 
the playwright sees as necessary for a nobler way of life. 
' ~ 
"i 
Gothic cathedrals fascinate her because,they strain for 
that which is beyond reach~ Alma likes the ··1,1ay in which 
" 
• 
••• everyt~ing reaches up, bow everything 
· seems to· be straining for sometbh1g out of 
reach of stone=- or human .fingers? o o o 
--. The vaulted ceiling and all the delicate 
spires -- all reaching up to something be~ 
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. 
yond attainmentt To nte -- well, that is 
~be secret and tbe principle back of 
existence .-=GQ ,the everlasting struggle and . 
aspiration t,or more than our 11mi ts have , · placed in our reacbo o •• (vi) , · 
J 
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the untouched purity of the soul link -Alma, during most of 
. ~tie play, wi ~h ''two ·other sympathetic characters, Amanda 
' ' 
~· . and Laura., both of wb:om also choose life's first compensa-
-tion. Shortly we shall see how Alma's bitterness at losing 
•/ 
John.and her final decision to start soliciting sales~en · 
are not indicative or a new maturity, but rather of a con-
tinuing failure to achieve self-awareness. 
.. Critics who dislike Summer and Smoke beiieve that 
~1111ams interferes with his characters and makes them 
abstractions of ideas. rather tbah living people. Harold 
Clurman writes: 
\ 
.... 
,. 
The themati~ base of Summer and Smoke 
is rendered ambiguous by being stated 
through characters that do not properly 
emboqy the forces the play is supposed 
to pit age.inst each otbero o o o · That 
she !}rlmFJ should be presented as tbe 
champion of the Vsoulu and he [Johri/ of 
the nr1eshu is & contusion that derives 
. from the au tbor 9 s inability to knotf when 
he is creating character and when he is 
interfering with the characters by talk-
ing -- soraetimes .. a little foolishly -- in 
thei:r stead.}+2 . .· · . 
Kenneth Tynan, finding similar flaws, calls Surmner and 
Smoke ". • • a needlessly symbolic moral! ty play ffehichp 
1i7 sen~imental in that its characters are too slig·µt to 
I 
sustain the consUa-t1ing emotions which are bestowed upon 
·them.n43 · It is interesting to.see how both cri'tics t'irst 
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~ accuse Williams of planning_ a ti.ghtly disciplined allegory 
and·tben criticize him ~or eith~r misusing, or not making_ 
I eJougb use of, -his_ symbolic structure~ CluI'IT.lan is wrong · 
in assulning-- that w1i11ams ever intended John .as· the champion 
. ! ' .:• 4·. 
• 
-------------·-----------·-·of the flesh and Alma as the c·hampion of the s·piri t. And 
.,. : 
-- --~ ,----------
.. 
. . . 
. .. . l'ynan robs the play of its complex! ty when he reduces 1 t to 
a morality in wb ich John,' or flesh, becomes spirit, and 
spirit., or Alma, becomes flesh.-~ This pattern is only half 
' true. For although Alma refuses to coordinate the warring 
inclinations of her nature and swings from one polar1.ty to 
another lPJi thout ever looking at the whole Alma, John finally 
learns to complement the physical with the spiritual. The 
reason, .. he does not decide -to join a monastery, .,which. he 
should if his reformation is strictly to parallel Alma's ·,. 
disintegration·, is that he does not deceive himself as much 
as Alma does. We have already seen that early in thEl_play, 
when John recklessly pursued a sensual existence, be, un-
like Alma, realized that bis one-sided approach to life was ) . 
inadequate. 
.. ~ This is where many cri-tics who read any kind of' mecb-
ariistic pattern into the play go Wong. At the collapse 
pt John and Alma's ways or lire, each re-examines his out-
look and ·bis purpose in the world. John .. steps back., takes 
· a good look at himself, and ;reconciles his' spiritual and· 
physical appetites. He sees the inadequacy of bis earlier., 
--·a-elf-destructive impulses and :finally turns to a_ more ful-
filled life becaus·e tha} is what he deeply needs. Alma," 
-· 
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however, ·~eoomes bitter because she realizes that her 11-
11 ,t,. 
,Jlf .. .,-:r!:'!"IA. ~' • ' 
.·1usions about herself' have cost her the love of Jo.hn. .'I. 
;.. Instead of recognizing that Qer deep spiritu.al natu:rae must 
·-··.,:·· . 
now .. be enriched by a more vital emotional approach to life, ;-
.. 
- ' - ._ "'.. . . ... . 
Alma denies her spirituality a:ltogeth.er. Like ~1rs. Ewell, 
"' ,the merry widow of Glorious Hill'" ( 1), she decides to 
accept life on any terms and -turns to brief' aff a·irs w1 th · ·· 
~-,, .. ./ 
strangers. As the play ends, Alma is soliciting a t~aveling 
salesman in the park. 
John and Alma, then, are much more complex than ab--~ 
stractions in a morality play. Both characters are com-
mitted to the spirit and the flesh, and both are surpris-
ingly alike. John finally achieves reconciliation and '\ .. 
-~ 
maturity., but Alma, in choosing the gros~er side of reality 
and denying her spiritual nature altogether, ·r1nds 1 t neces-
saey to wear another mask to avoid resolving the opposing 
complexities of her psyche. Whereas once she fled behind 
a facade of idealism to hide her ·physical needs, now she 
.turns .to an equally unreal life of promiscuity to forget 
her need .. for spiri tua·11 ty and aspiration'. Alma' s nature 
is no more knot"ln to herseli at the end of the play than it 
was in the beginning. It is interesting to wonder what 
. Alma's reaction would be the next ~orning, after she bas 
\ le.ft. the hotel room and the salesman has p~ssed on to 
I\".~ ; 
another city o She might not cry out ~1th Stella in A · 
-
Stree-tcar Named Desire··, 1':·"' I dontt know if I did the right 
. thing,' u44 but a woman or Alma I s deep senstbili ties would 
{ I . 
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ts feel -a profound and meaningful remorse that might placi:l 
her with the later Blanche DuBois. 
'", 
"' "> 
,> 
In A Streetcar Named Desire one discovers Wb's"'t· hap-
. __ ,._ ----- --- ---===-a 
•" 
~pens wben a Laura-Alma figure ·is thrown on her own re-
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s-ouraes,, what ravages a· ~orld wi tbout art.,, tradition, or 
- - . 
) ( 
........ __ 
·-. - ...... --~#·•··· ideals ~1:reaks on those ·'t-'1ho struggle for- 8 higher; form of 
~ 
11.fe. _ Hera l,lilliams traces the disinteg~ation of a South-
ern family and follows the different cqurses taken by its 
two sisters, Blanche and Stella DuBois. 
A--great deal has happened before the action of the 
-~ 
play beginso At sixteen, the idealistic Blanche married 
l 
/~ 
a handsome boy of great refinement and sensitivity. Her 
subsequent discovery of his homosexuality s_hattered her 
faith in the beauty of' life,··leaving ,her with a sense of 
/ ) 
loneliness so overwhelming that she sought love and pro-
; 
tec·tion indiscriminately. With departure of her 
'·, 
' ·sister, the collapse or Belle Ree (tbe.ramily planta-
tion), and the many respo~sibili ties she was forced to 
i 
assume, Blanche's life soon b,came a pathetic ~.ebaucb. 
It ' • • • I think it was panic, just panic,'" she says, 
"'which drove me from one to another, bunting for ·.soine -
__ ,," pro tee tion. • • ' " (ix) • 
/ 
I 
As the play begins, Blanche has ~led the scene of 
,• 
her youthful disillusionment and disgrace··. Now she seeks 
r' 
--· ', . - ' 
peace and _ a new life in the New Orleans apartment·· o:f her 
sister Stella and her brotbe.r-in-law, Stanley Kowalski. 
"' I w~t · to restl I want to breathe quietly againl 1 " (v) 
I , 
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, she tells .Stella; but·:tmest blportantly, "' I want to be near 
you, · got ·to be with somebody, I can't be alonel' 11 J 1) As 
Streetcar unfolds we learn that part of ·Blencbe 1 s·despera-
. / ' 
tion stems from her almost complete absorption in Williams•-
.. 
., 
. ' 
···· -- --··-------------------- - · ·r1rst c-omperisE(~ion of_ dreams •. ·Even more ·than ··Amanda, 
.. . ,. 
--
. . ·- -· .. 
.. 
' 
... t 
-
Blanche has t'o drape her.self in rhinestone and "I old-···---·--···- ~ 
.: ··-
. fashioned ideals'" (vi) ... to ~org_et the squalor of her past 
and the impermanence of her present and future. Feebly 
she clings to outdated tradition to av0id being swept to 
~ - ' ~ 
destruction in a world that has no place'\ror her. 
•' 
\\Then we first meet Blanche arriving~. at the Kowalskis 1 
tenement, Williams remarks tb&l.~p·er~expression is!!!~ 
congruous !Q. thi~ setting •••• There is ~omething about 
( 
; 
her uncerta!l! mariner 9 ~well!.! her white clothes that 
' 
sugge.~t~ !, mothmt .( i) o This descripti-on reca.lls a poem of 
Williams', in which the moth symbolizes the doomed beauty 
of the world, "Lament for the Moths"·:· 
A plague bas strick~n the moths, the 
moths are dying9 ~ 
their bodies are flakes of bronze on 
the car,pets lyinge 
Enemies of ·the del.icate/ ev,erywhere 
have breathed a pestilent mist into the air. 
' 
--·=~.~-- .... -·,=-----~ .... J . .3""' .. ,. ____ .. ".~:, __ -, . -_ ..;___ ...... ~_.,._-: ____ ._Lam~n t ___ for_ the_ v: e_l ve ty_ mo th s __, for __ the mo_t_h_s _ __,___ 
were lovelyo, . ~ 
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Often thsir tender thoughts,. for they 
thought of me, 
eased the neurotic ills that haunt ~-
the day. _ 
Now an invisible evil takes them away~ 
I move through the_ shadowy rooms, I 
,cannot be. sti'll, 
I must find where the treacherous 
killer is concealed. 
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-Feverishly I search and still they fall 
as fragile as ashes broken against a 
wall. 
Now t.pat "the plague has taken the moths . 
away, 
·who t1ill be cooler thin curtains against 
.. t-he dayt. 
.' who. tt:111 come early and. soi'tly to ease· my· lot ·· 
. 
. 
As I move through. the sh~d<?wy rooms with···--------· 
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··-···; . ~> . . . ,., " - .. ··:. . ' . --··· . . . . ., . 
a troubled heart? \,,J - .. , 
' .~ . . ' 
... 
., 
G~ve them,,~ O mother of moths and mother 
of men[) 
"$.trength to enter the heavy world again, . 
for delicate were tbe moths and badly 
. wanted 45 / here in:_.a world by mammoth :rigures haunted1 
These verses are significant, for a Streetcar Named Desire 
" deals with the inevitable tension that must exist between 
/ tbe moths and the maminotbs of ·the world, between those who 
at least believe in some sort of spiritual life and those 
; 
who rejept all but tangible reality. 
Blanche's misfortune is to have met too much of the 
ugliness of life. Her early exposure to death, perver-
sion, and the ~-'~'epic fo~nications'" (11) qf her ancestors 
,/ 
bas worn down .. So'm'Uch ·or her resistance that she has not 
' i, 
~ 
·been able, at least in actjon, to maintain her high stand-
ards. Blanche aan talk of her old-fashioned ideals, her 
, belief in art and poetry, and her disgust at 
"' • • • a /.·I. ' 
,. 
rude remark or·· a vulgar action'" ( 111); but in her heart 
.. 
.l ' 
l -
I 
·-
. . 
_z.-,,."'-_ --
. ... ---· 
..... 7' ·~· • ~- : 
.,. ·-,t.._,' 
she knows that fear has of ten forced her to deal on·· the ·n 
worldi' s terms. · Bec,ause life has offered so little to 
0 
., match her idealism·,. she has bad to live a life of quick 
affairs with nameless men to dispel a terrifying sense of I 
r 
,. 
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!.> 
-aloneness.. The world bas turned· her code or genteel be-
\ .. 
liefs into. what ·-Je:>seph Wood Krutch calls a "quaint a-
.....-.....;, 
... 
. ..... ~ ' 
nacbronism," .leaving Blanche ,·no· place to turn except to 
.. 
.. ·- • ..• - -· -- --- -·--. '1 
· a --world of experi·ence she cannot handle .• The tragedy of· -,--. - ···-·--- ~.-·· .. -. -··. ·1 
!· 
.__,.........,.---------
both Summer and Smoke and A Streetcar Named Desire, wri tea· ------
-~ 
0 Krutch, lies -·····-
-
• • • not in the facrt ·tha t --the b eroine re~. 
sists,. but in the fact that she h~s so / -~-· -
little'to resist ~ritho Gentilityi-is tbe ~ 
·only form of :ldealis·m or spirituality a.ctlla .. ., ........ _ ...... ,-··---··-·-------'. ~ 
-- ,., 
I 
l 
cesssible to hero Perhaps Mro \'Jilliams seems 
to be saying the onl,y form ·noii accessible 
to anyone',f;. and our culture is ugly just 
.because we have no ~iving equivalent fp; 
what is now a mere qua.int anachronism.4 
·, 
'/ Blanche sees the mammoth, mechanistic way,of life 
i personified in the loutish ~usband of her sister. Hoping 
to _re.scue Stella from her present 1rn.tU,ersion ~n Stanley's 
world, Blanche cries out to her: 
(_ 
\. 
, .. 
' . 
.. Thousands -~and thousands of years have passed 
him right by9 and there he is -- Stanley 
Kow~lski -~ survivor or the stone aget e •• 
· God 9 maybe t11e are a. long t-.Jay from being made 
in Godts image~ but Stella=- my sister --
there has been some progress-· since thenl 
Such tb·:tngs as ·art t:>c:,c, as poetry and music ----
such kinds of new light bave come into the 
world since thent In some kinds of people 
... some tenderer feelings have some little _ 
1 
. 
beginningt That tie have got to m.ake gr~ow.~ 
And cling toD and hold our flag! In this 
dark march toitard whatever it is ~yen re 
approacbingo Don't hang ·back with the 
brutes! ( iv) 
' 
Blanche lacks tbe strength· to aive up to her ideals~ but 
,() . 
,. . 
she cannot· 11 ve without professing them. Like. Alma, · sh~ 
'{, . . 
. ,,7:"'·"· 
is the victim 'of' a doppelgahger, but wherea's Alma's re- . 
· pressions were unconscious, Blanche's are partly conscious 
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and operative only some of the time. 
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I 
Blanche knows she 
is not so pure or so virtuous as she pretends to Stanley. 
"" Even now she has re-turned ·to some of ·her old indulgences: 
. ' . 
-she -ne-arly drains Stanley's liquor· supply and carries· on 
,· 
a mild fl:l_r.tation w~th, and finally kisses, an embarrassed 
newspaper boy. Ye-t Blanche feels that she must oppose her I 
-
. I 
-
. ~ 
-
- brother-in-law's ahlmali ty with at least her ideal of pure . 
Southern· womanhood.· She is only·a partly deluded woman, 
because sbe is half-aware of the many lies she must tell 
in order to preserve a virtuous 1mage of herself. When 
she writes a preposterous letter to ~1111ona1re-social1te 
Shep Huntleigh (a letter she will never send), she ex-
claims to Stella laughingly., "•O•m laughing aiJ myself, 
( 
myself, for being such a liaID l ' " ( v) • Fore ed to admit 
/ that she has lied about herself, Blanche admits that sb·e 
bas never tried to tell factual-truth: 
I don't want realism. I want magic! 
I try to give that to people. I mis-
represent things to tbemo I don't tell 
tl'llthj I tell what ought to be truth. 
And if that is sinful, then let me be. damned for itl (ix) 
.Blanche cannot reconcile the high ideals of her mind 
with the despe:rate needs o-r the bod-y. So strong is her 
code of purity and beauty that part of her believes that 
., 
her mind's image will reshape the ugliness o:f her past.' 
This is impossible» .because at each stage, Blanc~e' s life 
bas become increasingly more'sordid • .,! Straete-ar Narned 
, 
Desire witnesses the death blo~ t_o Blanche's dreams in 
- ' 
. ' . \ 
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' 
. Stanley Kowalski's aggression, aggression motivated· partly-
' 
_ by Blanche's flaunt~ng of what Elia Kalan calls her ". ·~ • 
•" 
need to be special, superior •••• " .Kazan remarks of-
Blan1che thE;l t her "need ··,to) be superior" 
......... ----------··-·-·----·-······-- - - - - - . 1-- .. 
I 
- -••• creates.an apartness so intense• a 
loneliness so gnawing that only ••• a 
desperate r,ide on the Streetcar Named Desire · 
' • • _---.,. ''-' .... ~-. =-~-;=,.er.·-
·.\ 
/ 
.. 
· can brealr through the ~Jalla of her tradi tiorf. 
The tragic flaw creates the circumstances, 
inevitablyD that destroy herg47 
Blanche is Medea or someone pursued by the 
Harpies 9 tbs Harpies being her .o~p, nature. 
Her inner sickness pursues her like doom 
and makes it impossible for her to attain48 the only thing she needs: a safe harbor. 
Everything ·Blanche does, continues Kazan, "is colored 
by this necessity, this compulsion to be special. So, in 
fact realiEl, becomes fantasy. She makes it sot 1149 Such 
an insight helps us to see how B1ancbe is Williams' most 
·complex victim of lif'e 1 s first compensation. She hopes 
to change real! ty by her immersion in 9:n illusory world 
of gentility, but at the same time she oannot Wholly 
relinq~ish flirting with the world on its dog-eat-dog 
terms. Although the resulting duality ~1nally destroys 
Blanche's sanity, she 1s not to be considered a mere 
object lesson in sch.1zophren1a. Her importance to w11 .. 
limns lies in her being one of the last of the moth-like 
creatures who recognize tbe great hu~\in need to struggle , 
............ ...:--· 
for-8f'l~, sort of spiritual life. When she is removed to 
,, "' ( \ ' 
. the m~ntai,. home, we should, as Kenneth Tynan remarks, 
"feel ;h;J;) a . part of. ei viliza tion js going with her. n50 . 
Only 'bere,-·ror the pu of th is study, Blanche is of 
t' • 
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value chiefly as a character whose !~ability to reconcile 
the real and the ideal leads ·to the compensation of dreams· 
_ and illus ions. -··" I 
A more unobtrusive character forced into a world of 
.. -111 us ion to avoid the_ ugliness of her present situation is 
., 
Blanche's sister, Stella, a woman blinded to all reality 
except the " 1 colored l_igbts 111 - ( v_iii) _ of Stanley• s love-
. . '~· 
· ma.king. Stella is carefully portrayed as a langu1_d, sleep-
ioving creature who must create a world or rose-colored 
sensuality to tiorget the demands of a more cultured way of 
lite. Kazan sees both the dream~compensa tion Stella has 
found and the "terrific price" she must pay .flor it: 
Stella is a refined girl·wbo has found 
salvation or realization, but at a terrific 
priceo She keeps her eyes closed~ even stays 
in bed as long as possible so that she won't 
feel the pain of tbis,terrific priceo She 
walks around as if narcotized» as if sleepy, 
as if in a dazeo Sbeffs waiting for the ·dark 
where Stanley makes her feel onli him and she 
has no reminder of the price sbe is paying. 
She iiants no inti-~usion from the other i,1orlq .51 
Having to force from her-/mind all ~bat her sister is trying 
so pathetically to resurrect, Stella must sl~ep, read comic J 
books, and look after Stanley rather than consider any of 
what Blanche calls the " 1 ·• ·• • kinds of new ligh,t [whic'i/ 
have come into the world.· • • -• ' 11 ' 
--Williams' description of Stella at the beginning of 
scene four deserves particular attention because it 
emphasizes the passivity so close to the heart of ~!r 
-·. --
ebarac teri z a tion. - It is early mor.ning: 
,-
,· 
) 
' 
•· - "\ 
I 
' 
... , -'<" - • -•1"~) ',.., 
' - ·-·--- .---· 
l 
" . 
• 
r ·{ . .f't 
. . 
Stella·!! lying down .!!l the_bedroom. Her 
face is seJ?ene in the aarlX, mp
2
i:p:ipg sun.;; 
' I 
11:BEJlo Q,,11~ .B:an~ rests £m .P~r. .Q~llL., a!'O"f.!nding 
slightlx. !:;f_irntb. net~ ~e.ternityo . He!b ~dyes. and 
l.ip§. J1av~. tg.§\~. almost narcotized. tranctuil~+t:z 
that is in the faces o-r Easte1-vn idolse (iv)-
-~ c::zc:::..,o ~ =::;::a=o 
.• 
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.--- Williams characterizes Stella as a woman who refuses to act 
or accept moral responsib1li ty. Much --of. her behavior in 
the play represents not reason and· decision., but instinctual 
: I 
response and a surrender to her b~sband's caresses. When, 
,, 
for example, she and Stanley greet each other after a 
violent quarrel, ~ 
·' 
·- ·-they stare ll each other. Then they come 
toge·th~=~ with low, animal moans o J.!!. falls 
to gj.~ 19:ee~ £ill the steM and ;eresse~. bis 
f aca to her bellL, 9upving .! little "'&Ji th 
tendernesso Her eyes gQ blind with tender-
ness as she catches bis head and raises him 
~= =====c::== c::::::::= =:;::,=:::;= == cc::===-=== --1 eve l with hero He o o o lifts her off her 
feet and bears her into the darl{ flat O m1) 
When Blanche, in the I''ollowing scene, asks her sister why 
she endures Stanl·ey' s crudities, the narcotized Stella 
replies that "'. • . • there are things that happen between 
a man and a woman in the dark -- that sort of :make every-
thing e~se seem unimportant•" (iv). Stella answers· Blanche's .. 
question more definitely a liytle later by enbracing her 
husband, and, by implication, all he stands for, in full 
view of her horrified sister. Because Stella's entire life 
.. is centered in Stanley, she can express herself only by 
surrendering to her husband's desires. 
· During the play both sisters receive a~~ shock of 
revelation so terrifying that neither allows ·herself to 
- ' 
accept its implications. Stanley, resentful of his sister-!' 
......... ,, 
·---·· 
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• 
. . in~law•s flaunted superiority and-the lies.she has told 
' 
' about herself, resolves to hurt'Blanche. When Stella 
,,."" .. , 
goes to the hospital to have her baby, Stanley rapes -
Blariche, hoping that this final degradation will destroy ,-
,. her al togethel'. But·· rather than accept Stanley's behavior:-_ 
for what i-t -t---el-ls t-hem ·about their illusions., each sister_ 
.. invents an additional and mot-.e~ drastie- pipe-dream-to avoid 
----r- - .. --···,··-·· 
the truth of the rape. Blanche., terrified by what the at-
·.'.;;, tack reveals about both her own unsavory past and the 
general plight ,of· civilized man, flees into a wor~d of 
insanity, where_ anything will be possible: swims at the 
~..,,,--
old rock quarry, yacht trips. with Shep Huntleigh, and 
happy returns to the years of.her youth. But Stella's 
rejection or reality is more ·culpable in i~at hers is a 
more voluntary ~ne. /She believes that her husband raped 
her sister, but to go pn living wi tb Stanley s:he must put 
Blanche's horrible story out of her mind. Here she is 
ag.ain depicted as a .person who sacrifices responsibility 
, 
, 
and choice for a dream world of colored lights. The 
reason Elia Kazan calls Stella the apex of the busband-52 
. wife-sister triangle and why Nancy Tischler considens 
-
_ 53 
- · · S.lla the key figure in· the play is that Williams gives 
I 
her the crucial cho_ice between two oppos~d ways of life • 
From this viewpoint, Blanche and Stanley are what Edward 
Callahan calls ". • -• tempters in Stella's morality play. 
••• I~ her, tragedy she makes the choice of 'Stanley's 
lllorali ty. n54 
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ferbaps it would be more· correct to say· that Stella 
; ·~ 
makes no choice at all, that her refusal to act, and save 
her sister from the madhouse only makes it'apeear that 
. ' 
she has dqne something positive. For w11·11ams- character~ 
izes Stella in the play' a final scene as ·so blinded, so 
-·--lost _to any sense of p~rPQ.~~ .. ,.--.,.t.b.a.t _it_Jfou.ld. seem impos-. 
' 
sible for anything to turn her from her present way of 
1 
·-.- .. 
life. Just before the doctor: arri·ves from the asylum, 
Stella, instead of accepting Blancbe'.s story and leaving 
Stanley, s~ifts the burden of belief, decision, and action 
~ 
~. 
onto another. This t.1me it is not Stanley., but Eunice., an 
earthy ne~ghbor from whom Stella\can·expect only soothing 
words of assurance. Stella wants Eunice to convince her 
that Blanche belongs in an institution, that Bl~ncbe was 
lying about the rape, and that she herself should continue 
living with her husband: 
- ..: 
~. :rf:,. ~ 
~ 
i' 
STELLA; 
I don't know if I did the right. thing. 
EUNICE: -
What else could you do? 
STELLA: 
I could~1 t believe her story and go 
on living with Stanley. 
EUNICE: 
·Don't ever b~lieve it. Life has·got 
to go· on. No matter what happens, 
r·, You've got to keep going. .(xi) 
·-: 
When the doctor and the matron arrive, ·Stella predictably 
loses contr,ol- over. th~ situation and turns again to ·Eunice 
·ror sympa;by. · In the first sp~eeh. 1·t is interesting to 
r 
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notice how Stella shifts the appeal to justice from her-
self (where· it ·belongs) to the unsee~ 11 ·1 them~," "' Godi J "· 
. ...-, 
,and " 1 they'": 
STELLA: 
~ - .... --' -
O, My God, Euniae help mel Don't let 
them do that to her, don't let them 
_hurt hero Oh, God, ple~se God, don1 t 
· hurt herl What are they doing to her? 
What are ·they- doing?-
:EUNICE: 
Stay here.~ Don't go back in there. 
Stay with me and d~n't look. (xi) 
r 
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For an instant Stella remembers her obligation to Blanche,, 
but again Eunice ~teps in with soothing words of com.fort: 
\· 
STELLA: 
,_ 
- --- -- ------
~-- - -- - -- - -- What have I done to my sister? 
-, I 
. ! 
O God, what have I done to my sister? 
EUNICE: -
You done the right thing., the only 
( 
thing you could doo She couldn't 
stay here; there wasn't no other 
pLace .for her to goo (xi) 
~Af'ter Blanche whispers her final appeal to her sister, 
<t 
"•That man isn I t Shep Huntleigh.,," Williams one~ again 
.,_ 
emphasizes Stella's blindness. When Blanche is taken 
from the apartm~nt1 Stella's eyes are closed: 
Blanche catches her breath again and slips 
back into .~h=~ flat i,ri th !. Becul0iar smile, 
her eyes wide and brilliante As soon as 
_ _,, rsed). ,..,.., -
,.. . 
her sister goes past her 9 Stella closes·her 
eyes and clenches her band$o . {xi) == 
As the· play ends, the reader realizes that Stella, 
("" 
although ·1ess complex than Blanche, is more degradingly 
trapped· in 11f'e 1 s first compensation .• ' For while Blanche 
appealed in her illusions to a mar~ .honorable way of life, 
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· · Stella's illusions enshrine mer.ely an 1nst1nc·tual ul'ge. 
common to all species of animal life. Unlike her sister 
,. 
and the dreamers ~n The Glass Menagerie, Stella is not 
r.ede·emed by any kind of aspi!lation or spir.itu.al struggle • 
'£,\' 
I 
I • 
Her· alliance w1 th Stanl~y, a vi.o.lent ..... a.ggre.sseP-,· -·-p·Pep-ares-----------·-··---· ..... 
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CHA·PTER II I. .• 
.. r 
The s~~-ond and third substitutions deaig~ed by man to 
cover the space of what Williams calls bis missing fourth 
wall are violent aggrandizement and_ purification through 
"· 
violent self-atonement. Again, it is helprul to return to 
"Desire and the ... 13'lack Masseur" for that exnlici t statement: ... 
:,:,_,. 
• • ~ violence such as a war~ between two men or among a number of nations» is a 
••• blind and senseless compensation for tl1at t.Ybich is not. yet formed in human natureo Then there .is still another com-pensationo .. ~his one is found in the principl-e of atonement 9 the ~urrender of self to violent treatment by others with the idea of tb5ereby clearing : one's self of his guil t.5 
.,, Because of their complementary nature, these two compensa-
' tions will be discussed together. Violence is at the heart 
o'£ each., and Williams often uses the violent aggressor to 
inflict injury on the sacrificial victim. One cannot dis-
cuss either without involving oneself in the other. In 
... 
three or Williams• plays, Orpheus Descending, Suddenly Last 
Summer, and Sweet Bird of Youth, aggression and purification 
complement each other perfectly in working otit·a pattern 
·~ 
~. 
of sin, death an&~redemption. 
'!\:, 
'\ 
In Suddenlx Last Summer (and, 
to a lesser degre~, sWeet Bird of Youth) the forces of 
aggrandizement and purification converge in the same perso·n. 
,t The connecting links between the first compensation in 
'The Glass Menagerie, Sunnner and Smoke and! Streetcar Named 
-Desire, and .the second and third compensations in later 
plays are Stanley and Blanche in Streetcar~ For Williama, 
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. Stanley is the archetypical destroyer, the character who 
must prove~ manhood by crushing something weaker than 
he, phy1ically, but often stronger in the threat posed to 
his way of life. Thertcharacter is not complex. His mot!-
vations and behavior are easier to analyze than those of 
any other Williams type because his outlook on life is so 
flatly one-dimensiona·l.· The reason Stanley Kowalski is 
given,· special attention, the reason he is the only violent 
.aggressor discussed outside the context of an individual 
play, is that Williams portrays his need.s and his thinking 
in such detail. Stanley is the perfect model, or abstract, 
of mindless violence and will be guide to others like him 
in the plays to come. These latter are Jabe Torr.ance, 
Sheriff Talbot, and the malicious gossips in Orpheus 
Desce_nding, Boss Finley and bi·s poll tical henchmen in 
Sweet Bird of Yoytb, and almost everyone in Suddenlz Last 
a 
:. Summer, where the aggrandizement is sometimes on a more 
subtle, emo~ional level. Some of these characters are 
frustrated people plagued with what Chance \.-Jayne calls· 
"•sex-envy•"; others are jealous of what they see in other 
human beings; and still others are those burdened with a 
need to watch worthier min crushed to satisfy th~ void or 
their own egos-. 
Williams defines his aggressors iri terms of what they 
· d~stroy. Because Jabe Torrance bas the capacity for 
neither spiritual nor physical love, he spitefully injures 
those who have. Boss Finley, seeing in Chance and his 
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daughter Heavenl_y a purer loye than be can nQJf achieve, 
51 
. 1' 
separate-s the two, offering Heavenly to the highest bidder. 
. -
· And Stanley Kotr1alski, a man who ". • • builds a hedonist 
' ,, . t;6 
life, and fights to the death to de.fend it . . • , ,,__ rapes 
Blariclie ·111 ·an at·tempt to snuff out ~' this little twisted, 
- -- ··- ·--···-·-·-··· 
pathetfc, confused bit of. light and eulture; • • • n57 The 
violent aggressor, like the dreame;i:s _ ~nd the a.elf-atoning, 
wants to avoid racing the human incompletion, or the mes-
sage of Absolute Dread, which Williams regards as central 
to intelligent human perception. For the man of violence, 
the world's pragmatic, dog-eat-dog code is ind1c$tive not 
- ,I'.:~ 
of _p.ny universal lack, but of the only kind of life for 
1, 
which the human animal is truly suited. Any invasion, then, 
. ' 
from a "di:f:ferent" world, a world of a more mysterious, 
spiritual vision, looms as a threat to the violent man's 
code of behavior. In Orpheus D~sc~nding_ the intruders are 
art and love; in Sweet Bird of Youth, youth and innocence; 
c:::i=-= 
\ 
and in A Streetcar Named Desirei an appeal for a more 
, cultured_, humanistic outlook co11pled with a need for under-
standing and communication. ·Again, Stanley is the arche-
type of 11re•s destructive forces. He lives purely on a 
sensual level and will pull down to this level anything 
that aspires to a higher reality. He is the light-smasher 
or, as Stella describes him to Blanche; 
I 
I 
Stanley's al1.zays smashed things. Why 
on our wedding night -- as soon as we 
came in here -- he snatched off one of 
my slippers and rushed about the place 
smashing the light-bulbs with 1 t,. ( 1 v') 
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It is interesting to see- ·how all of Williams' aggres-
sors have their own\ special code. Jabe Torrance believes 
in a cold, mercenary set ·or values; Boss Finley, in po-
litical power and white supremacy; and Stanley believes in 
a code similar., though in a cruder, less inof"fensive way, 
to Jim O'Connor's faith in the Zzzzzpl of the AmeP:ie .. an 
Dream. Stanley calls it confidence in one's own luck: 
"•You know wbat luck is? Luck is believing you're lucky. 
• • • I put that down as a rule. To hold front position 
I 
) 
,_ 
· in this rat-race you've got to believe you are lucky' " (xi) •.i 
,, He is proud or being an American, and when Blanche.tact-
. lessly calls him a Polack, he tells her that he is"'• •• 
one hundred per cent American, born and raised in the great-
,1 
est country on earth and proud as hell of it'" (viii). 
"•Remember what Huey Long said~'" be tells his wi!~e. "•Every 
Man is a Kingl And I am the king around here, so don• t 
forget 1t1 1 " (viii)~ 
Blanche's presence offends Stanley because his sister-
in-law has none of his respect for Huey Long, The American 
Dream, or raw primitive vitality. On the contrary, except· 
,, 
for a flicker of response to his overpowering masculinity, 
she finds him coarse to the point of repulsion. In a-con~ 
' ~ .- -·iversation which Stanley overhears, Blanche tells Stella 
. ~-
· that he basn•t "•. 
• • any part of a gentleman in his 
naturet•" "'Oh~~·". she continues, "'if ·he was just --
ord1naz:y1 Just .plain -- but good and wholesome, but !12·· · 
There's something downrigb __ t~_bestial · -- about himl '" {iv). 
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What Blanche does not rull rea11ze is thJt Stanley is as 
' 
bypersensi tive about bis character as she is about .her 
shady past. Anything which professes to be better than 
he must be pulled down or destroyed. In scene two 1 for 
example 9 Stanley tells his sister-in-law that he once 
aquelched a gir·l·····he·w-as dating because she talked about 
t 
\ 
glamour. His refusal to listen to her"•. • • ended tbe 
conversation -- that was all. Some men are took in by 
~ 
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this Hollywoo~ glamou:r stuff .. and some men are not'" (-11-) •. -
And in scene eight Stanley describes his courtship in terms 
:A. ·oft\ pulling Stella from one level to another. He tells her: 
'· 
-;,. 
; •.' 
l 
, I •. 
'\ 
- ...... -=-:.• 
-When we first met, me and you, you 
thought I was ~connnon. How right you 
was, babyo ~ I was common as dirte You 
showed me the snapshot of the place , 
\,, with tbe columns o I pulled you down 
off them columns and how you loved it, 
having the colored lights goingt (viii) 
... 
Blanche, however, proves a more formidable opponent 
than ei tber Stella or the star-struck date. ·~ She intrigues., 
baff'les, and enrages Stanley. She,, f'inally breaks down be-
cause sexuality~ which has always been her weakness, has 
always been the source of Stanley's mastei,y. Stanl~ 'de-,, 
tects almost at once that, in spite-of her aloofness, 
Blanche is not so pure as ~be pretends. He sees no humor 
~ in Blanche's pathetic flirt~tion with him in scene two; 
instead he says threateningly, "• If' I d1dn 1 t know that 
you was my wife's sister I 1 d get id~as about you'" (11). 
. -
,, 
Thus as soon as he learns that Blanche despises him, 
h 
that in tbe'eyes o~ his sister-in-law he is hardly a 
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·human being, Stanley seeks revenge by exposing Blanche's 
sexual transgressions. Finding ber past rully 
ing ~she had hoped, be relays all the details 
desperate flight from. loneliness into the arms 
as 
of 
of 
degrad'-
$lancbe 1 s 
strangers 
to Mi t\ch,· Blanche's decent-minded, but -prosai_Q __ and mother-
·dominated -suitor~ --s .. tai1ley knows that Blanche bas a chance 
of 1'1nding a safe harbor in Mitch I s honorable love; in · · ··· ········ ·~ 
I ~ 
scene seven, where Mitch embraces the lonely Blanche, she 
cries out with relief and peace, ''•Sometimes -- there's 
God -- so quicklyl 111 (vi). But Stanley also kno:ws that 
,. , 
' \, Mitch's ideal conception of the virtuous woman and the 
fo high regard he has for his mother's similar ideal will not 
al_low him to mai'ry anyone w1 th a record like Blanche's. 
Blanche has awakened Mitch to the warmth or love and is , 
,,. ... ~"· 
herself .fighting to transcend a de~perate loneliness; but 
·Mi tcb will deny both their needs if Blanche 1 s ba~kground 
(1 
is not spotless. ~-Realizin~ this~ Stanley tells everything· 
\t 
to Mitch~; destroys the incipi·ent romance,~ and finally' 
rapes Blanche because she still persists·1n holding onto 
• 
-- ···-·~ J 0 
g_er virtuo:us'\~age of herself. 
h \• In scene ten, Stanley and Blanche meet for their 
final confrontation. In spite o:f all. she has -su:ffered, · 
.. 
. Blanche ~_till', clings to her faith in (?Ul ture and spiri tua). 
awareness. "'Physical beauty is passing,~" she tells him • 
"'But beauty of 'the mind and richness of the spirit and 
ll tenderness of tne heart -- and I have _all these things --
aren't taken away, but grow,•" (x)~ But s·tanley., tri-
- ,. 
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umpbant in tbe "truth" h·e has discover!3d about her, rells 
. " \ 
.'!!~.\ I i 
that Blanc he' s dreams · aren • t " 1 • • • a goddam thing but 
11 
· · · imagination t ' " E thi b t her. is"-'• ·very . ng a ou • • lies and. 
-conceit and trickst•·" (x) •. Here, more than anywhere e:Lse, 
. 
'. " . ' 
' ,.,. 
. --
~ Stanley exposes the poverty of his outlook, the severe . 
. 
! . . .. ~ limita.'t:[on of any" view or·· life which does not tran-~rc·end 
( l 
the sensual. His blindness to Blanche·• s courag.e, he» re-
, ... -_.,,.. 
f'usal, even in neare:omadness, to surrender her dreams to 
the overwhelming forces of ugliness, indicts Stanley's 
lf 
whole way of. 'bhinking. He is as wrong about Blanche in 
scene ten as he was in the v~ry b~ginning of the play where_, 
·- .,. t. 
. l 
also judging only with mis senses, he called Blanche's 
shabby, th1rd-ra te r1nery " 1 genuine fox f'ur-piec,es, a · 
half a mile long 1 '" "' • • • diamonds 1 A crown for an 
\. 
(" '•. 
empr~ssl I n and " 1 bracelets of solid gold, tool'" ( i,1). 
·<,a 
In light of Stanley1_s misj~dgments~ the read.er sees that 
the rape, instead or representing the triumph of true 
reality, is rather what Nelson calls the "triumph or 
i5a Stanley's illusion." Nelson's analysis of Kowalski 
shows how very limi t~d all of Willi.,.ams• violent a\gres-
. \,. 
so:rs and professed "realists". are: 
Stanley is no more a realist than so many 
other professed_~ealists in the works of 
Tennessee 1rJilli.ams o This 'is no'b to suggest 
that Stanley does not possess the most 
realistic insight into himselfo He very 
definitely doeso He is an animal and he 
knows it; and he equ~lly knows that he is 
a louseo o _o o So he
1
, tr1raps hiraself in his 
senses and gratifies hL~self to his fullest 
extent. And out of this he creates the 
illusion or Stanely Kowalski~ an illusion 
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that if he. is an animal then everyone else 
is also, and by God, he's going to be the 
biggest and best animal of al~ o o o o Into 
t_his ~x:lstence comes a person t~1bo threatens 
the illusion; threatens it by clinging to 
. .>old, hsl.f~dead codes and traditions iibich 
· ·· .,.,. · · ·make her appear ludicrous and yet endoti her 
with dignity and worth that even Stanley 
'; dimly. perceiveso His great fear is o o -• 
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·· · .. . manner the illusion on iihich his very ex-
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istence is basedo :fie must destroy her, or 
at least rid bim~elf and his household of her.59 · 
Stanley attacks Blanche, says Kazan, "• •• because be bas 
tried and tried to keep her down to his level. This way 
{'the rapif is the _last. n · Blanche's -victory is that though 
\. . 
"for a moment·he [stanleiJ succeeds • • • J in scene 
60 
eleven,· be has failed." Scene eleven, the last ·in the 
~· 
.play, depicts- Blanche's final retreat into the complete 
fantasy world of the insane. But even here there is an 
assertion of Blanch.a' s beauty, of her special unfitness 
for Stanley's world. She is what Harold Clurman calls 
"• •• ~almost wi~ling victim of--~; world that has trapped 
her and -~n which she can find peace only by accept_;ng the 
I 
-'\ verdict of her unf 1 tness for normal lit'~. 1161 In the same 
-
.'1'.• ,..., 
· ·way, by the apparent victory and the real defeat of his 
aggressors, Williams characterizes Jabe Torrance in 
·orpheus Descendin& and Boss Finley in Sweet Bird .Qf. Youth. 
Another reason why! Streetcar Named Desire forms a 
solid thematic link between the first and the second com-
pensation is the role 1 t gi.ves to purification and a tone-
ment. The role is not a large one;- Williams is not 
(~ 
so 
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much concerned with Blanche's atonement .for past sins as 
be. is with her struggl~ for survival in an unsympathetic· 
world. Yet Streetcar does contain the very beginning of 
the sin-guilt-redemption pattern so integral to O;rybeus 
and Sweet Bi·rd, and it should not be overlooked. 
. It has already been.· seen how Blanche DuBois coul:d not 
find-peace in this world, how all earthly relationships 
worked to degrade her. Sexual perversity ruined her ideal 
love for her young husband; instabili~y and impersonality 
marred her affairs with strangers; and Stanley's ruthless 
exposure of her past destroyed her relationship with Mitch. 
Only in death (or in the withdrawal into insanity) could 
Blanche achieve any kind of' harmony between /he reality 
~l. 
or the world anca. the reality of h~.e-P., dreams. She q.\oes not 
overtly seek death in the play, but it is important to 
notice that rrom her rirst meeting with Stanley, she knew 
., 
ne would be her destroyer, the executioner whose final 
blow was to grarit her a world of uncompromised rantasy. 
"'He hates me,'" says Blanche of Stanley. "'The first 
time I laid eyes on him I thought to myself, that man is 
my executioner1 1 " (vi). Sensing this, but hoping that 
eond1·t1ons will ;lmpl'ove, Blanche stays on with the Kowal-
skis, only to prove th~ validity of ber first premonition. 
She goes i~ane, escapes from what she calls the "' trap' 11 
\ (xi) of Stanley's apstment, and in one of her last 
.speeches significantli associates death with cleansing 
and puri.ty. In light of Sweet Bird .Q.£ Youth in. particular, 
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(), 
.1 t is important that Blanche connects the sea w1 th purity 
and looks back on the innocent days of her first love. 
-Just .before the doctor and the ·natron en
1
te·r, Blanche says: 
,a I can smell the sea air. The rest or 
my time I 0m going to spend on the sea. 
And t1ben I die 9 Iv m going to di-e on -., the 
-- ---·· -,..J,.........-~-·~·- seao o o o And ru11 be buried at se~ 
sewn up in a clean t:Jhi te blanket and 
dropped overboard·--------- -at noon c:>c, in the 
blaze of summer-~ and into an ocean as 
blue as my first lover's eye.st (xi) 
..... ,· 
.... -
Blanche's association of death and puri~y anticipates 
Orpheus Descegdi11g, SuddE:,n1.:r. ~as;J2 Summer, and Sweet Bird· of 
Youth~~. plays i~Jhich posit the necessity of: suffering ~nd 
l death for a release from "'1,hat Nonna,· in The !'J:igh~ of the 
... 
Iguana, calls "'the earth':s obscene. corrupting love~~" 
./ 
f· t -"'" 
.. That Blanche does not, as do later characters, consciously 
seek out and will her execution should not blind us to 
Williams• rirst experiment with the third compensation in 
' ·, 
- ·,,_..-·-- .. "'" .. ., ! Streetcar Named Desire, 'a play which, on ·all counts, is 
the most pivotal. of Williams' early dramas. 
More complex than the . ., violent aggressors are those 
rorced to undergo purifying punishment for. their eartply 
_, 
transgressions. Lady To!'rance and Val Xavier in Orpheus 
Descending, Sebastian Venable in Sudden!I, Last Summer, 
'°;> 
and Chance Wayne in Sweet Bird of Joutg_ are all guilty of;. 
some kind of sin in their own eyes and/or the world's and 
are made to unde~go some sacrificial punishment ~or it. 
--· ..... 
Probably comi~g closest to what Ted Kalen calls Wil-, 
. limns' obsessiori with the "Calvinist conscience" 62 is l 
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,/ 
9rpheus Pesce.nding, a bitter and ironic dramatization or 
·an angry 9 malignant God and the helplessness of those who · 
offend him. Its hero, Val Xavier, is a wandering guitar 
player re~_olved to abandon earthly entanglements. His 
I,/ 
philosophy, like' ·t_bat suggested in A Streetcar Named Desire, 
-
l} 
. 
implies. that a clean, untainted love is incompatible with 
.:.~.----~-- .. 
the corrupting forces of t~e world. __ Like the legendary_ 
h 
legless bird, Val would like to forsake the earth and fly 
near the sun: 
You know they 1 s a kind of bird that don't 
.. have legs so it can• t light on nothing 
but has to stay all of i.ts life on its 
wings on the sky? ••• You can't tell 
those birds from the sky and tbat 9 s why 
the hawks donit catch them, don't see them 
up there in the high blue sky near the sunl 
But those .little birds, they don't have 
no legs at all and they live their whole 
lives on the wings and tbey sleep on the 
wind. e • and ••• never light on this 
earth but one _time when they diet 
So'd I like to be one of those birds and 
never be -- corruptedt {I~ ii) 
But because human beings can only aspire to the purity of 
the sky and the majestic solitude of the sun, Val cannot 
make himself immune to loneliness and love. On a stopover 
in a small Southern town, Val, despite himself, falls deeply 
in love with Lady Torrance, the wife of cancer-ridden shop-
keeper Jabe Torrance. Most of Or£heu=~ Descending dramatizes 
the tension between Val and Lady's love and the envy of the 
self-righteous townspeople wbo try.to destroy it. 
Although Val has seen much of the world 1n bis travels, 
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he has stayed uncorrupted. Like Orpheus• lyre, his_ guitar 
has always been an instrument of harmony and purification; 
,, ,, 
it has always washed Val~clean. "' • • • I 1m through with 
the life that I've b~en leading,!" he says: 
,. 
0 
I lived in corruption but I'm not cor-
. · - - rupted. Here is lihy o ( Pf-cks BE. his 
gui tp~ro) My life 9 s companion1 It 
washes me clean like water when anything 
unclean has touched me •••• (I, ii) 
- \ I \ 
.ll though Val senses hls inner purity, he is nonet·heless 
.. 
frightened by the. earthly forces that work to destroy any-
one who _admits his ·1oneliness and exposes the vulnerab111 ty 
pr need. This fear of the world's corrupting powers ex-
plains his initial reluctance to admit his· love for Lady 
"'- and his subsequent suspicion that their love, now realized, 
is in danger. In a 1959 interview with W. J. Wetberly, 
William~ ,_,re~arked that he has ". • • always been haunted 
,, 
by a fear, an obsession that to love a thing intensely is 
' .iJ 
to be in a vulnerable position where you may lose what 
you both Want.n63 Nowhere is this fear more evident than 
in Orpheus Descending, where all the traditiqnal _agencies 
or power and authority are depicted as perverse, malign, 
' 
and especially eager to strike out at innocent and richly 
~ ai1ve people like Val and Lady, both of whom ignore the 
restrictive code or the townspeople. After he is employed 
,· 
!, 
as --~ clerk in Jabe' s store., Val tries his best to check 
bis love for Lady, but his human:need ro·r companionship and 
love betrays him. He is, as Nelson remarks,,. 
• • • almost one of those birds; his flaw 
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is that ·he must land. The pure, wild 
maker of music who bas seen the corrup-
tion o:r his art (the guitar has washed 
him clean)·, returns becaua~ of bis k~n-
ship with the earth» and this time is 
·.destroyedo He has not even meant to 
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-enter into any relationships 9 . but unlike .... 
the legless bird, be could not fight 
loneliness, and in reaching out to an 
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equally lonely Euryd:icei4. he has b~en -------------------· drawn in "to --t-h-e---- inferno o 
- W11liams depicts the eorrupt+on -of this infez-no in 
sexual terrns. Jabe Torrance, Sheriff Talbot, and his as-
sistant, Pee Wee Binnings, all treat Val with violence. 
They are crude, merc~nary men who abuse their young 
visitor because he., like Blanche in Streetcar, offers 
human qualities which are an affront to t~ir narrow way 
or life. The music of his guitar, the vitality of his 
·person, and the deep capacity he has f'or love, all mark 
him for certain doom in a sterile, emotionally perverse 
\"\ 
soclety. Jabe Torrance, who lives above the store in 
· Which Val and Lady work, is the dominant .,.symbol of author-
0 
1 ~ in the play. Feared ··by those around him, be assumes 
\ ~ 
the role of father figure and ultimately that of a cruel 
and sterile God who enforces the letter of a meaningless 
law. He fairly blights the stage with a stench of 
malignance and underscores his unseen, but felt, presence 
with-ominous poundings of his cane. Jabe is wasted from 
" 
cancer, just as most or the.townspeople baye eaten them-
selves away with prejudice and with ·a rigidified moral 
code that preso'ribes suffering for the transgressing Val 
~----
and Lady. Because Jabe hovers upstairs like a mighty 
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Jehovah, perhaps· his. C·&ncerous condition represents Wil-
liains I conviction that any ethical belief which does not 
make room for man's natural aqd spontaneous emotions is 
.) 
automatically corrupt and at l~ast deserving of (11' not 
actual receiving) event1ia-l ~e.atb. 
~ 
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-Much ~ike Jabe, but on-a less g:randiose scale., are· 
his fellow aggressors, Sheriff Talbot, Pee W~e, and their 
-law-enforcing·:· associates. These are all empty., malicious 
men who are exc1 ted to the point of sadism at" the purity 
,~ ... 
and the sexual vitality of the handsome intruder. vAt the 
end or act three, scene two, Talbot and his men corner Val • 
.. 
When Val says, 111 I 1m not wanted~ t" the sheriff answers, 
"'A good-looking boy like you is always wanted'" while 
hi's crew chuckles over the implication. After they have 
torn open Val's shirt, ostensibly to discover any identi-
rying marks, and after Pee Wee pruriently inquir~s after 
Val's " 1 wimmen, ~" Talbot suddenly ". • • recognized the 
. ,.-' 
purity !E. him /Ja']J and was trull, for the moment 9 ashamed 
of' the sadism impli.cit in the occurrence" (III 9 ii). Nar-
row, meen=spirited characters, the sheriff and his men, 
,like Jabe, are sexually corrt1pt. 
( 
Three other sexually corrupt persons are Carol Cutrera, 
the town party-girl, Vee Talbot, the sheriff's wife, and, 
before Val arrives, Lady Torrance· herself. Carol started 
life as an idealist, but after her arrest for lewd vagrancy 
';, 
· W·bile crusading for Negro rights., she de·term_ined to play 
(/) 
the role society ~.~ .. ~· .. .fq~~-~g upon her. ·11 • • • • ,, I'm not a 
--·~-·-- .. · .. ,· I 
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63 
reformer any. more;," she says. "'I'm just a 'lewd vagrant• • 
And I'm showing the 1S.O.B.s.• how lewd a 'lewd vagrant' 
. can :f°Qe· ti she puts her whole heart in 1 t like I do mine 1 ' " 
(I. ·1). Vee Talbot, an impulsive and highly emotional 
woman, bas had ·so little spiritual or physical gratifica-
tion that she directs~ll ber energies into her religious 
paintings. Churclles wi,th· red s-teeples -and Christs who 
strongly resemble Val dominate her canvases and show that 
for her ". • • sexuality bas been so p .. erverted that· it is 
hopelessly ~onfused with religious ei~ltation. 065 ~or, 
Lady Torrance, too, lire and its human relationships have 
·, 
not been rree of corruption. Her father, a volatile 
Italian who once operated a nearby casino, was burned 
alive in a holocaust meant to punish bis tolerant attitude 
toward Negroes. Afterwards, David Cutrere, the man she 
loved and whose baby she was carrying, deserted her for a 
more socially prominent girl. Lady's despondency over 
7 b 
-· these two .. events led first to an, abortion and then to an 
intentionally self-destructive marriage to Jabe. In a·ct 
• 
two. scene one, she tells David that the two of, them have 
sold out: 
. .1 
I wanted death after that lthe abortio!!7, 
but death don't come when you want it~ it 
comes when you donvt want itt I wanted 
death 9 then» but I took the next best 
thingo You sold xourselfo I sold &-self • 
_You was boughto l was bought. You made .~ 
whores of us bothl (II, i) 
Val, then., must fly very clos·e· to the sun indeed 1:f 
., be hc;,pes to escape all- the corrupt, -lonely, or confused 
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people in this small community. During the first part or 
the play, Williams characterizes his la.ttel:'-day Orpheus 
88 confident of his ability to remain alone. Val boa·sts 
;l 
\ 
to a skeptical Lady that he is " ' the kind wh·s' s never been 
branded. They got to catch me first•" (I. ii). His 
burmning around the country, and his occasional q-uick., love-
- less affairs with women have taught Val to believe that 
,, 
"'nobody ever gets to know nobodyt We•re all of us sen-
tenced to solitary confinement inside our own skins, for 
11fe1 111 (II. 1). Lik~ Lady, he has known only disappoint-
ment and incompletion in his relationships with people; 
·and, like Lady., be has seeb much of the world's evil. He 
fears violence, especially, as he tells Vee, because 
n, 
• • • violence ain't quick always. Somet~es it's slow. 
Some tornadoes are slow. Corruption -- rots men's hearts 
and -- rot is slow. • • ''' (II. 1). Val is con-rident in 
his aloneness because he never expected.to meet a person 
as inwardly innocent, or as eager for a clean,,/·uncorrupted 
love, .as he. On the surface, the somewhat hardened and 
aloof Lady does not seem like such a person. Only a per-
son with a penetrating eye like Val's could see from the· 
first the "girlish softness" at the heart of her character. 
:" 
On her first entrance Williams remarks that 
I.. 
she could be !!1:'! !Se bett--.reen thirt:y-.five 
and fo;rt:yc:orive~ in !U2)2earan~~ 9 but ber 
f1$Ji!re !! Y-OUthf;t)l~o ~ .fa~ tauto She 
is a women who met with emotional disaster ~ = =~==. .......~ ==- ==-=-- m===~===~ c::o=:::=""""====-e==:-i n her girlHhQ.Q£l; ~erg!S~ on ~ys,:teria under 
straino Her voice is-often shrill· and her 
body tense. But when in repose, !. girlish .1,, 
.. --·- ..... 
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softness emeJ:>ges agai} and she looks ten 
ye~rs. you;nge~o (I. 1 
I 
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ls Val and Lady come closer to each other,"• • • !!. .sweetly 
grave as two children9' (II •. i), each tries. once more :for 
fulrillment in an uncor:rupted 'human relationship. For a 
moment they succeed; both fall deeply in love and Lady···c-on- · 
ceiv_es a child. For the .first time in the'ir lives, the 
two 'enjoy a love that is not doomed .from within, not made 
·····--- · · ·· · · · vi:fl:berable by the inadequacy or the duplicity of' one of the 
.., 
... 
.~ ... _ 
partners. Their love terminates not because el tber wills . 
it, but because it must be sacrificed to the jealousy and 
'11\ ' 
sadism of the townspeople, most of whom destroy by violence 
what they cannot achieve in themselves. 
Here it is important to see that though Val and Lady 
do not understand their punishment, they welcome it, to a 
degree, as something which defines their brief encounter, 
' 
as a deprivation which makes their satisfaction in each 
other all the more meaningful because 1 t cleanses their 
past corruption in the light of a new, untainted love. 
Lady is not simply shot by her wrathful husband: rather 
she rushes to Val, covers bis body with hers, and under-
goes an almost voluptuous joy at dying in this martyr-like 
pose. She knows that the joy she has experienced is too 
fragile, too vulnerable to endure in a hate-torn world. 
With 
_..,·.: 
two bullet-a in her body, Lady turns triumphantly 
.... 
I 
• • ~.: ... .!Q. face· him /JabiJ, still covering 
_Val with her bodl 9 ber race with all the 
passions and secrets o~ life and death 
.!!! it now9 ber fierce eyes blazing, know-
ing, defying, accepting. (III. iii) 
" 
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The purgation in Val's death closely resembles that 
in Lady's. ~ring the course of the play, Val, who greatly 
. ~---------- .. ,,.,,. . 
rears violence, has been threatened with bodily harm by the 
sheriff, bas beard Talbot's chain-gang dogs. tear apart an 
. escaping prisoner, and yet has told Lady, n, I don 9 t feel 
. safe in. this place, but I want to stay ••• ,,, (tt·~ .. - iii). 
l 
~---,-· -·------ .. ---·----,-·-,~-----~--------Val is like Orpheus in-·- that -h-e- ··-· ., • • -· .- -· -SYJf!bolically looks 
., 
-• ---s•- ~- - •- -•- -. • •- •·- - • • -
-
\ . 
. •' 
back by delaying too long in his attempts to convince Lady 
·,, 66 to f'lee. • • • Val also senses tba t he may share 
Orpheus• death by being torn apart by dogs, just as he 
senses violence from the Jehovah-like Jabe. In the ·play' a 
last scene, Lady's husband, w.earing a- robe of kingly purple 
and looking like "death's self, and malignancy" (III. 111), 
· falsely accuses his clerk of murdering Lady and stands by 
as the· townsmen submit Val first to the flame.s of a blow-
" 
-torch and then to the rapacity of the chain-gang dogs. 
Like Lady, Val makes little attempt to avoid his punish-
ment. He also knows that death will have a similar purga-
tive effect in removing him from a world in which he is 
too easily hurt, too repelled by the corruption which 
seems to permeate all reality. Only in death will he and 
Lady finally become the legless .birds. 
In Or;eheus Desceqding, unlike bo.tb Suddenly Last 
Summer and Sweet Bird of Youth, the purgative suffering 
~ 
which. the protagonists undergo is not so much f'orced from 
within as from without. Lady and Val do not have -.-·to be 
purged o.t their·own evil, but the world's. Because of -the 
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,, 
strength of the violent. aggressors depicted in Orpheus, 
. ' 
_any deviation 1'rom th~ narrow code o:f' the aggrandizer, any 
·: reaching !'or a more f'ulfilled i-1ay of life, is paid for by 
some .form of des true tion. Even painter Ve~ Talbot unde;r.~·-·· ·-········---·-.-.. --,-----~--=~-,-· .. ··· 
~ .. 
~oes a painful blindness f'or her long-awaited vision ()~ . J 
Cbris-t.-- --Th-e Savior' s eye_• ___ s., sh_e- ·se.y·s, " 1 • • • struck me/ 
blind •• • • Ohhhh, they burned out my eyest'" Paradox~ 
ically, it is the light or her vision which was so blind-
ing, so painful. . "'Light, oh lightl'" sh·e cries. n' I 
- never have seen such brilliance! It PRICKED my eyeballs 
like NEEDLESt•" (III. ii). Similarly, it is the light, 
the honesty of an uncorrupted love, for which Val and Lady 
know they must pay. Instead of playing it safe, and livi~ 
by the lifeless code of the community, they will their 
violent destruction as a price for a richly fulfilled 
. existence. They undergo purification twice: once, by 
the cleansing power of their love, and then by ·the physical 
death, a release which finally grants them the purity, and 
-·· 
. -· ------·.~·. 
-.. ~ -.. ,,. 
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. · 1 
" the freedom of the legless birds. 
•, 
Williams' next play, Suddenly Last Summer, presents 
in a single character the second and third compensations 
of violent aggrandizement and atonement through_purif'ica-
tion. The most pessimistic work of Williams' career, tbe 
play depicts a carnivorous universe in which fingertip 
" 
. brushes of human -communication, like that between Bl·ancbe 
and Mitcb, or rlashing blazes or love, like that between 
Val and Lady, are made impossible. 
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,The character with ·whom we are most concerned, poe .. t 
Sebastian Venable, never appears on-stage. During the 
'-
previous summer, while spending his annual three months 
abroad, he died under peculiar circumstances on a small 
Mediterranean island called Cabeza de Lobo. Sebastian• s . 
... ~~ther, Violet Venable, a strong-~illed Southern ma_tron, 
bad always accompanied_ her .s.on on his travels and believed · 
~be was _the person who inspired Sebastian's yearly poem. 
' Last summe~, however, Violet suffered a streke and was 
for'ced to convalesce at home while her niece, Catherine 
Holly, took her place as Sebastian's traveling companion. 
As the play opens, Violet ~s attempting1 to persuade a 
young doctor from an insane asylum, Doctor Cukrowicz, to 
perrorm a frontal lobotomy on Catherine because of the 
·~ 
"'hideous story'" (iv) the young girl has been telling 
- -·; 
---~ .... -·-·-· .. ----~-··- .. ,-· 
" 
----
about the manner of Sebastian1 s death. Violet believes 
she will succeed with the doctor becau~e she is prepared 
to give him money for his scientific experiments. She 
a-lso knows that the legacies Sebastian left the Holly 
family are enough to silence Catherine's weak-willed 
mother and her greedy brother, George. 
·- .. .. . . •'. . 
-
S~ddenly Last Summer itself is less a conventional 
· play than a pair of monol·ogues spoken by Mrs. Venable· and 
,,fa:-· 
Catherine, each of whom emphasizes very different aspects 
of Sebastian's character. Mrs. Venable begins her defens.e 
of Sebastian by explaining ·to the doctor her son.t__s __ o.con-.. .. 
~ ~ 
ceptiop of God. A long time ago, she recal.ls, Sebastian 
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was so greatly m·oved by Herman Melville's description of 
I 
the Encantadas· that he decided to visit the islands him-
" 
self. In his sketches "The Enoantadas: OI' Enchanted 
- Islands" Melvi-lle sees these extinct vol-eanoes as evidence . 
of ·· a fallen world: '\ 
t.? 
ii,_''"' 
··~ 
... !?\ __________ ------- .... 
"· Tak·e five-and-twenty heaps of cinders . --------
dumped here and there in an ,outside city 
lot, imagine some of them magnified into 
·mountains» and· the vacant lot the sea, and 
you will have a fit idea o? the general 
aspect of the Encantadas 9 or Encharfted 
Isleso 6 A group rather of e:;ctinct volcancfes 
than of isles, looking much as ~the world 
at large migh~ after a penal conflagration. 
Like split Syrian gourds lert withering in 
the sun, they are cracked by an everlasting 
drought beneath a torrid sky. 1 Have mercy on 
me,' the wailing spirit of the Encantadas 
seems to cry o • • • 
In no world but a fallen one could such 
lands, exist. 
Nothing can better suggest the aspect of 
once living things malignly crumbled .from 
ruddiness into ashes. Apples of ~gdom, 
after touching, seem these isles. 
Because he was 111 ••• looking for God., e • • for a olear · 
image of Hirn'" (1), Sebastian felt dra.i.-vn to the place 
actually scarred by God's punishing hand. He repeated 
Melville's voyage, but saw something on these islands 
whicb the earlier writer did not include in his sketches. 
From his position on the ship's ~asthead, Sebastian watched 
the giant sea-turtles crawl up-from the sea to lay their 
eggs o~ the shores of the Enoantadas. He traced the ~. 
laborious ascent of the turtles., the exhaustive process 
·ot the egg-laying, and then watched them crawl back to 
V 
·•,1," 
I • 
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these• more dead than alive. Violet explains, however, 
that it was not the egg-laying that so .fascinated Sebas~ia1:1; 
·. it was the fate.··of the turtles that hatched. She says that 
/ 
, (" : 
--.c- t 
• • •. S~b~s -tian kne~ ~Jtac tly whe:t:t __ th'?. -~-~-1:-. ___ _ . ___ :_ ... --~- .. -···-·- ----~·~-~ _, ___________ ., -~-·-·-·····--------.. --~·----·· -·-·-----"' . -- - -- ·-····turtle·s 't1ould be hatched out and t,re re- . 
' ---~---. -
• 
• i (." 
·, 
turned in time for ito o •• -Terrible 
Encanta.dae.v those heaps of extinct vol- ____ . _. 
canoes 9 in time to, ~1i"'cness the hatching 
o.f the sreac::>t~_r.~_i_t9-S and their despera-te flight to the seai The narrow beach, the 
color of caviarD was all in motiont But the ·sky was in motion tooo o o o Full of flesb~eating birds and the noise of the birdso o o o Over the narrow black beach 
of the Encantadas as the hatched sea~turtles 
scrambled out of the sandpits and started their race to the seao o o o To escape the flesh~eating birds that made the sky almost 
as black as the beacht o· o o They were 
., 
·-·----·-··- --· -----------: - '-,--. . ,....--·----- ·-. - diving down on the hatched sea-turtles, turning them over to expose their soft under-
... . 
, .. 
'-
sides, tearing the undersides open and rend-ing and_ eating the flesbo Sebastian .guessed that possibly only a hundredth of one per 
· cent or their number would escape to the 
sea. (i) 
. Sebastian spent the entire day watching this spectacle from 
~-
' 
the ship's crow's-nest. When be came down, he announced 
"•Well, now·r•ve seen Him'" (1), meaning God. Or,· as Violet 
explains, 
he meant that God shows a s~vage face to people and shouts some fierce things at 
them, it's all we see or hear of Him •••• Nobody seems to know whyo o o o · (i) 
Williams' vision has dark~ned considerably since 
Orph·eus Descending. Unlike Val and Lady, Sebastian is not 
given the chance to reconcile the spiritual and the physical 
elements either in himself or_ in the universe. God is not 
..... _ ..... 
-the impotent parody of .Jab, Torrance, but a ve~y real, fear-
_.___. _________ _ 
- . :.--, ~ . 
·._ 
) 
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71 
.... ,,.,11ome and "' terrible' " ( 1 v) dei t-y who demands· 11 ves of: ab- . 
solute purity from bis fallen creatures. Like Melville 
•(i{ 
,....-....;,."•.·-. 
<i{ .~~ Mob;[ Dick 9 l~Jilliams conveys the mystery and the terror 
of .bis God through the_color white. This is not the cool 
whiteness of' snow or even- the inscrutable .. nothingness of 
Melvilte' s image. -It is rather a burning, purifying white~ 
ness, a "~!white bot;·---a blazing white hot•" (iv) energy., 
Which Catherine describes in terms of fire. Just before / . 
Sebastian dies,·Catherine remembers looking at the sky: 
It looked as if -- •••• As if a huge 
white bone· had caught on rire 1,n ~the , 
• 
sky and blazed so bright it was white · 
· ___ ---- - -------- --- ---- ----------- --------- -- --- ----- -- -- -~~: :~;n:~i~~ew!~h . !~f -e(~~t~=~~- ~~~~~1-------~---------. ~-:--~,....,...-__ ---------
' •,. 
.. 
. 
' 
.,, 
Terrified by this uncompromising God, Sebastian at 
first tries tq emulate its purity, tries to remain as 
clean and uncorrupted as the blazing whiteness of the 
sky. During the ~irst part of the play, the reader is led 
to believe that Sebastian had succeeded in his attempt. 
Mrs. Venable., who has always been close to her son, re-
calls that 11 ' time after time my son would let people go, 
dismiss themt -- because their, their, theirl -- attitude 
was -- ••• £riot as pure aiJ my son, Sebastian, de-
mandedl'" "'My son., Sebastian, ~ .. 11 Mrs. Venable never 
ceases to insist,· "'was chaste•" (1). We also learn 
that Sebastian., not finding sufficient purity in the 
a 
world., had almost enteI'ed a Buddhist monastery in order 
to transcend man's original sin of· corruption. "• In the 
Himalayas he • • • had gone so far ,as to· shave his bead 
. .. , 
I 
I 
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I ' 
and·eat.just rice out of a wood bowl on a grass mat•" (1) 
,~1 
before his mo_ther., domineering and anxious for his eom-
panionship, persuaded him to return to her. It is only 
as· the play progresses and we learn more of Violet• s 
fanaticism and her son's strange behavior that Williams 
__ gives .. _.reason to suspe.., .. t ... ___ t_~~.' ... ____ ~:nd:u.ranoe of Sebastian• a 
Mueh of the mystery surrounding Sebastian is finally 
dispelled when Catherine is allowed to tell her version 
of what happened .last summer at: Cabeza de Lobo. She first 
' 
~ . . . 
. 
tells Dr. Oukrowicz that Sebastian traveled with his mother 
.,,.. . 
and his cousin not because he enjoyed their company, but ~ 
• •• •• • -'• •••• • ••••• ·- •• "• • •·-,••••.-h•--.•,.,..•-• :~ 
0
,.:..:.0_0,.•,··::·· .. •:••••••••-•-os• -·-e- ·• -···• 
f --;· because their wit and charm invariably drew around him 
It ' • • • a perfect little court of young and beauti~ul 
people . •• •" (1), people whom Sebastian would sexually 
exploit. "' Don• t you see? 1 " Cathy cries out, 11 ' I was 
PROCURING for himl 1 " Sebastian, she goes on to say, 
• • • was shy with peoplee She f_violeg 
wasn 1 to Neither was Io We both did the 
same thing for him~ made ·contacts for 
him, but she did it in nice places and 
in decent ~.rays and I had to do it in the 
way [f.n a nearc:,t:ransparent qa thing suit 
on a public beao!!7 that I just told you! 
-- Sebastian was lonely, Doctor. (iv) 
. L1lce Chance lrlayne in Stieet Bird or Youth, Sebastian re-
tained some innocence in his youth, some desire to remain 
aloof from the jungle world o~ the preying birds. But 
arter be le~t the monastery, he abandoned his dream of 
purity and began to 11 ve on the world' s terms. He re-
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fused to submi·t himself, like the baby turtles, to the 
. I 
will of the angry God· who demands a life of sel.f-denial 
from his subjects. Instead, be· tried to ally himself l-1ith 
the destructive energies· of the universe and become a God 
himself. .In no time he turned himself int-o · a ~relf1$h and . 
~-. ~-- ----- -'" -··-- .... 
,·-;- . as- pred·atory a -person as his mother, .a woman who will never 
admit how egocentric her entire life has be.en. 
Williams emphasizes Sebastian's role· as a ·creature of 
prey by making him participate in cannibalism on three 
levels -- plant, animal, and human. On /the plant level·, . 
. 
Sebastian worked to achieve Godhead by purchasing in-
~c·.--'--··-····-····-·-··- _s.ec.tivorous plants and feeding them especially imported 
~ruit flies; on.the animal level, be spent hours in his 
lofty.position in the crow's-nest sadistically watching 
.the birds destroy the turtles; and on the human level, he 
unleashed previously latent homosexual drives az:1d forced 
his relatives to procure_for him. It is significant that 
Cathy describes Sebastian's desires for young boys in 
terms of items on a menu: • ,0 
Cousin Sebastian said he was famished 
· for blonds 9 he was f~d up 1-11 th the dark 
ones and was famished for blondso o •• Fed up with dark ones~ famished for light ones: that's how be talked about people~ as if they were -- items on a 
menuo (ii) 
Sebastian soon discovers, howe.ver, that he cannot 
partake of the deity's violent aggression. Physical and 
- "" emotional cannibalism prove debili~ating, not strength-
giving. In his last summer abroad he is a 11 ttle more 
, . 
,· 
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~-.... th'1n a shell of a human being, nervous, guilt-ridden,- and _ 
aware not of bis divinity but_ of his absolute corruption •. 
He comes t·o feel a need for expiating his transgressions 
and, almost without lmowing it, forsakes the compensation 
of v-!olent, aggrandizement for that of purification through 
. '. 
• 
'"··--······- .. -~.-·-·-·····~--~----·-- -
··--·--.. ~ ... Y.1-o.l_ent atonement., Feverishly he seeks some kind- of· penance 
·-4 
"'· 
- ,••••••·•,·,J..,,,,,.,·,,-o .. w.•-•••• for Elis sins, some way of reversing the roles of cannibal 
and victim so that now he will be the sacrif'icial turtle 
instead of the bird of prey. As Nelson says, 
~-.•' 
be feels the guilt flor his brokenness 
and for the lie be bas livedo He knows 
that he bas used and consumed people a11· 
bis life~ and he almost unconsciously 
makes his final attempt to bring order 
out of the chaos of the universe by 
centralizing it into one definitive 
ritualisttg9act. It is to be a com-pensationo 
Cathy recounts that Sebastian's ritual of self-sacri-
, 
fice, his decision to submit himself to the blazing purify-
ing God of anger, began on a bot afternoon near a public 
,,. 
beach in Cabeza de Lobo. Sebastian had chosen this day to 
die by submitting himself to the revenge of the young, 
poverty-stricken youngsters he had used during the summer. 
He first antagonized the ,tarving children by refusing to 
,;J/ 
acknowledge their pleas·for b:read. He enraged them further 
by eating a full meal on an outdoor terrace~ and, continuing 
his defiance, walked out into the street unprotectedo He 
rejected Cathy's sensible words of caution and re.fused to 
"take· the easier escape route downhill. 11 ' I tried to save 
him • • • ' 11 (iv), .. s~ys_ Cathy; but Sebastian bad the idea of 
) . 
' . 
. .. 
-- ... ~ ,, ' ·. . .. ., 
}. 
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"•completing -- a sort ofl -- imagel -- he bed of himself 
as a sort ofl -- sacrifice to al-~ terrible sort of a --
{.Go§?• n (iv). Seb-astian realized that at this point of his 
life salvation lay ·not in descent and saf·ety, but in a · 
struggle upward and in some kind of personal sacrifice. 
. ,. 
Dressed in--- -s-ae-r-1:f·iei·a-l-····wh·ite,···--··as-eendi·ng an al tar-hill, 
Seb.astian listened to the steadily louder music of the 
children's crude percussion instruments. He never cried 
out f:or help, but went on, ~Cathy says, ,..,. • • doing as 
something in.: him d1rected111 ( iv) until finally he underwent 
the exact fate of the newly-hatched sea-turtles. The 
I 
scavenger-priests descended upon him like a "'flock of 
plucked little birds' u and actually devoured parts -of him, · 
Whiteness, the color of Sebastian's angry God, domi-
nates the scene in C.a thy' s description of her cousin's 
last minutes: 
_____.,,v~ 
••• [the cti{idre!!7 were following, · 
followingl -- up the blazing white 
' ~ streete The band of naked children 
pursued us up the steep white street 
in the sun that was like a great white 
bone o~ a giant beast that had caught 
on fire in the skyt Ga<= Sebastian started 
to run and they all screamed at once and 
seemed to rly in the air~ they outran 
him so quicklyo I screamedo I beard 
Sebastian screamD he screamed just once 
before this flock of blaclc plucked 11 ttle 
birds pursued him and overtook him half'-
way up the i~hite billo (iv) 
Sebastian~ then, is the firet Williams hero to reject 
l, . ·-
88 inadequate the second compensation of violence. He 
turns instead, not to life on a more realistic, workable 
.. , 
' basis, but to the third compensation of purification thro~gh 
' ' 
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, 
sacrifice. Tb.is latte?:' device for concealing one• s incom-. 
pl~tion is basically a negative approach to lire, just _as 
the first two compensations are. It does not invol~e a 
. . 
full f ec ogn1 t-1-o-n of . human · ineomplet-1-on-, -noP do-es -i-t- pos~l~t -~~- ~--- · 
\_ 
any kind of mature acceptance of lif'e. · Sacrificial self-
atonement is., howeve~-;-----Eiu·i:,erio·r to violent aggression and, 
like the first compensation, embodies man's all-important 
need to transcend the message of Absolute Dread and to 
snatch a code of values out or the rush of time. Sebastian's 
final action may be a denial of life 1 but it is also a form 
of self-awareness and a recognition of the need for decency 
among human beings. Mrs. Venable said earlier that Se-
bastian's"• ••• life was his work because the work of a 
poet is the life of a poet. • • 1 " ( 1). Williams tells us 
nothing of Sebastian's verbal poetry, but we do know that 
in bis final action Sebastian" ••• 
Nelson remarks 
bas, composed," as 
his final poem, sacrificing himself to the evil in the universe· and in himself. He has succeeded finally in bringing the 
corruption in himself to som~ order in this final ri tualo He bas ordered im 
my:intensifying it into a horrible climax, by focusing it all into one single action: the deed or self-de§truction, and, in his 
mind~ pu~ification.10 
Sweet Bird of Youth, Williams' next play, is similar 
in many ways to both Orpheus, Descending and Suddenly Last 
~ Sunnner. Like Orpheus Descendi~g the new play depicts a 
pair of young lovers "tt--Jho, like Val and ·Lad,:, are forced )!· 
to separate not because of their own inadequacy, b~~ ____ be-
.. 
't-
•' . '.~.~· -·-' / ., . ·--~ ...... -
----------------~~ 
,. 
-
t 
\ 
I 
• I 
'. 
cause of the jealousy of those around· the~. · The play• s 
hero, however, lives to lose his innocence in the wo~ld 
of competitive soci~ty. Like Sebastian Venable, he 
finally seeks a violent means of self-atonement. 
C 
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---As in Suddenly Last Summer~ much __ has happened before 
~ 
.l,·' 
0 
-------------· the first act begins •. The play1 s;hero, Chance Wayne, is a 
. ~ ... 
·-" . 
' . 
. boy who enjoyed an· idyllic romance with· his cn1·1ahooa·- . .. ·,. - -
sweetheart, Heavenly Finley. Heavenly's father, a po~ 
litical demagogue of the Huey Long variety, objecte-d to 
the match, discouraged Chance, and forced Heavenly to wait 
for a more influential suitor. Finley's reburf turned 
Chance from,youthful love to gaudy dreams of success. 
Hoping that fame and power would allow b_im to marry 
, 
Heavenly, Chance set out rrom the small Gulf-coast town 
··-· ·,: 
of St. Cloud to become a Hollywood star. Repeating Se-
bastian's pattern, he learned tnat not decency and f'air 
play, but ruthlessness and a desire to exploit are instru-
mental in achieving any kind of alliance with the shaping 
powers of the world. He adopted the tactics of a cutthroat · 
society and further discovered that success came to those 
who had something to offer, or had something to sell, in 
return for the needed breaks. He tells Alexandra del 
Lago, a fadi~g movie queen with whom he is now traveling, 
that in his youth he rendered gigolo services in hopes of 
getting ahead. What has disappointed him bas not been 
bis f'ailure to wi:t;1 opportunities in this way, but rather 
!1 
some inner psyc~ological block which has always prevented 
,. . 
' f . . I.• · \1,•iy.•;1•;-,;·,.....:.c... __ _ 
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him from taking advantage of these breaks. He says to 
Alexandra· that his talent for love-making has alway.a 
-. opened doors for him. In fact,, it was 
-maybe the only one I was truly meant 3' 
- tor, love-making ......... -------~ o slept in the so-
cial register of New Yorkt Millionaires• 
widows and wives a11d debutante daughters 
• • o names mentioned -daily in columns,· 
whose credit cards are their f'aces •.• ·• • 
. . . . . . ~ 
·, .... · · · But· alt~ays just at the poj.nt when I might 
get ·something back that would solve my 
own need» ii'hich t"las great~ to rise to ____ _ 
their level, the memory ~of my girl ~Yould 
pull me back.home to hero (Ie ii) 
.,, 
I The reason Chance failed to become a movie star, the· 
reason he is now, at the age of twenty-nine, a lackey for 
Alexandra del Lago, lies in bis insecurity, his inability 
to surrender himself wholly to the corrupted, profiteering 
forces of the world. In.spite of what Chance calls "'some 
kind of quantity 'X' in my blood, a need or wish 1m be 
different•" (I. 11) he is really afraid of the success he 
so avidly craves. He admits to Alexandra: 
I've had more chances {e.t succesiJ 
than I could count on my fingers» and 
made the grade almostD but not quite, 
every time o Something al~1ays blocks me • 
• • o Not fear, but terroro o •• (I. 1) 
Alexandra knows that he is frightened because be is un-
equipped to survive in her merciless world of the big time. 
When Chance attempts to blackmail her, Alexandra is not. 
enraged, but actually amusedo n 1You are trembling and 
sweating • • • , J II she tells him, n I you see this part 
doesn~t suit you, you j_ust don't play.~·,.it well, Chance. 
' ~,, 
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" 
• • • Why 1t1 s [the blackmail attempjJ' so silly, _it's 
"' 
·touching, doimright endearing ••• •" (I. 1). 
. . The :first act begins on Easter Sunday morning. Chance., 
now. twenty-nine, has just checked ipto the Royal Palms 
Hot·e1 -in St. Cloud. He has brought Alexandra with him and -
hopes that with her orrer of a Hollywood contract be can 
' 
- take I-Ieavenly away from St. Cloud and re~ume his old, un-
-.. 
' 
\, 
corrupted life. What he does not know is that on bis last 
' 
visit home he ini'ected Heavenly so badly that she had to 
undergo a hysterectomy. Her enraged father promised that 
if Chance ever returned home, be would punish the boy with 
castration. 
The reason we see ,little of Heavenly is that she, un-
like Chane~, knows that there is no possibility of re-
. gaining .the happiness of the· past. Now only a shadow of 
her youthful self, she blames her father for being the 
initial corrupting force in both her life and Chance's. 
In act two, scene one, she tells-Boss Finley: 
JI. 
I 
Papa, there was a ttme when you could hav~ saved me, by letting me marry a boy \., ,~ \ that was still young and cleanD but in-
stead you drove him away o o o and tried 
,. to force me to marry ~/fifty-year-old 
money bag tba t you wanted something out 
of --
· 
~· •• Chance went aw~y. Tried to compete, 
make ·him·self as big as these big-shots you 
wanted to use me for a bond i-.ri tho He went. He triedo · -The right doors werenvt openj 
and so he went in the wrong ·ones~ and --Papa9 you .married ror love 9 wby wouldn't you let me do it 9 while I was alive, in-
side, and the boy still clean, still decent? (II. 1) 
'f' 
---
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' Williams. uses Heavenly to validate Chance's memory of 
' I
.,, youthful innocence and .to show that the two young people 
were not made unclean by their own incompletion, but by 
80 
.. ----~~--~----·. ···-······- the greedi~!.~-~ of a society whiob l\lould not tolerate a 
. , ·- "-.I. ' • • ••• ' • ,1· 
" 
.... 
. ' 
• ····--·----·~----···--···· - 'ft' .,, 
love without ulterior motives. Although Chance, after 
.i,', 
laaving _~H.e_avenly, willfully pursued a life of. Sebastian~ 
~ ····-·•----------
. -- . . _like exploitation, bis. early romance was not, by contrast, 
.... 
corrupting and cannibalistic. 
The similarity between the youthful Chance and Heav-
enly and the fulfilled Val and Lady in Orpheus carries 
over to a similarity between the impoten-t, violent ag~,-
gre s sor s in both -··pl--a-y--s. Boss Finley, his son, Tom, and 
the men of St. Cloud are depicted as characters whose 
relationship with 1r1omen is either purely physical or life-
less and compliant. Although we are told that Boss Finley 
really did love his wife, we see him now reduced to pay-
J!..~::i 
ing for the charms ,of bumptious Miss Lucy. A frustrated 
man with no satisfying love object for his fierce ener-
gies, Bosa---F1nley fears that old age is about to take from 
- '"'··---·~ .... ,-·.-,., ..... ____ ...... ·__,. ... -.. ~-.... - .... - .......... ""'"""'"""""". 
him even his pbysio81 vitality. When his mistress, Miss I · 
• .. rv 
. :,·, .. ·,.,'., .... _. 
Lucy, writes,. "'Boss Finley is too old to cut the mus-
tard'" (II. 1);' in lipstick on a ladies• room mirror, he 
retaliates by nearly breaking her fingers off. An impure 
and dissolute man, Boss Finley nevertheless bas the 
impo·tent man I s obsession with physical and racial purity. 
He allows Tom Junior to castrate Chance for violating 
Heavenly, and be sympathizes with a group of men who 
··---:..,:-.••. 
.. 
r 
I I , 
' 
.•' 
., · .. 
. ,~.: ,-
-n, 
• • • picked out a nigger at random and castrated the L 
81 
bastard to show they mean business about· white women's 
protection in this· state•" (II. ii). At the end of act·. 
.,. 1 
·'"' ' 
two, scene one, where he talks about doing viol.~nc.e ......... to ___ ~--- ····-~------ · ---··-,·-----.-·--·--·- -----· 
. ·· -·-·· -· ·,·-·--·------·-'- - ·-'0hance 9 Boss Finley's mind significantly jump_a to the 
- .. ._....._, ___ ............... -... ... 
,, 
: . ;;, . 
punishment .. :[n .... store for the impure Negro. , The thought 
.. 
transition is appropriate because both the N·egro and Chance 
challenge Boss Finley's sterile, socially rigidiried, and 
mercenary code of values: "'A lot of people·.,,n_ he· tells hi~ _ 
daughter, "•approve of taking violent action against cor-
rupters,. And on all of them that want to adulterate···· the 
¥ pure white blood or the South'" (II. i). 
Williams also suggests that Chance's la·ck or political 
and financial status may not have been the only reason why 
be was unacceptable as a suitor for Heavenly. There ls a 
I • 
slight·undercurrent of incest in Boss Finley's relationship 
with his daughter. This may help to explain why a "'fi.fty-
year-old money bag'" would have been a tolerable mate for 
Heavenly, while Chance, who wanted Heavenly as a lover, 
would not. Williams notes that "it's im;eorta_l]! not to 
think 9!._ his /j,oss Finley 1!7 attitude to1t1ard her 1·n the 
terms of !. crudel:t conscious incestuous fee=lings (." 
. . . ' 
but the playi,rrigbt also says that for Finley, Heavenly is 
r~--; 
".!. beautiful :z:ot1ng daught~r who reminds_ him of !!. dead wife 
that he de.sired intensel:r tihen she in1as the ag~ 52£. his· 
daugb~ern (!Io·i)o Boss Finley's jealousy of Chance's 
-· 
youthful capacity ror spiritual and physical love -- a 
f 
...... 
\ .. 
\' 
···-------~-
l"- -_-
f . 
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capacity which Finley himself no longer has -- is a very 
p~obable explanation for Chance's unsuitability .. as a.mar-
_riage partner for Heavenly. It is also interesting to -
note how ~1lliams 1 stage directions reinforce Boss Finley's 
emotional impotence with physical weariness. After Tom 
·-ridicule·s his father about' Miss Lucy, Boss Finley 
turns away, wounded, baffled: staP&-s--- -
out at the audience with his old blood-
shot~Y.2! 2 if be-thought that someone 
out Jther~, shouted ~ guestiq_H at !JiW. 
------ which he didn 9 t gu_it~ ~aro TIIo i) 
. 
·-And after act one, scene two, Williams notes that "a sad, 
---
uncertain note has come into his voice •• • • He turns and 
------
plods wearil:,Y:» doggedly of-r !1 left" (II. 1). 
Boss Finley's old age, his physical and emotional ex-
haustion, recalls the impotence of the diseased Jabe Tor-
'° 
ranee in Orpheus Descending. Himself unable to eojoy what 
Heavenly and Chance once knew,- be turns to substitues like· 
Miss Lucy, sh.ibboleths like racial 1ntegr1 ty, and worldly 
acquisitions like political power and the right to destroy 
those who oppose his will. Now old and loveless, he lives 
by a sterile code of Southern purity which bas no room ror 
tbe·uncalculating innocence of Chance Wayne or the alien 
blood of another race. 
, . 
,-· 
Somewhat like Boss Finley, but less intelligent and 
more violent, is bis son, Tom Junior. We learn a good 
.deal of him in act two, scene one, where Boss Finley ac-
-
cuses him of be-1-ng-a political liability. The elder Finley 
· _ rJils at his son fol' throwing a stag party in Ca_pi tol City 
\ 
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so notorious that it"'· •• cost me five thousand dollars 
to hush 1 t up, • ~ • • ' 11 ; for flunking " 1 • • • out of college 
with grades that only a moron would have an excuse for'" 
(II. i);. and for promiscuity and general·delinquence. 'l'om··· ~ 
·· _ Juni·or' s violence is a good deal simpler than bis rather' s 
and most closely approximates that o!' Sheriff Talbot or 
Pee Wee. Binnings in Orpheus Descending. Playing a role 
much like tbe mindless henchmen in Orpheus is the crew 
that helps Tom castrate Chance Wayne. These are pety, 
nondescript types like Stu:Cf and Bud in act twd; scene two. 
Former friends of Chance, they are not quietly exulting in 
Chance's misfortunes. Like Sheriff Talbot's men, they lead 
" unexciting, frustrated lives. Their wives are bland 
(' 
ere a tures who appear in the second act only to ignore 
Chance and to nag their husbands into t~king them home. 
All of tb em - - Tom., Bud, Stuff, and the women -- are love- 1• 
less creatures who secretly delight in destroying love in 
others. Chance recognizes that castration is a popular 
form of punishment in this area not because of its social 
benerits, but because it fulfills a perverted need. 
' ~. 
Chance calls a castration threat a manifestation of sex-
envy: 
You 1'now what that is. don't you? Sex-
envy is what that is, and the revenge 
for sex~envy is a widespread disease that 
I have run into personally too often for 
me to doubt its existence or any mani~ 
.festationo ( IIo ii) ·' . 
One of.' Chance's biggest mistakes in Sweet B-ird----of' 
I • 
. .... ... 
' / 
~·-- . 
' .... 
. · .... : , . ~":, -r -·,:-··; .. ~~_.'.'.'f!:tl:.·, .ttr~;..!:\1~:w:i.·\.::·,: :,:_.·. 
'--· 
-------
. -
Youth is to place too much emphasis on t.hose who enjoy· 
sex and those who envy it. It has led him in his own 
life to divorce the meaping of love <from its physical 
expression •. -In act one, scene_ two, he says, 
••• The great difference between people 
·-·-----------in the world is not between the r.i ch and 
the poor or the good and the evil 9 the 
biggest of all differences in this ~iorld 
is between the ones that had or have 
pleasure in love and those that baven 1 t 
and hadn°t any pleasure in love 9 but just 
watched it with envy, sick envyo (I. 11) 
84 
He makes it clear that be does not mean to_ talk merely or 
physical love: 
, 
I mean great pleasure, and nothing that's 
happened to me or to Heavenly since can 
cancel out the many long nights without 
sleep when we gave each other such plea-
sure in love as very few people can look 
on in their lives. • • • ( I. ii) 
~-
What Chance learns in tbe course-of the play is that the 
division between the loved and the loveless is not always" 
so clear. Some people, he comes ~'to understand, slip from 
,I 
life's "'great pleasure'" to ~he enervating small pleasures 
of mechanical sexuality. Dike Sebastian, Chance has moved 
f:rom a higher to a lower reality, from what his·sy1npathetic 
Aunt Nannie once called "' the finest, nicest, sweetest boy 
· in St. Cloud'" (II. i) to what Alexandra now labels a 111 a 
•• J, (:I>-· 
f'"'' -........ . 
I 
/ 
pitiful monster'" (II~)a. For by prostituting himsel.f to 
\ ) 
,. 
the many people he ho·ped would help him on hiSJ rise· to 
stardom, Chance has compromised bis integrity and misused 
his sexuality. He has become almost as loveless and as 
' 
ho·llow as the s·exually envious. FC)~-----J'f~pcy _T._!_~_~_!;1.;I.._~~-' Chance 
,, 
.. 
.,,- ' ' 
~ .......... ' 
·r 
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'.!,. 
; • ..-... t ..• 
..:· 
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' ', ti . ,_ .. 
..... 
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• I• 
• ,' I 
I 
• • • embodies the realization that sex \~-, 
without its v1·tal connection to the rest 
.I 
of life is meaninglesso Men castrate one another pl·rys:tcally S) as ·faromen do :their mei:i 
emotionally 9 because of sex-envy._ But man 
can also castrate bLuse7f by his prostitu- . 
. tion of natural powers • 
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~ The_ tu1~ning point in Chan9e' s life and the climax of 
:,I 
-
- --- ·-··---
• . 
the ,play comes at the end of the second act, when Tom 
finally tells Chance of Heavenly 1 s operation. Chance is 
stunned, and when Alexandra, who sympathizes with ber 
young lover., say·s, "'There's no one but me to hold you 
back from destruction in this place~~" he no longer 
cares: "•I don't want to be held'" (II. ii), he answers. 
Chance no long·er seems like bis former self' in the third 
act; he is dazed, speaks as if in a trance, and does not 
put his heart into his last attempt to win Alexandra's 
influence in making Heavenly and him stars. At the 
beginning of the act,, on his first entra,nce, Williams 
notes that Chance • •. • 11 bas gone .! good deal further 
across the border of reason since we last saw him" (III). --- -==- ._.. ___ -
- -- -- --
And when Chance asks Alexandra to tell a Holl~ood 
columnist n' • • • that you 1 ve discover·ed a pair of new 
) 
stars~!" he speaks., not as if he really ca1~ed about 
reaching Alexandra, but rather "as if to himself" (III). 
- - ~ 
Alexandra realizes that ?bance is ~eked at suddenly 
discovering what be bas done to Heavenly and to himself. •:, 
Although somewhat worried.about him, Alexandra is chiefly 
concerned about hef, own situation; she wants to leat1e the 
hotel quickly and lmows she must snap Chance out of him-
" . - . - -
.... 
·-· ·. 
.. . 
-----·- ---- .. --·-·· .. 
:)·. 
I 
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self. Accordingly, she · is meI'c1l~ss in unma.sking him: 
Face 1 t aacm pitiful monsters Of course ~-
.-- ----· - . - . ' - -· ····-
. I knb~Y rum one tooo, But one with a 
difference ,.(I 9 o Ollt of the passion and 
torment of my existence I have created 
a thing I can unveil.v a sculpture 9 
almost heroic~ that I can unveil 9 which 
is true [her lagend Bis an actresi7 o _ 
But you? You 0 ve come back to the to1r1n 
you t~Yere born __ .in~ to a girl that tion 9 t 
•.... ·~.. ·--
·, 
·-
·- ----···-~---···-
~-
- . --~=---···:- .--·.·_"'··--' - -.... ::--~- -.·;,.'--. 
,•,- _,_,,--,-••• .. ,•·~•·• ~- • • • ;--:·-• • a • • •- -- ...... ~ a ,,• 
· see you because you put such rot in her -
body ~:that- she had to be gutted and hung · 
~ri a b~teher book, like a chicken 
dressed for Sunday. ( III) 
... 
# • 
. . So deeply· do these last words strike home that Chance, in 
c,inplete revulsion at what he bas made of his life, sym-, 
bolically castrates himself. "He wheels about to strike 
- I 
at her," the stage directions read, "but his raised fist 
-
changes its course and ~trikes down at his own belly and 
h_! bends ti':1 th a sick cryH ( III) o 
By this action of self~inflicted pain, Chance mani-
fests his decision. to stay in the hotel and await the 
. 
physical emasculation of Tom and his henchmen. Now,. 1n 
the all-important third act, the reader understands why 
Williams set his play on Easter Sunday and why the strains 
of the Alleluia chorus drifted into Chance's and Alex-
andra's hotel suite at the_ beginning of. the first act. 
The reader also sees Why Heavenly always l_ooked toward 
the Gulf; why the air· often sounded ·with the qey of far-
.. 
" 
off birds; and why, ·· when Chance makes his third-act ,~ ~ 
-~ 
- · entrance 9 · the stage notes say that "i,,1ind sweeps the 
Palm G~~den; it seems to dissolvs the walls; the rest 
!1l.. the Ela_;'£ ;acted a;inst the night !!I" (III) •. , ~-,,,_/" 
/ 
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·. ~' 
Sweet Bird of Youth is tar from bei g what Marya Mannes t ~ 
. calls a "roundelay of sin and corl'Uption • • • in which 
all ne.tural appetites are diverted -- and perverted --
towaztd destruction •• . n72 • • It is rather a drama of 
cleansing and purification. Its hero achie·ves both a 
truer vision of himself'----and the means to order his life 
in a ritual of· sacr.1f1ce and redemption. The Easter 
-'. ~ ••• ,T/t:.Ol'.,/t'c«lf • • ' • . 
. - . -~· . - ·----· '·-- ... .: . ..;.-........... ·-· .. __ ···-·-.. ·-~ 
- - ------ ·---·-··--·-----~-----·· ... 
-:-
___ . _______ ,_ ___ .. _____ . ___ ,, __ .______ setting,· ··the birds in the air, and the fresh winds oft 
· .. ··· 
--.... ·· 
I . 
-
I 
the Gulf all underscore Chance's rebirth through a purify-
,, 
ing self-atonement. By submitting to the violence of Tom 
Junior, Chance believes that he will make up for some of 
the injury he has done to Heavenly and to all those be 
has used for his selfish ends. 
For the first time, Chance can now look into himself 
and 88.Y that n I• • • the age Of Some people can Only be 
calculated by the level of.-- rot in them. And by that 
measure I'm -ancient•" (III). Like Alexandra, Chance 
realizes the meaninglessness of much of his past. But, 
unlike Alexandra, who still wants more of Hollywood's 
"spuriouE!. gloey" (III), Chance has to find now someth,ing 
· that meGlns something. As he says to Alexandra just before 
she departs: 
Something 1 s got to mean something, 
don• t · 1 t • • • ? I mean like _your life. 
means notbing 9 except that you never 
could make it 9 always almost1 never quite? Well, sometbing 1 s still got to 
niean something. ( III) 
The "'something'" for Chance is greater self-awareness and 
.. 
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... __ -. the courage to undergo purgative punishment.: He is the 
last of Williams u · characters to ac'l1ieve a new life through 
ff 
• • • the principle of atonement, the surrende~ of self 
·,·--···-···· --~------·--:-,--~.-:·--:·:~-~--·····-····-·to violent tr>satment by others with the idea of thereby 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
1. 
I 
I / 
~ clearing one• s Self Or his gu1lt.n1~ That such a com- .. 
·----~ •. =-""-1 .. ,,.... 
·-~····-"-'-"'""'"-"""""'"-~-
-----pensation involves, ,as do dreams and vic5'lence, a nega_t~on 
•• ,... • ' •••••. ~. ;<- . 
of life, a withdrawal from the responsibilities of the 
' , 
world, should not lead one to ignore its value both as an 
orde~ing principle and as a search for a mo~e honorable 
I ~ 
way of existence. 
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' 
In the six plays discussed up to this point there bas ·' 
been evidence of a mind in motion, a .. mind in process·· of 
---,--------tor-~-=--~----- --- exper_imentation, · taking a· group of di verse characters in 
-different situations and 1-1atching the1-ir compensation- · ·· ······ - -· . . . . .. --··•·I.a··-- - ., -··· ·-----·-· ----·· 
. 
~ oriented behavior. In these·· works Williams has been faith-··,,, 
" 
:-·· 
.• ,. i J.•. 
--~.--
·-... ..!.--·-·- .. - . --' .-----~ .. _ -
, 
ful to the manifestopromul.gated in "Desire and the Black 
Masseur." Most of' his people have chosen .one or more d'f' the 
(:J three incompletion-·concealing devices outlined in the short 
story. Yet 1 t is important to remember tbat in each of 
" these plays there are characters who do not always, choose 
the lire-denying compensations. Val and Lady's love, the 
Blanche-Mitch relationsbip 7 and the youthful romance of 
Chance end Heavenly impress themselves on a reader's mind .... ~.'"'-. 
because they suggest, even in their impermanence, that 
lire sometimes grants genuine fulfillment. Such glimpses 
of earthly happiness, coupled with the aspiration and the 
·raitb in a higher reality which the first and the third 
compensations embrace, lead one to anticipate a new kind 
·of w·111iams play, one in which life, with all 1 ts incom-
p·letions, could final..ly be accepted tv'i th honor and dignity. 
Amanda's hardiness., Blancbe~--s delicacy, and Alma• s idealism 
all point to the possibility tbat maybe these virtues do 
' enjoy some existence in humanity, that perhaps it is pos~ 
~ sible for a person to combine them, according to the 
I 
limits of his nature, and bravely confront re~!!.~· The 
/ 
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play w~icb embodies these beliefs and expresses faith in 
man• s ac.ceptance .~f life is The ,N!ght of ~he 1,guana. 
Written in 1961, ko years after Sweet Birdl) the dI'8111& 
90 
_C .. ·-,-. . ::-:-.::::::--:-:==--::..-::::::-_ -~=-~=:.=.~~-~~- the ··11st of . compensations in "Black l1asseurn an in-
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I 
• 
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r _,. 
~ 
---·- - --
:·, · 
:·9.· 
complete thematic evaluation of Williams plays and points 
the·dramatist in an entirely new direction. 
·,· \ .. - In Igufµla 'trlilliams appe-ars to be past the s·tage of 
creating characters who seek make-shift arra~ganents to 
~\ 
hide their natural incompletion. Now he is more concerned 
with people like Iguana' s Hannah Jelkes and T. Lawrence 
Sb.annon, both of whom achieve self-realization and a sense 
o~ personal dignity through accepting the reconciling 
themselves to the world. Williams' outlook on life has 
·/ undergone modification and maturity, as will be seen not 
only from Iguana, but -also from his most recent drama, 
The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anmore. The latter play 
is a minor work in which Williams seems to have lost some 
0~ his old control over his ideas and characters. Al-
though not so important as The N!ght of The Iguana, Milk 
Train nevertheless deserves attention if only as an indi-
cation that the playwright has abandoned, at least for a 
time, his concern with th~ three compensations and is 
searching instead for a more straightforward approach to 
11.fe. 
Bef'ore discussing these new plays, we should look at 
still one more aspect of Williams• earlier work.· For 
there are still two full-length plays which, though not 
. 
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1 so conclusive as Iguana, at least express the hope that 
men can win something from life by recognizing, and . 
I 
triumphing over its incompletion.· They are Camino Real 
------------------·-------------(_;!. 953) and Cat .Q!! !. Hot Tin Roof ( 1955 ) __ ., _ l;)~Q tb_ .. of. --~l:t!_Q_P_, _______________ .-. --------.... : . _________ ---
~--- - ·------ ... _' ---·~------· - • -· _, ~ • J .-. ·~' ....... - • 
.... -~-
_ wr-1tten concurrently t"1ith 1~illiams 9 compensation dramas, ... 
serve as a thematic ·prelude to T-he Night of the Iguana • 
.. • _....., .... .<.~ , ...... ....,. .. _,__,~ ---·-.. ·-······ . ~ .·-- ... _-,-_ - .. '. .. . . . ,. , .. - ·- .. ·.. . ... ' - -----:-;--;-·.,-.~·------:-... -. -·- ;---·-···-,-·- ·.---·.--···· ·-------·------ ~ 
Gamino Real is a dream play more daring in structure 
and technique than anything else Williams has ~Jritten. 
Most or its characters are borrowed from literature and 
bistor.ry and play largely allegorical roles... Its sixteen 
scenes, or blocks, are manipulated ··by one of the play' s 
characters much in the same way that Thornton Wilder's 
Stage Manager controls Our Town. 
tt, 
As the play begins, Don Quixote, "stumbling with! 
.t'atigue which is onlz phxsical, 11 74 approaches the plaza 
··-of the Camino Real, which in Spanish means either the 
Royal Highway or the Real Highway. The plaza is somewhat 
exotic and vaguely recognizable: 
It belongs to! tropical seaport that 
bears .! confusing,s> but somehow harmonious 
resembl~nce to such ~id~l~ scattered 
parts.~ T~ngiersv Havan~ 9 Vera Cruz, Casablanca~ Shanghai~ New Orleanso (Pro.) 
On one side of the stage is the i'luxury side of the 
streetg" containing the opulent Siete Mares Hotel. Op-
Jt posite the hQtel is Skid Row, the gypsy's stall, and the 
"Ritz Men Only," a flophouse. 
nates the center of the stage. 
. •' A dried-up rountain domi-
,, 
_The only exits f'rom the 
~---,------------ -,-·--------· ___ :_--p~aza are downstage arches, which give entrance only to 
, 
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. dead-.end streets, and the "Terra Incogni t~, n or th~ un-
known land: 
Upst-.ge .!! !. great flight Sf! stairs that 
mount the ancient tv'all, to a sort of arch-
- -~ -= 
- -==---
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WSQZ, that leads- out . into the g Terra Incrqgni.ta,.1 .,-, .. 
as ,!i is called in the plax~ ~ wasteland 
- '.. _.:._, .. .:.,....:.----.u•' • - _,_:•_ .•. • ,.--~•-'-··• ~· •• •• - ... -
\. 
b-eween the tfalled toiin 2nd the distant 
perin1=et~r gr anow=-caP.Eed mountains o (Pro.)· 
-I-t is· important to underst~nd ii-1ha t the plaza looks 
····-··,-·-··· ·---~ ······-·· . -··11:ke bec--ause tt!illiams uses it to represen~ wba t he calls 
• I 
.,,.., . : . 
. 75 · . a "hypothetical terminal po!nt" in the progress of 
humanity. Or as S1gni Falk describes the Camino Real: 
•.•• it is~ kind of dead~end street, a grand avenue that has det'eriorated 9 t11here the inhabitants are desperate transients. A desolate world-£> its elements are meant 
to symbolize the worst in contemporary 
societyo o o o a world where tbe ·power of 
money makes §tncerity, love, or kindness impracticalo ·r 
.., 
'!'he action w1bich unfolds in thi.s symbolic setting is not 
real, but a dream of Don Quixote, who sleeps for a night 
beneath the stairs leading to the Terra Incognita. The 
old knight has faith ·1n his dreams -and the characters who 
appear in them. He intends to chroose one of these people 
as a traveling companion to replace Sancho Panza, who is 
too frightened to approach the plaza. Just before going 
to sleep, Don Quixote says 
f • 
, . 
••• my dream w~ll be a pageant, a masque in which old meanings will be remembered 
and possibly new ones discovered, and when I wake from this sleep and this disturbing pageant of a dreBl.m9 I'll choose one among 1 ts shadows to take siong with me .. in the place of Sancho. (Pro.) 
'!'he characters who appear on the stage after Do.n 
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Quixote .falls asleep are related to differen.t aspects of 
the set. The street people, those who belong to the poor 
side of the plaza, are the fraudulent Gypsy; Esmeralda, 
b.~r. compliant daughter; A. Ratt, manager of the "Ritz, Men. 
Only"-·; A~ullah, the gypsy's stupid son; Rosita, an old 
p·rostitute; and the cunning Loan Shark. Belonging to the 
---------- ------,------,, -.. -- - ---- luxurious side of the Camino Real are -the Lord and Lady 
... 
Mulligan, parodies· of the idle, fatuous- ric-b, and Gutman, 
political boss, owner of the Siete Mares, and ritting 
manipulator of the play 1 s sixteen scenes. Falling in no 
category and belongi~g to neither side or the Square are 
1 ts desperate transiepts. Bar_on de Charlus, ?'more degener-
ate than his namesake in Proust's Remembrance of Things 
Past, laments, "'Oh, once upon a time! used to wonder. 
Now I simply wonder•" (4). The Baron's is an empty life 
-of quick homosexual enc·ounters. Almost as disillusioned 
as De. Charlus is Marguerite Gautier, __ no longer Dumas 1 
tragi~ lover, but an aging, drug-addicted woman who knows 
she has outlived her charms, Jacques Casanova, on the 
other hand, though impoverished, weary, and afraid or the 
unknown, rinds his love of Marguerite strong enough to 
make life bearable. And Lord Byron, although aware that 
,· 
the luxuries of' the Siete Mares " 1 • • • have made me 
soft 1 " ( 8), still has tbe desire to recapture the purity_ 
and the dedication of bis youth. 
Threatening alike both the obscure and the celebrated 
a~tbe death-bringing Streetcleaners. Even Gutman, a 
/ 
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politicalApower who controls the ~aza with police-state 
·tactics, fears deaths In block seven he tells the audi-
ence: · 
.~ 
r•ve seen them falll I•ve seen the 
·· -----: '--~-e-s-tru-ction or theml Adventurers sud-- --------; . ·: .. .. . . ' . 
' \ 
. . . 
~ ·-·-------··-··" -~ denly frightened of a dark roomt • 9 • 
·, 
'o. 
,. 
': 
Con :men and.pitchmen and plumsc::,hatted 
cavaliers turned b~~y sort at one note 
of the Streetcle-aners v pipa~i-· \ttJhen I .. --·- ··- .'.'. - ·. . ' . - . -~ ... ----.... ---·---·.I;, 
-··-·--··. ----- ~- .---..:.:·: .; ... . "._:, .. -•, ,. ... ; .... ,.. .--·' . . :obse:rv-e th is change .o I say to myself: 
___ ;:.: ..... _;~· ........ _ -·-· .. ·-·-· .. _ ....-- ----- .. 'Could it happen to JilE? 11 e>c:aJ>_ · Tbs ensi-,er .,,. .. • ••••••,•~• •7" •0 - •- ~.,<oL -· • .·,.; :-• • ···:· ! 
--
) 
:;• 
,,, .. 
·:--_-.·.··. • . .., 
-
is •YEStv And thetas~ what curdles my 
blood like milk on the doorstep of some-
- one gone ror the summert (7) 
Casanova explains what happens to those who die on the 
Camino Real: If the Streetcleaners don't find enough money 
on the corpse's body, they wheel it 
·" 
•• ~ straight off to the laboratory. 
And there the individual becoraes an un-distinguished member of a collectivist 
stateo His chemical compounds are 
separated and poured into vats containing 
the corresponding elements of countless 
others. (5) · 
' j = There are ~·only two ways to leave the Camino Real, and, 
by implication, the degrading lire and death offered by a 
pragmatic, mechanistic society. One of these is the Terra 
Incognita,_the bleak wasteland which extends to a range of 
snow-capped mountains. Tbe Terra Incognita symbolizes the 
mysterious, unknown forces in the universe and suggests, in 
its desert-like quality, that a long journey of self~denial 
is necessary if one is to master this region. The snow-
covered mountains, like those in Hemingway's "The Snows of 
Kilimanjaro," represent the ascending quest for hunian 
achievement. The second way ot leaving the plaza is on the 
. ' 
-...--~-·, 
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-
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-
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"" . . 
nonscheduled flights of a'n airplane called the Fugi tivo. ~ 
. 
One of the important themes of Camino Real is that life 
offers ,no easy escape, an~ Williams uses the Fu-gitivo· to, 
dramatize this truth. ·When tl1e aircraft lands in block- - ---
nine, only short-sighted .. and foolish people_ like. tna_._, _______ :.:~ 
- ··----- .. ...:-.---,---- ·: ·-~---···-· -- ···-
. Mullig,:ns believe th·ey have i'ourid · the · answer to life' s 
·-prob·lems·. - La-tar !1i the play, 1-1e are not surprised to 
learn. that the--Fugitivo has crashed. ba 
;..;· 
Ttfe person who comes closest to being the "her-o" of 
the play is a clownlike naif, Kilroy, an ex-prize figbte~ 
from ~rica forced to leave both the ring and his loving 
wife because of a very special .,heart condition. on first 
arriving _ori the Camino Real, Kilroy tells an off'icer that 
_ ... 
• • • my tick era. went bad. -- Feel my 
chest! • e o I've got a heart in my 
chest as big as t~e head of a baby •••• With.something like that you don't need 
the Gypsy to tell you~ 'Time is short, 
Baby~~ get ready to hitch. on wingsl' 
The medics wouldnnt okay me for no more 
fights" rThey said for me to give up 
liquor and smoking and ~.ext ( 3) 
. K~lroy' s hearit condition is Williams I way of saying that 
" 
the young American cannot ,survive in a society that denies 
feeling or human emotion. Kilroy brings to the Camino 
~Real world a desire to make friends 8.Dd enjoy life. Un-
aware of hottir unsuited he is to the cutthroat plaza ex-
istence., Kilroy is immediately exploited. He is not on 
•· 
;il 
stage five·minutes before be is punched by the officer, 
solicited by old.Rosita, and ro~~ed by a pick-pocket. 
Casanova, who sympathizes with Kilroy's naivete, tells the 
..... =--,.-. 
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ex-prize fighter to expect trouble from the ruthless Gut-
) 
man regime: " • You b ave a spark of 'anarchy in your spirit. 
and that's not to be tolerated herel It has to be ex-
tinguished. • • • 11 ( 7} •. 
<.I 
. - . ··--· -· -··· ... '...... .. ....... - -- ---·--··-····-·- :· . . ' .- . . Kilroy• s f'ate in Camino Real is to_ under.go one long 
series or-··pratfa.lla. After- a hectic chase in block six, ---- --~-' ........ ~.-- _, , ...... . 
·, 
--· 
--- . -·· -- - . -----~- ,,.__._ -·-·· - __ . .., ..... _,_ -· -- .. -~-
. .,. 
costume of the Patsy. Later on, be almost yields to 
Esmeralda's seduction; dies at the withering approach ot 
the Streetc1eaners; undergoes an operation in which his 
golden heart is removed; miraculously revives; and, pulled 
down once more by the corruption o~ the Camino Real, sells 
his heart in hopes of winning the tawdry favors of Es-
meralda. The life of.the plaza robs Kilroy of his dignity, 
but he cannot summon the courage to undertake a lone •; 
venture into the Terra Incognita. The desol~te, challeng-
ing region fascinates Kilroy_, but he is not yet ready to 
approach 1 t. ~lben Casanova asks him in block five, "• A:re 
you -- ready to cross it?'" Kilroy answers "•Maybe some-
\ time with someone but not right now and aloneL•" (5) 
In Camino Real, Williams greatly emphasizes this need 
tor human companionship. In block one, Don Quixote real-
izes the great loneliness in the world and sees that every-
one should share his experience with someone: "'Lone;. 
ly ••• ,'"bemuses. 111 When, so many are lonely as seem 
to be lonely,, 1 t would be inexcusably selfish to be lonely 
alone•" (/Pro.). Kilroy does not yet venture into the ~... ~"., 
/ 
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) 
. Terra Incognita because he ··1s fated to be Don Quixote• s 
' traveling partner; together the two men will strengthe·n 
each other and rid one another of loneliness. A similar 
ext:?ression of faith in htnnan companionship is made in 
. - -, .......... _ -· _,.·_, ... -.r;,,'~-- - --
- ~ 
··-··.---· ···. _· .,~-.;:.,.-... ······----- __ th.e. ____ c ..ba.rac_terizati on. of Casanova. Like Don Quixote and 
\ 
.' . 
.... 
Kilroy, Casanova wants to-leave the plaza. Yet··h·e--·--c·annot. 
do so alonej he needs first the. af':fection of Marguerit_e. 
In block seven he tells her that he's"'· • • terrified 
-
of the unknown country inside or outside this wall or 
any place on earth wi tbout you With mel' fl What be would 
like to do, be continues, is n,. 
• • stay here with you 
and love you and guard you until the time or way comes 
that we can leave with honor'" (7). ,, 
Williams-SUggests that lif'e without companionship is 
nearly impossible. Kilroy is an easy victim for the 
hustlers of the plaza because be is alone, innocent, and 
completely unprotected. S11J1ilarly. Casanova is weary and 
frightened becau.se Marguerite will not believe in him. 
She is the playwright's mouthpiece for the worldly cynicism 
which so many on tbe Camino Real f~_el.. Disillusioned be-
:·) ' 
l; cause she believes in nothing and rears impermanence, 
she says to Casanova: 
. - ··.· . -.- . : . . ~ ::- - -- -- .--~-""---·---"------ . . . ·-·-. - ~· ·-
What are we sure of? Not even of our 
existence, dear comf'orting friend! And 
whom can we ask the questions that tor-
ment us? 9What is this place?u Where are 
we? o o o Where? Why? and tbs psrch that 
we bold is unstablet wevre threatened with 
eviction» for this is a port or entry and 
departure., there are no permanent guests I. · 
••• We're lonely. We 1 re frightened. We 
,I 
.. 
':" _,:. .-~ ' ,·· .. '.' l 
. ' ;·:,. ;., 
·l 
'\ 
. ' 
•• 
l •.• • 
hear the Streetcleaners• piping n6t tar away. So no~, and then, al though -we• ve. 
wounded each other time and again~- we 
stretch out our hands to each other in the dark that we canut escape from~~ we huddle 
. together for some dimCQcormnunal···Comfort --
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-·=··-~"' Fo~ Marguerite, one cannot achieve honor in a world that-is 
continually changing. " 1 How ·could any·one.,'" she asks, 
"'quit this field with honor, this place where there's J9 
nothing but the gradual wasting away of anything decent in 
us?'" (7) And of love, or tenderness, she says dis-
-~ paragingly, "'But tenderness, the'violets in the mountains --
-- can't break the rocksl 1 " Casanova, however, can answer 
her wisely because impermanence, or the rush of time, does 
not frighten him so much. Believing with Williams that 
'!the great and only possible dignity of man lies in his 
77 power deliberately to choose moral values • • • , " ·· Casa-
nova has placed his faith in the moral value of love. He 
knows that "' the violets in the mountains can break the 
l'Ocks if you believe in them and allow them to growt 1 " - ( 10) 
Marguerite is finally dissuaded from her pessimism, 
but not before Lord Byron translates into action Casanova's 
faith in the ideal. The poet has spent a long, luxurious 
stay at tbe S1ete Mares and has lost the fervor and the 
idealism of his youth. When we meet him at the beginning 
of block eight, be bas recognized his wasted life in the 
Camino Real and wants to recapture his early inspiration. 
For this quest be chooses to cross the Terra Inc'ogni ta, 
._J ~ 
· .•.. 1',, 
-·-----------·· 
,· 
l i ., 
I 
; 
I 
I 
! 
' 
' l 
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l 
•"' • .-, .... ,,.,"'•'•'"'v,,· · 1 •,.,, ·,,•iii. 
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. . 
to undertake the long difficult journey from "' ••.• my 
present sel.f to myself as I used to be1'" ( 8) Byron 'ls 
~ not certain whether be will succeed in regaining his -----
99. 
~ __ .. ___ . _______ purity, ,_btlt in Camino Real th~ ~9~~~ome of, Q:P~ 1 s j9urn~:Y--------·----·=-------:_-~---.---·· -·-· ·;,~~. --~-'c 
, across the Terra Incognita is never .so import·ant as :the· ---
-·~ _._~-·-•••·· ·--·--·--_.--..-.~v.-,,...,.-·, ........... -, .. ,••••·---~ ,-, ...... ··'·'--·~ -··· • • •· -··•·-·· -v,.#,+• .... •·•··· · • 
. . . . • ::lit'·, 
_:....des.ire to make the jour!)eyo lfilliams articulates de-
--
. 
pravi ty very graphically in this play, r but he only b~pely 
~ . ~ 
suggests the idealism of those who !'ace the unknown ~w·i thin 
and outside themselves and 'Who aspire to a nobler life • 
---------------·----·-"·-··- -·- - ·------·---···-- .. -----·------ - ------- -
Nevertheless, Gamino Re .. al is a signif'icant f_irst step on-~ 
the way to The Njght, of The _!guana. For the earlier play 
·-·--·-----··_.~~pie ts people such as Byron, wn o a:re ___ na turlllly r~pel 1.e~ 
,-
by the grossness of the world but who do not turJ'l to the 
compensations and an escape from an honest acceptance or 
lire. The T·erra Incogni ta is not a refuge from the world, 
but a very real -- and rather awesome -- part of it. 
• 
Like Sebastian and Chance, Byrop sees his spiritual 
pilgrimage as a purification. Recalling the burning or 
Shelley's corpse, Byron remembers that 
• • • the burning was pure! -- as a man I s 
burning should be ••• 
r 
A man's burning o{ght to be puret --
not like mine~~ a crepe suzette --
burning in brandy ••• ) 
Sbelley 9 s burning was finally very 
purel (8) 
But unlike Sebastian and Chance, Byron does not choose the 
-third compensation. His decision to aim for the snow-
0 capped mountains· in the distance is not a negative action, 
. - .l, ___ -- .. --- "·-···· 
• ~~ ,,. ... ,, Q; 
, • -~ ' • ' 
. ,, 
' \ ··--:" ,:' 
(, 
, I 
but rather embod·ies the hope that life does have some 
dignity, that there is something in the world worth 
··----- .. 
achieving. This is a more mature, affirmative outlook, 
.. . 
" 
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- _. _____ &, • ---- ---- ------·-------········ ---- -----·-· - ··-·--· -- ........ . . ---·-·-···-~---- -- ---·-
----~~ -~.~- the compensation world. Byron, for example, will never I 
·-· ..... ~0,.,. .... _ •. ~ 
,, . II .· 
i' I'. 
[ 
• ---- ~ .... - ·-·-- . 4-.;, 
---be so convinced ~hat he has found what he is looking for ....... ~~-
as either Blanche in her illusions or Chance in bis ritual 
of self-sacrifice. Nothing is clear-cut or precisely 
defined in the Terra Incogni ta, and __ B.yron __ Jmows __ tba.t. .. b.e ___________________ .. ____ .... --------------------~ 
-,, 
can only hoF-e~ to re-achieve bis youthful purity. In 
block eights the poet is not sure of what be will find 
after he I s lert the plaza:- . ··- ···- .... -· .; ...... ~--"' .... -·--.···-·: .. :..... ·. : 
I Im sailing to Athens. At least I 
can look up at the Acropolis, I can 
stand at the foot of it and look up 
at tbe broken columns on the crest of 
a hill . -,- if not purity, or at least ~ 
its recollection. · 
I can sit quietly looking for .a long, 
long time in --absolute silence, and 
possibly, yes, still possible --
The old pure music will come to me 
again. Of course on the other hand 
I may hear only the little noises of_ 
insects on the grass •• o o (8) 
He 1& sure, however., of man's need to at least try to 
achieve the highest, truest vision of himself. "' I am 
sailing to Athensl 'u he exults, "•Make cv9xages! -- At-
tempt theml -- there's nothing else. o oun (8). 
Cr! ti·cs mistreat Camino Real because they under-
estimate the significance of Byron's gesture· and what 1 t 
:"'r 
means tp everyone who ventures into the Terra~ Incognita. - :1 
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As Williams says, the play offers 
' ,,· 
.. , --- ~. . - . -
-·~· . ·_ ---·;.., 
•• ., a picture of the state of the ro-
mantic nonconformist in modern society. It .stresses honor and man's own sense of 
inner dignity t~hich the Bohemian must ;;;~:~f ~~e h:r f :r b~!!~ t~r~~ ~~tg~78 - --~ ---- -•- . -· - -- ..... 
-What tbe play says througl:l -~b ~s · ~n-
ashame.~ old romanticist., Don Quixo·te, 
_is just this, 9 Life·is an unanswer~d 
- questio111> but letv s still believe in 
the dignity and the importance of the 
questiono ur'f9 , . . 
. -- .. - ·- ...... -- ,_ ... , _,_:.;,), .... · .. ·-
Accustomed to the decisive, o~ten violent behavior of. the 
-~~ compensation-seekers, critics miss the obvious in the play. 
" 
-------- ·--
--
; 
; 
=1-=---
t 
•r 
:,_~ ' 
·, . 
1., ' __ :· .. ' 
[ I 
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They fail to understand that Williams' words of hope abou~ 
Camino Real spring naturally rrom Don Quixote's faith, 
Byron's voyage, K1lroy 1 s innocence, and Casanova's re-
fus~l to relinquish bis dream of love. Brooks Atkinson's 
analysis, for example, overlooks these achievements. In 
Camino Real, says Mr. Atkinson» l"lill.ie.ms 1·· world 
•• o is going out with neither a ba 
nor a whimper but iii th a leer and a 
grimace of disgusto There is no 
health in ito With rare exceptions 
everyone succumbs to depravity. Tbe Camino Real is a junkyard of vice.BO 
The play evokes a similarly ~paraging reaction from 
Benjamin Nelson, a commentator whose otherwise excellent 
book-length study of Williams is occasionally marred by 
Nelson8 s asking the playwright to do what he never in-
tended to do in the first place. In Camino Real Nelson 
untairly blames Williams for ". • • not really conf'ront-
. 81 ., ing the situation with true moral energy" because the •' 
. , - .. 
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dramatist does nothing more than articulate tb·e desire and 
tbe need for a more decent way or life. Nelson says that 
"" 
in the revolt of By~on, Quixote and 
. Kilroy&> there is i something to mean 
\."" 
\. 
<3 . 
J 
,; 
·- -
the word h9no£ againtv But .what is ·······~---··-··1· •. - ' .. _· ___ :,. .. ,_,, ____ ' ____ ,_,~;, __ · ......:....,:._·_ -· --- _'. __ ~-- • ---- ... 
. the purpose of~ the revolt? It appears 
to have none other than tbe fact·,· of 1 ts 
own exiatenceo Theirs is a romantic, 
e~_istential revolt that seems to have 
no further purpose than its own sub-
stantiation.~2 . 
Nelson's and Atkinson's- objections are both invalid be-
cause the r·e~vor of Byron and Don Quixote offsets the 
depravity of the Camino Real, creating Qotb dramatic con-
flict and theatrical excitement. To blame Williams for 
not doing a·nything more, for not f'ollowing his poets and 
idealists across the barren plain of the Terra Incognita, 
is to ask the dramatist for, a a1rrerent play than the one 
' 
be set out to write. Camino Real is notqing more or less 
-:'='·:-·-- . 
than a protest, ·a cry for a truer 9 more honorable existence 
and, most importantly, for the strength ~o find it here, on 
this earth and not in the negative compensations • 
• It is interesting to notice that Williams sees hope 
in eveey class ·of bumani ty and gives a different kind of 
protest to an idealistic spokesman for each. Kilroy, the 
average man, expresses his idealism in terms of an honest 
fight and a clean record. "'These are my gloves,~" be says 
proudly, -
J; 
. . 
these gloves are gold, an I fought a lot 
of hard fights to win •eml I broke clean 
from the clinches ·o 1· never ·hit a low 
·blow, the referee never told me to mix 
it upL And the fixers never got to m~l (4)· 
. •. 
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I'm a st.ranger··here but .. I got a clean ,. 
record in all the places I been, I 1m 
not in the books for nothin' but 
... 
---_;..,< . 
vagrancyo O G • (6) 
Casanova, the lover, believes in t·he miraculoµs power of 
. love.. Byron, the poet, . at.f-irms tbe abl-l!·ty ..... of ........ tbe ..... poe.ti.c"' __ , _____ , ________ . -..... -·--------··· 
imagination to.transform reality: 
. .. -- -
·- ~ ......... -· - . . ~..... ..., .,.,~, .... ~ ~. -.~ ............................ . 
. . -··· . --•~"-
• • • ·LJhe heart ii/ -- a sort of --
instrument t that translates noise 1.nto ~ ·•·. ---~···-···-·- -· ~ . " ... ,..._ -
music·i) chaos into -- order. • o • a 
mysterious order~ (8) -
Don Quixote, tbe visionary, knows that his dreams are·more 
real than tangible objects. And Esmeralda, the most com-
passionate and articulate of the street people, prays that 
all the misfits on the Camino Real may find ''•. • • some-
thing to mean the word honor again.' n Just before the 
play ends, Esmeralda says her nighttime prayer: 
.. 
God bless all con men and hustlers and 
pitch-men who hawk their hearts on the 
street 9 all two=time losers ivhou re likely 
to lose once . more 9 the courtesan itrho-1 made 
the mistake of love 9 the g,reatest of 
lovers crowned with the longest horns, 
the. poet who i'landered far rrom his heart's 
green country and possibly will and pos-
sibly won 9 t _ba able to find his 1:sa.y b_ack, 
look down with a smile tonight on the 
last cavaliers» the ones with rusty a:rmor 
and soiled white plumes 9 and visit with 
understanding and something thatvs almost 
tender those fading legends that come and 
go in th is plaza like songs not clearly 
remembered~ oh» sometime and somewhere, 
let there be something to mean the word 
honor again! (16) 
In --light of' the S'8 many declarations of faith and 
- ,., 
< ,. 
hoped-for rebirth, it is easier to see why Williams• stage 
direction.a include a phoenix painted on one side of the 
t "' r -, ._, 
r .·. 
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plaza, a phoenix"· • • which should be softly lighted now 
and then in the play, since resurrections are !tQ. much~ 
part of 1 ts meaµing,.19 (Pro.). Running as a counterpoint 
throughout Camino Real, c::,ppQ~ipg the corruption of Gutman. ~---~--=-----.---·--·------·------,-·-···· 
i~~ ... 
(f· 
~-' 
. ..,-..,. 
!}- ' 
.;.· i 
,, 
; . 
and the Loan Sharks are characters t-1bo affirm a willing-
. -----
----------- - · nes-s to cling to their truer, more decent selves~ Harold -
Clµrman finds this faith in human aspire tion a dominant-, 
theme in the play. In particular, he admJres the TP1ay. Kil-
h roy 1 s idealism survives the blows and pratfalls of the-
plaza. It is this idealism., says· Clurman, which 
--·~. 
·./ .. 
-~ 
ti 
••• makes him ,Li{.11~0~ brother to other 
errant knights who have sinned, suffered 
and still believed in the inherent mag-
nificence of lifeo 
This is the mystique of romanticism, with 
a special stress on pity for the insulted 
and injured 9 the perseout~d minorities, the victims and outcastso 3 
Thus when Don Quixote. wakes rrom his dream, the. spunky 
ex-prize fighter is the "shadow" be elects as the substi-
tute for Sancho. As if to celebrate the meeting of the 
two men,¢ the dried-up fountain begins to flow, and 
Marguerite, unable to go on alone, surren:iers herself' 
to the devotion of Casanova. When the old cavalier 
reaches out for the Lady of the Camillas, 
,1 
... 
• • • she grope~ for his hand, seizes.!! 
· ".with ! loi--3. ~ry_ and :QFes s=e,s it spasmod-ically to he~ lips while be draws her ••= rC3=. · ~
I W, into his arras and looks above her sob-bilhg.v ~1:ea.c:,,gol:$ie11 head vJi th the serene, 
clouded g2za of someone piorta~!.I ill .!! the mer(l . of .!.. narcotic laps over her pain. 161 
-~ 
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• 
Casanova has told the tI'Uth. As ·the two lovers embrace, 
. ' 
__ Do.n. Quixote announces, " 1 The viole:ts !!! the mountains 
have broken the rocks 1 ,·;i (xvi) The· old knight and his 
_ young ~Q~p~n-~.C?~,- -~~gJ.1 r~f re_~b.~4 J>_y __ t.b~ t a:1 th _or __ the ---~-oth_e.r~. · ·-~-.....i.------·---·---·-·-··· ···-··------ -- -- -······ -- . ' . ··:·:..· 
.. 
end the play as they go forth to find ·their own truth· in 
·······--···----
-·----···----
-··---·-
- ··--·- ---- - ·-·-·--···· -~---:r.=:-----·······"'- . 
I 
J 
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Q 
the Terra Incognita. 
" In The I~ight .of' the Iguana, where Williams depicts· 
people actually coping with the Terra Incognita, the reader 
will remember the gallantry of Kilroy and Don Quixote. 
Their action may be only a gesture, a statement of values, 
but it represents an important and necessary first step 
for the dramatist. Camino Real is the first important 
Williams play in which characters have resolved to face 
without pretension the unknown challenge of the universe. 
That it takes us only to the threshold or the Terra 
Incognita does not rob the play of the significant place. 
it deserves in the Williams canon. 
A drama with simila:r themes, but vastly different in 
both technique and approach, is Cat 2!1 ! Hot Tin Roof. 
Like Camino Real, Cat is not a compensation play. Its 
characters work not to devise arrangements to conceal the. 
unfulrilled parts or their nature, but rather try to work 
15;'(, 
themselves out of such devices. Lord Byron had to shake 
himself of a Stella=like dream ti'orld of sens·uali ty, of 
~, ••• masked balls 9 glittering salons, ••• ladies 
with throats as slender as flower-stems, bending and 
br~atbing toward me their fragrant breath. • • '" ( 8) • 
., 
, 
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Casanova, before being reborn in his love for Marguerite. 
was in a similar position: be had always escaped the p, 
demands of a life with· honor by scrambling 111 • • • from 
" 
· :--~---:;:----,--.. ,-------. -:------one -be·d-cllamber to another bed~.c-ha.1nber .. wi.th __ .sbir.t.t.ail.s _________ _ ... -.. ·.-··--······.· ··-····· -· ' •,\ 
·-
. always aflame, from girl to girl, ____ lilt-~ buck-ets of coal.-
- ---
---- ... . --
.1:#-- • ' ' .~ • CO • 0 
---· • • 
oil po-u:red on a conflagration 111 ( 10). Even Kilroy!) who 
- --- __ ... ----- - ·----· --~--::;:::;;--~.,-. ____ :_;· .. . : .. ' 
.,, 
finally sold his heart to the Loan Shark, needed the 
strengthening faith of Don Quixote to set him straight 
. 1 . 
and return him to his better nature. Similarly, Cat on 
a Hot Tin Roof, al though working o.n a more realistic 
-
level., also chronicles the journey of a man from a false, ---- -
/ : 
-
dream-like state to a contemplation of his true character. 
Like Camino Real, the later play is also inconclusive, per-
_.,,,-- - -- ' 
haps even more so. For Cat .Q.!! ~ Hot Tin Roof brings the 
reader only up _to the moment of its hero's self~recog- · 
niti~n. There is no sure way.of deciding whether or not 
the character will reshape his lire according to this new 
vision of himself.· 
11 
"' 
The play begins on the sixty-fifth birthday celebra-
tion of Big Daddy, a Mississippi Delta plantation owner 
now retuFning from a hospital where he has undergone cancer 
tests. Although the tests prove Big Daddy to be a dying 
man, his family has decided to wait before informing 
' . 
either the old man or his wire, Big Mama. Greatly re-
lieved at being told that be is not diseased, Big Daddy 
bas.resolved to throw aside the tedious duties he has 
·- "f\ 
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-· 
always performed and devote ,himself to a life ot sensual 
ple'asure. He says: 
They say you got just so many and each 
one is numbered. Well, I got a few left 
in -me, · a· r·et,f, · and I' ni go 1:ng · to pick me 
a"good one to spend 'em ont I 0m going 
_ -·-·-·--- _ ,__. ·····-·--· . c;..:. _______ to pi c le me a. ch o i.ce ___ o_ne, I don 1 t care 
_ how much she costs, !!1.l smothe.r her in --
minkst84 
Big Daddy- has more on his mind, ... bowever, than bis own plans. 
His brush with cancer has taught him that he must look to 
,-:i 
the future and settle his giant plantation on one of his 
-·-
two sons, either on Gooper, a mercenary lawyer wit~ five 
children, or on the younger Brick, who is both childless 
and without love for his devoted wife, Maggie. Much or 
the play 1 s tension lies in Big Daddy's determination to 
discover the nature of Brick's unrest and in Brick's slowly 
I ; ... '>, , ,-...,,, +· "~ ,"-•",•ti•M_._, ....... ,_.,"•~. •• , •.••. , 
evolving decision to tell Big Daddy be is dying of cancer. -, 
~ When Brick first appears, be is sullen, drinking 
heavily, and in a state of great depression. He bolds 
his:: liquor well, and on the surface has the 11 • • • charm 
of that cool air of detachment that people· have who have 
givep ~ the struggle" (I). But ··whenever Brick is dis-
turbed about something, we learn that this calm facade· is 
r: 
deceptive, tl1at ". • • something flashes behind ll$) like 
,,-;;~ 
.o);J 
lightni.ng_ ~,~,!. fair fil, iihich shows that at so1ue deeper 
level ~ !! verl far from P®.~ceful,.o iY ( I) A football hero 
in, college and a successful ~ports announcer la.ter 9 Brick 
had never bee_n .a moody person; he had always handled 11.fe 
with ease and confidence. Not until the death of Skipper, 
. , 
-·-·-·-·--···-··----- .. . --·- ------- ,- i ' 
' ' 
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0 bis close· friend and college teammate, did he cease to 
care about his marriage, refuse to sleep with Maggie, and, 
turn to the narcotic of liquor. 
As the. first act develops, Bri.ck tells Mflggie that 
his friendship.with Skippe:r-- had bee-n the purest, . truest_ 
thing in his life. Every man, be says to her, ___ has .. " 1 one 
"·--· ---- _, '\)----· ----- -
great good thing which is tru·et -- I had· friendship with 0 --
Skipper'" (I). The reason Maggie· disgusts him is that 
she: sensed homosexuality in Skipper and worked to separate 
the two men. After she confronted Sk~pper with her sus-
picion, he tried to prove his masculinity by seducing her 
and failed mise·rably. 111 -- In this way•," Maggie tells 
Brick, 
I destroyed him by telling him truth 
that he and his world which he was born 
and raised in 9 yours and his world, bad 
told him could not be toldo (I) 
Skipper soon -became a '' 1 receptacle for liquor and drugs 111 
(I).and died shortly afterwards. 
-Brick blames his defeatism on the "•mendacity•" (II) 
of a world which robbed him of the greatest happiness be --·,r 
ever knew. But his obsessive desire to forget the past 
and his extreme reluctance to talk about Skipper lead one 
to suspect that. he is also disgusted with something in-
side himself. The reader cannot avoid an impression that 
something is haunting Brick, some nagging ghost from the 
past which only the 111 click'" of alcoholisrr1 can exorcise. 
In act two, when be senses that his father wants to get· 
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behind his mask of aloofness, Brick cries out that tha~ 
"" 
conversation is"'· •• nowhere, nowberel -- it's --
" 
1 t 1 s painful, Big Daddy. • • '" (II) • And when Maggie 
begins to talk about Skipper, Brie;k threatens her with·· 
vl:olence~. "'You. got to shut up about Skipper,!" he sa,7s, 
You donn t think I'm serious, Maggie? ~ 
You• re fooled by the fact that I 0m .. _ 
saying this quiet? ••• l*1hat you're \ 
doing is a dangerous thing to ,doo You're . -
-- you 9re ~= you're foolin° with something 
that ==·nobody ought to rool tvith. (I) 
The only refuge Brick finds from probers like Big Daddy, 
Maggie, and apparently his own conscience 1s the peaceful 
click of the bottle. He tells Big Daddy that he drinks 
for 
this click that I get in my head that 
makes me peacerul. I got to drink till 
I get ito It's just a mechandcal tbi~, 
something like a~~ like a== like a --
• o o Switch clicking off in my head, 
turning the hot light of:f and the cool 
night on and~- all of a sudden there's 
-- peacel (II) 
It is not long before we lea·rn that Brick does live 
in a dream world, that be drinks because he believes him-
self partly responsible ror Skipper's death. Big Daddy 
finally makes his way to the truth by forcing his son to 
a··dmit that when Skipper, in his last telephone call to his · 
old friend., made a "' drunken confession, 1 " apparently of 
his homosexuality, Brick hung up on him. Big Daddy sees 
now why Brick shifted the blame for Skipper's death on 
Maggie.~ It is clear to the old man-that his son is re-
pelled not by an abstraction like mendacity, but by the 
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very real memory that be didn't help Skipp~r when he 
needed him. so badly. Big Daddy puts 1 t bluntly to Brick: 
Anyhow nowt -- we have tracked ddwn the lie v1!th iihich you• re disgu·sted and 
which you are drinking to kill your 
;JJI 
--·-- _____ .. _ --· - ... --- , ••••• ,_ ... _ ---.:.;·'.:. .. , ... _.c...:.-=-------· ~·-·-·----·----... • disgust iv i th
9 
Brick o You been passing 
. -.. -- ·-·- ... --··· .. 
- ... _ .... ----
- ,---- ., -·--- ·-
------- ------·----·-~·· 
._i!t. 
the bucke., This disgust tiith .mendeci ty 
. 
--··is···· disgu·s __ t~_-W1·tb·:·.yourself o ____ , .. ,,., .. , 
.. "You -=~ dug ·tbe grave of your :Criend .. _and 
kicked him in itt c:s-= before you'd f'ace 
truth with himt (II) 
Buck is a character who has always sought life's 
• 
:first compensation· of illusions. -. Because of his excessive 
idealism in his youth, because he judged everyone's think-
ing to be as pure•mihded as bis own, B~ick never looked 
o\_ 
t. beneath ·the surface of Skipper's devotion to him. In this 
.... respect, he recalls Blanche's unreal idolatry of her bus-
~":', band. Like Brick, Blanche so worshipped a person that she 
railed to apprehend ~is deepest needs and as a result was 
powerl~ss ever to help bim. Stella tells the reader why ,»--, 
her sister never detected the homosexuality or the boy she 
married; in doing so, Stella also gives us an insight into 
Brick's misjudgment of Skipper. Blanche's husband, Stella 
explains, was 
••• extremely good looking. I think Blanche didn1 t just love him but wor~ 
shipped the ground he walked onl Adored 
.him and thought him almost too fine to be bumanl (vii) 
S1m1·larly, Maggie exp_lains to Brick that he asked so much 
or his friend that be never stopped to think. that Skipper 
might be less than perfect, that be might have some veey 
' , .. _. 
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basic human needs. Nor did Brick realize· that Skipper• s 
-~ 
devotion to bimwas excessive and sometimes interfered 
with his wife's love. Maggie does not accuse her hu·sband 
or·bomosexuality, but rather of not wanting to see it in 
. Skipper. With this distinction in mind, she reveals the 
. ··-· •.t, ................... ' .• 
-
----·-·-·--.. - ·· · ·- ·· ··· --··----- · husband's best friend. At the end of act on~, she tells 
. .. Brick that, with out knowi·ng it, he failed to .. return 
Skipper's love and.slighted her own: 
Skipper and I made lo~e if love you 
could call i t 9 because it made both of 
us feel a little bit closer to you. .., .·. 
You sea 9 you son oX a bitch 9 you asked 
too much of people~ of me~ of him 9 of 
, all the unlucky poor doomed sons of. 
bitches that happen to love you, and 
there was a whole pack. of theme o • you 
asked too goddam much of pe.ople that /. 
loved you 9 you =-c:, superior- ere a tu rel_,_ .. _,., 
you godlike beingt -- And so we made 
love to each other to dream it was 
YOU G> o • e ( I ) ·1$ 
Maggie, then, is not saying that the relationship between 
the two men was anything dirty. On- the contrary, it was 
too clean: 
• • •. so damned clean that 1 t killed 
poor Skipperl You two had something 
~---------
· that had to be. kept on ice, yes» in-
corruptible9 yest -- and death was the 
only icebox where you could keep it.· 
• • • . (I) 
... 
t 
., 
Because Skipper's desperate telephone ~all challenged the 
' I image o~ his friend, Brick denied.reality and helped to 
drive Skipper to his death •. Like Alma and Blanche, Brick 
'- bas cb°-~-~-~----~bE9 first compensation of illusions to block 
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. . 
out a world he~could not face. 
.Brick is shocked at having to look at the truth· in 
himself. He turns in revenge on Big Daddy and informs his 
.father of the true hospital reports. · Now it is time ror 
both men to face themselves. For in spite of his earthli-
ness and--his unsentimental outlook, Big pag~y be..s. also 
-- -· ·-, ...... -.... _ ..__ been living,. a· kind of dream~ -- the dream of health and 
. . .:. - ·-
.'\; 
-~ 
extended life-._ .For seve_ral years he has refused to face 
. 
-
the pains of cancerous growth because, as Dro Baugh says, 
'LtTbat' s what lots of' them do, they ,think if they don't 
admit they're having the pain··tbey can sort of escape it'"· 
(III). With the revelation of Big Daddy's cancer, the 
drama's unmasking is over. The maturity of the play lies 
in the fact that .though neither Brick nor his father does 
anything more than stare into himself with new insight, 
neither resorts to compensations like insanity, violence, 
or more intensified illusions. Here, as in Camino Real, 
Williams ,places the emphasis on man' s ability to accept 
an unvarnished portrait of himself, to accept the unknown 
region, or the Terra Incognita, in one's own being. 
In the definitive85 third act o:f' the play, only 
_ Maggie makes an attempt to work beyond the ne1-1ly won self-
. awareness of her husband. Big Daddy disappears after the 
disclosures in the second act, giving tµe impression or at 
least resignation, while Brick appears basically the same, 
·· only less actively hostile toward Maggie. The only hope 
that Brick will assume some of his old confidence and lead 
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r 
a more committed life rests in his .wife, who suddenly an-
nounces to Big :r-iama and her scheming in-laws that she is 
pregnant. 
rt· is crucial to note here that Maggie's lie is not ·1, 
the same as Blanche's tales about Shep Huntleigh. It rather 
marks a further development iri Williams' attitude toward the 
old appearance-reality paradox. "She· · 1s- lying," says Nel-
-
--- ... 
son., "but hers 1s·--·-a life-lie, told in the face of death, as 
an alternative to death~ -And as such it is not only vital 
. bUt mor,1. 086 Maggie's· is a lie only in the sense that 
Byron's vision of purity is ·a lie. The poet and Maggie are 
alike in that each is dealing with the unknown and that each 
is willing to work to make the dream be the shaper of real-
" ity. We do not learn whether Maggie will conceive and in-
sure the plantation's passing into Brick's hands, just as we 
are never sure if Byron re-achieves his youthful inspiration . 
. 
/ 
By the end of Cat .2!! !. Hot Tin Ro-of, Brick has n_ot made any 
overtures to Maggie; the only reason he consents to sleep 
_,, 
··' 
with her on the night of the play is that she.~ has taken 
away his liquor supply. What is important, however, is that 
Maggie, lik~ Don Quixote, never gives up the fight to make 
·her dreams true and that both Brick and Big Daddy have ar-
rived at the point where they can look at themselves honest-
ly. In both of these achievements, Cat is closer to Camino 
Real than to any of the compensation dramas and plays a very ,\ 
important role in Williams• progression to the matte- total 
acceptance and resolution of' The Night -~ the Iguana. 
'. 
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CHAP'l*ER V 
:': .. 
What makes Iguan~ a profound event in the William~ 
cycle is not only its postulation of a new way to combat 
the message of Absolute Dread, but also its explicit 
' -
repudiation of the three compe.nsations employed in the 
.. 
.. ---·---· ··-··· --
. ·: .'.' ' 
·- .. , ,, -· ···-····-·--.,-,-<---·-·-··--.-.,,.~., ...... - ... ,-.,,--<,_, ___ ,.,.. ...... ....,,!"' •• ~ .... ,. ---··-
ear1-1er plays. In !roJana, . the playwright has decided to 
- . --···. ~ ---- - ·."······ -·. -·· .. -··-· <'I, . • V ---·~-·--------------~~---- --~--" --·--~ .... --·~ . 
-
see it it is really necessary for people to rely on 
fantasy, violence, or purification through violence as 
lifec=crutcbeso Here ~1illiams discovers that man does not 
have to indulge in the self-abnegation of a Blanche DuBois, 
who denies the reality of her past for a remote code of 
"old-fashioned ideals"; of a Jabe Torrance, who waters 
· bis barren soul with the blood of the fertile; or of a 
Chance Wayne, who can purify a lif'e o~ dissipation only 
by allowing himself to be castrated. In each of· these 
characters there is a need ror a kind of death, a denial 
of life in exchange\for a role in a ritual. Only in 
, ' ) 
Camino Real and Cat .QE ~ Hot Tin Roof has the playwright 
suggested that a life combining both act and ideal may be 
possible. In The N1ght S1f.. the Iguana, Williams is still 
probing, the methods men employ to snatch fixity and whole-
ness out or a changing, fragmented world. His outlook, 
{,' however, is no longer the same. It is less life-denying 
than the compensation plays and more positive than either 
Camino Real and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. It takes into 
----------
. 
consideration man's courage and his ability to work through 
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his incompletions to a mature acceptance of life. Wil-
liams has traveled a difficult road from that stifling 
apartment in St. Louis to Cabeza de Lobo and the Royal 
,, 
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but he· seems f'inally to have· reached a real~ 
i&tioally satisfying salvation on the veranda of Mexico's 
Costa Verde Hotel.·· 
-··---·-- ' In- The ~Tight gt_ the Iguana __ W·illiams has· thrown four 
of life I s doi...rn- trodden into the steaming hell- of a run-
down resort on th"e· west coast of Mexico. At first glance, 
they seem like a familiar group of Tennessee Williams 
. ~ 
I. , 
- ---~-·- -- - --- -- - -- '-.----- - ---'--- -- - -
,' .... 
characters: Maxine Faulk, slatternly proprietress of the 
Costa Verde Hotel; T. Lawrence Shannon, a defrocked min-
ister now reduced to guiding summer tours for school 
teachers; Hann~h Jelkes, spinster and traveling painter; 
and Nonno~·a venerable, rather tottering minor poet who 
bas not written a poem for nearly twenty years. But as 
the play progresses, as the characters begin to reveal 
themselves and react to circumstance, the reader dis-
covers that these are not Williams' customary compensation-
seekers. For all of them, even Shannon at the play' s con-' 
clusion, have ara:rived at an implicit decision not so much 
·~ ... ·· ·-_to reject the world in a quest for honor and self-respect, 
but to incorporate it into one's behavior and standards 
according to the individual' s capacity for endurance. 
Ig:uan~v~- most deceptive character is Maxine Faulk • 
.. ..... , Vulgar, mercenary, and ·occa~ionally promiscuo~s, Maxine 
.. 
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-is easily mistaken f"t:,r a heartless harridan. -Yet she is 
drawn as a basically syinpathetic character. Maxine does 
not hurt, is honest about her shortcomings, and aware or 
--· 
---~---;., .--,.. ___ ,om~-- Qf ____ tp~ _impo~t.a11t -~hi~g_s in life. She looks adm1r-
- l 
_,,,,.,,_ ·-·. ,-~ , ... ---~-- .......... :•-(~--- - - . ·- .. . 
•. -
-
1ng1y on th.a memory of' he_r -1·at·E3 ·bu_eband., F~ea. a __ :m.~n who 
bad .. always treated.her decently. Whe~ Shannon'says to her, 
. "'Maxine, you 1 re bigge~ than 11:re and _ twice as unna·tural, '" . 
she replies, 
No one's bigger than life-size, Shannon, 
or even ever that big, except maybe Fred • 
• • • -- Dear old Fred was always a mys-
tery to meo He was so patient and toler-
ant with me. • • • (I. i) 
Shannon knows the "'mystery•" Maxine ·is trying to express 
and answers, 111 The mystery of old Fred was simple, he was 
just cool and decent, that's all the mystery of him'" (I. 
1). ' Her admiration of some sort of decency e~plains 
:l 
•"' 
Maxine's disgust at the way she has been allowing her 
Mexican servants first to take liberties with her and 
then to laugh at ber. She has some standards; she knows 
.the difference between love and mere sexuality and·wants 
a little respect .from those around her. "'Employees,~" 
'!>• 
she says to Shannon at the beginning of act two, 
-- They don't respect me enoughe When 
you let employees get too free with you 
~ personally 9 they stop respecting you, 
Shannon~~ and itns ~= well 9 it 9 s humili-
ating~~ not to be~~ respectedo a •• 
I know the difference bettieen loving 
someone and just sleeping with someone; 
even I knot·r about tha.to (II) 
Williams gives Maxine an eternal feminine quality and some 
·r 
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of the Oriental stoicism so important to Hannah. When 
· Shamnon becomes angry at her., Maxine "'. · •• smiles 
aerenel1 into his rage'" and delivers her own, rather 
earthy version of Eastern acce1,tance: 
· The Chinaman in the kitchen says 'No 
·--------------~--------sweat 8 = c::, n No stvea t v h '? _ ~-~-Y~ tb. .. a.t_J s 
. all his philoso·phy·;--····ail the Chinese philosophy 9 in tt-10 words 1 l{ee yoo 
117· . 
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-~ 0 •••• ··- " L O ,-- • guanch_i 9 =- which is Chinese for 'No -
. r 
' 
,. 
st1ea t v ~- (II) 
-\..'-. 
Aa the play ends, Maxine herself assumes the comprehending 
inscrutability of an Eastern deity. Here the notes read 
that the 
night's progress has mellowed her 
spiri~~ her face wears~ ~aint smile 
whic_h. is suggestiy~ ot:, those cool 9 impersonal» a.l=la:=>c.om:erehend:lng smiles 
.Q!! the carved beads of .!Egy:ptian 91:. Oriental_deitieso (II) 
Three other qualities which distinguish Maxine are l) her 
generosity, however g:rudging, in permitting the penniless 
Nonno and Hannah to stay on at the hotel, 2) her shrewd 
insight into Shannon, and ·3) her Amanda-like ability for 
endurance in the difficult ,bus1n·ess o:f earning a living. 
(The latter two of these will be discussed in· re.a.a ti on to 
Shannon.) 
Hannah Jelkes, wb.o complements Maxine in certain re- .. 
, spects, recalls many of Williams• earlier heroines. She 
has the glass-like fragility o:f Laura, the aggr.essiveness 
and the shrewd business sense of Ama~da,_ the regal bearing 
.,,,----.,,,,.. 
and the aristocratic beauty of Bl~nche, the spiritual as-
piration of ~lma., · and the desir·e to· communicate which ani-1 
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mates.Lady. Williams describes nannah as 
.,.. 
··- -~-.. ~ ~' .,, -· 
I 
,.~ 
••• remarkable looking9 ethereal., almost 
gbostl~g she suggests~ Gothic cathedral 
image of J! medieval $8·int; animatedo · She 
could ~ thirt:r~ she could' ]2e .ro~ty~ she 
.!! totall;t .£!,minin~ .a!lg. xet, .andTI'ynous-
look1ing ~ and. almost ti1nel~SS0 Io 1, 
- .. . 
~ 
• • ~· her attitude has the style of 
.... : .._Kabuki dancer O so ( II) -
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She is s=o=+r=~U 1=ighte£ .!Q._ that·---·she looks, -. 
__ ·agtai)n.o like .£!. mediev-al sculyture of .! 
saint~ her pal~ gofd hair catches the 
soft lighto o o ---o II) - . j 
-- To Shannon, desperate and near the point· of a nervous 
breakdot1n., this unusual woman seems like a cool, all-know- -
ing Eastern goddess. He admires her exotic beauty and 
nicknames her "'Miss tb1n-stand1ng-up-female-Buddha 111 
(II). 
Hannah's inner self does not belie her remarkable ap-
pearance. As much a great lady as her grandfather is a 
true and kindly gentleman, Hannah sees more virtue in go-
ing on, .in standing up and trying to meet the demands of 
the world., than has any other Williams heroine up to thi'S 
point. Like Blanche and Alma, Hannah bas not always been 
treated well by the world. She lost her parents during 
bercobildhood and bas spent most of her life caring for 
Nonno, the infirm grandf'atber-poet to whom she is so 
devoted. Now she and the old man earn a living by moving 
from bote1 to hotel, both hoping that the earnings from 
Nonno•s poetey-recitations and Hannah's sketches will pay 
their way. Hannah shares Blanch·e 1 s sensitivity and, like 
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Blanche, has faced much of the world 1 s,ugliness in her 
travels with Nonno. Hannah's triumph is her refusal to 
surrender to her anxieties. t1 • I didn' t crack up:' 11 she 
, ..... :-·.~.'. 
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----t•l-ls- Shannon, "' .I didn I t want to, I. c.ouldn' t afford to, 
and so I .. ;.---Jus-t----d·td-n1 t 111 (II). Learning that the secret 
· ··· of life lay in an expansive., affirmative attitude., Hannah 
........... -
turned to painting and the world outside her troubled 
soul. She never broke down because, as she explains to 
' • ' . ..J 
-
~-, 
Shannon: 
I had an .. occupation, painting, sketching, 
that forced me to look out of myself, 
not in=~ skies, oceans, light, human 
faces -- especially the inward or out-
ward look in the eyes of the faces. (II) 
Painting, in forcing her to examine all aspects of 
reality, h.as taught Hannah to appreciate· every type of 
~ 
\, 
human endeavor an~ every kind of human decency. After she 
describ~s her encounter with a pathetic sufferer f~om 
sexual ·retisb1sm, Shannon asks, "'You mean it didn't 
~ 
DISGUST you? 1 1t To Shannon's intolerance, Hannah replies, 
J 
"
1 Nothing human disgusts me unless 1 ts unkind, violent\·," 
(II)~ From personal experience, Hannah knows that honor 
and dignity are not always achieved in the conventional 
ways recognized by society. Even the little man who asked 
for a piece of her underclothing had some personal worth. 
Hannah admired bis ge~tleness and explains that he was 
. 
••apologetic, shy, and really very, well, delicate about 
·1 t' " (II-). Her sympathies have always been with misfits 
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like herself because ·she sees that they have to fight 
espec1,11y,hard for a sense of honor and dignity •. She 
admires not the "' smug, complacent'" ( Is ii) . virtue of 
~ 
· l.20 .. 
,,.....:--..,--,---,,-,-~-...,.....,-~·~·annon-f-s old- congrega-t1on, but -1.~atner "t;Iie-··strtiggle· or-· ---
,.... ... 
· the person who has to"• ••• fight and yowl for his 
decency and 
• • • his bit of goodness•" (II). 
Part of· Hannah I s deep ·commitment to the sufferings_ 
SI 
of a very incomplete humanity can be tra.ced to her basic 
philosophy<' of life. \vhen sh·e explains her outlook to 
Shannon, she calls it an Oriental one. She says, "'· •• 
the moral is O.riental: Accept whatever situation you 
cannot improve'~· (II). J!annah is the first of Williams 1 
~~\ 
characters to be portrayed working within the world's 
incompletion, expecting nothing from life, but always 
meeting it valian.tly. The playwright's vision of an 
incomplete universe prevents Hannah from achieving the 
·tragic experience that critics are always seeking in 
Williams. What she can do, however, is admit the lack 
in both herself and the world and accept he~.fate as 
courageously as possible. Hannah's bravery, her aspira-
tion in seeking her 111 bit of goodness'tt in an incomplete j 
world, are qualities which Willi.ams sees as essential to 
a fulf'illed way of life. For these are virtues wl11cb 
beautify the human situation and satisfy man's great 
need to struggle ~or a higher reality. Hannah's real-
istic view of t~e world and her desire to live by some. 
·"'-'· • .,:....t; --.-
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kind of ideals are fused in her image or' God. Her deity 
is not Alma's stone angel, Sebastian's bird 9f prey, or 
even Shannon's ·God of lightning and thunder. It is rather 
-··-· -·-·--- ------
--· ·- ·-···-----··- -
-----·· .. -·• --· ...•. _ ... ·• _____ .. 
-
------c---====-----:---a-=~-O-oa··~-wa1cn~·mI~r.jtors-.Han:nah' s peace of soul, the Go~ of . 
. -- - -- --- - - -- ~ 
,, sol·ace and, tranquilitY- • When Shannon, _in one of his more 
fiery moods, announces that he wants to preach the "'Gos-
""' 
. T . 
·· ······ ··-·---·-···--.. -·---c ·· -- ·pe·l of God as Lightning and Thunder; ~" Hannah knows that 
I he is being unreal. She has .faith that when Shannon has 
seen more or lire he will turn to a less histrionic 
, divinity. In act one, scene two, she says tbat·.tf .he 
ever preaches again, be should 
••• look out ove~ the congregation, over the smug, complacent faces for a 
'f• .:.: ..j ;.:: ... r·' few old, very old faces, looking up at you as you begin your sermon with eyes like a piercing cry for something to still look up to, something to still believe in~ and then I think o o • you will throw away the violent, furious sermon, you~ll toss it o~X the chancel, and talk about 9 no., maybe tallr about ·----
• • o nothing o o e just lead them be-side still watera because you know how badly they need still waters, Mr. Shannon. ( I. ii) 
·.:~, 
, Hannah appears to be in touch with whatever holiness there 
is in the world. Williams emphasizes this very special 
quality by Hannah's ethereal appearance, be~ faith in the -~--- --~----~----'------··-
--· .-
t 
•: 
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· still waters of spiritual reconciliation, and her desire 
to understand and help all people. One cosmic image is 
part1cular~y interesting: when Hannah tells Shannon that 
she has been __ a.round the world 111 almost as many times· as 
.,._ · the world's been around the sun' rt ( I. i) the reader gets 
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the impression ot a timeless figure representing high 
. human achievement in every age. 
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· Hannah, then, not only races reality, but successfully 
, ... ,. __ --_--::::::~ =--~-:=---~-----eopE:ls with i ta Her achievement is more complete than that· 
--·-----··- - - . ·- - . ' . ..., .. .., ....... -·~· 
• 
._ .... 
Of Blanche, l.9l. person who sought ai'ter beauty but cou1l not 
live up to her.high standards. Jacob Adler·makes an inter-
-
. ·- --------·--··--------~.t.....L .......................... ; .. _____ ~ ~ 
esting c.omparison between the women., pointi_~g out that bo-th 
face many obstacles to a well-ordered life, but that only 
~ Hannah summons the strength to overcome them. Adler writes 
that 
Blanche's neurosis grows out of her 
ties with a past which she bo~b loves 
and hates, out of her poverty, out of 
her encounter with sexual aberration. 
She bas been utterly promiscuouso She 
has admirable ideals she cannot li~e 
up too She is borrifieQ by vulgarity. 
She complains bitterly to Stella about 
havipg had to take care of elderly re-
lationso Hannah is very literally tied 
to the past /:co Nonni79 she is penniless, ::f: 
she has encountered sexual aberration, 
she is burdened with an elderly relation 
-- but she is sane 9 virginal9 kind; she believes in something and tries to live 87 by it; she takes vulgarity in its stride. 
It should also be pointed out that Hannah has one dis-
advantage which Blancbe,bas not. This is a severe psycho-
·, 
· logical limitation, the inability to yield herself in 
physical_ love. Just before the end of· the play, Shannon 
touches Hannah and watches her shy away. "•You can't 
stand to be toucbed? 111 he asks. Hannah ans~1ers., "'Save 
it .for tbe widow •. It isn't f'or me~t,_ff "'Yes, you're 
rig~t'" (II), .concludes Shannon, sensing in her what 
"\..) 
.• 
,If ;, .. 
' " 
-· 
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· Walter Kerr calls the mysterious ". • • ;demon that in-
hab1 ts ••• [Hannah] so entirely that she cannot -- now 
or at any future time -- make room in her mind or her 
88 heart for furthe~ guests.'' · It is a sign of her ma-
turity., her fought-f'or wholeness, that we· never wonder 
•l\ 
' 
-about the nature of Hannah's particular problem. Having 
accepted the world's ·ana her .own incompletion, s·he wou·1d· 
be surprised to learn that any. innate imperfection should ', 
provoke comment or controversy. The issue with Hannah is 
not her possible frigidity, or her possi.ble lesbianism, 
but the way she accepts her personal limitation and makes 
the best of it. "'There are -- worse things than chas-
tity. . ·~' " (II) she tells Shannon, and we are to inf er 
that for Hannah any other way of. life would be dishonest 
·~ .. 
or impure. She is unique in Williams because she is 
what Adler describes as 
• • • a central character who has not 
fallen, who is neither neurotic nor 
depraved, but who retains the virtues 
of vitality~ sanity~ kindness.9 faith, 
and courage~ and who bas resolved the 
problems of sex tQrougb virginity with-
out pruQery, intolergnce, or psycho- · 
logical instability. 9 
,. 
It would take a person o~ this description to ac-
complish the task Williams sets up .for Hannah -- that of 
reac~ing out and trying to help T. Lawrence Shannon. 
¥ -~ 
Hannah's task is made doubly difficult because Shannon 
is the figure Williama uses to illustrate the very worst 
aspect of the three compensations of fantasy, violence, 
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purgative suffering • 
• 
In the first act Shannon, physically and- emoti,onally 
LJ exhausted, aspires to play a role which will always lie ,. 
· . . outside his reach. ·--····- ._ ......... ··------~~----.... -----.·-'---·-··--'-·-····-·-·-- -·--- ..... -............. -·· . . . . . . 
. 
Al.though his Church dismissed him for .......... -... --~----····-~·· " .......... -
' 
.. . 
'-
.. \. 
seducing a young Sunq_~Y-.~c_t:IQ_Ql .. te,_ch~:r- and .. f._or ... p.reacbing ... 
his Thunder Qod,. he believes that he can repent the past . 
and re ... assume his. clerical duties. · What frustrates this 
' lofty dream is Shannon's spiritual unrest and his peculiar 
~ ---Weakness :for young girls. Even now he is returning to his 
uno~thodox self: he rants about the Gospel of Thunder and 
Lightning and has succumbed once more to an adolescent 
girl, this time one or his tour members. Essentially an 
agnostic, normally heterosexual man, Shannon has perverted 
both his religious and his sexual impulses. Maxine, the 
only person who knows Shannon thoroughly, explains the 
source of his diffioul ties. "' I know your psychological 
history;'" she says to him: 
•· 
- ----··---·-----···"' --·- :• , • .:. .. _ _.~ ' .. • •-c- • ·._ .• ·-· ... ::._ __ ~~--• . .:-;.;. . .....,.._,:.;,...:.-~ ...• :· .. ,_._ 
••• Mama, your mama, used to send you 
to bed before you was ~eady to sleep --
so you practiced the little boy.1 s vice, 
you amused yourself with yourselfo And 
once she caught you and whaled your back-
side with the backside of a bair~brush, because she said she had to punish you 
for it because it made God mad as much as 
it did Mmn~ 9 and she had to punish you 
for it so God wouldn't punish you ror it harder than she would • 
.... 
• • • you said you loved God and Mama 
and so you quit it to please them, but it was your secret pleasu~e and you 
. harbored a-.secret resentment against Mama 
and God for making you give it up, and so 
you got back at God by preaching atheistical 
ti 
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-
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sermons and you got back at Mama by start-
ing to lay young girls. ( II.) 
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Maxine· is not enti~ely correct in her conclusions (Shannon 
preached beretical 9 not atheistic sermons), but she does 
intuit his psychological immaturity. She sensibly tries 
to d!-=asuade Shannon from re~e,-~~-~~!;,.'!g the Church because she 
knows that only his guilt ties him both to his Thnnd·er God 
-and to orthodox Protestantism. She also tries to make 
him forget about the a ttrac..tions o_f young girls. · "'Why 
don't you lay of:f the young ones; 1 " she asks him, 11 ' and 
cultivate an interest in normal gz,own-women?•" (.II) 
tj 
When we first meet Shannon, he is unprepared to take 
Maxine's advice. Instead he has resolved on what is for 
him a wholly unreal plan of action. He intends to forego 
all sexuality, don his clerical garb, and burden his neck 
with his heavy gold cross in an attempt to rejoin the 
Church and lead a life of nearc:omonastic purity. In light 
of his strong sexual drives and his restless, probing 
intellect, it is not unfair to say that his dream of the 
Church is fully as illusory as Alma's earlyi dream \Of 
absolute purity. Like Alma, Shannon, in the first part 
of The Night of the Iguana, thinks in terms of absolutes. 
-~,. · Life seems to present only two alternatives: the purity 
of a personal God or the decay of the corrupting earth. 
Shannon describes these polarities in act one, scene two. 
Even here God is Shannon's own, more terrifying concept. 
of a personal God or· :·Thunder and Li.gbtning. As be begins ~. 
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<his speech, lightning and thunder announce an impending 
storm: 
It's going to storm tonight -- a terrific, 
electric storme -- Then you will see 'l;'o 
.. -;;; __ _.; 
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.· "'l 
L,~w.rence 0 s conc~ption of God Almightys, · 
paying a visit to the world he created 
-- --------------·-··-----·-··-------- --- ------ -
- ·: •. ' - . ~~ ... ·,-- ·=· -., •. ~ , •.. .;... -- •.• "'--·-::-:··.-··,-· .. -,.- . 
•• o I want to go back to the Church and 
preach the Gospel of God .. as- L:lghtning and 
Thundero o o o {~e :eoints. out suddenlx., from 
the verandaho) THATVS HIMt There HE is 
--:.,.·-- ---. . . - nowt "(He is. point;i!}g out !. blaze 9 .! mac::, 
..... 
jesti~. !)20C&~J'~Se: ~ gold .+ig!t£9 _shafting · 
, the sk!, .!! the~~~ droE,! into tbe Pa~ific.) 
-- His oblivious majesty~~ and HERE I AM on 
this=~ dilapidated verandah of a cheap 
hotel 9 out of seasonD in a country caught 
and destroyed in its ~lesh and corrupted 
in its spirit by its gold-hungry Conquis-
tadorso o •• (I. ii) 
In his more lucid moments, Shannon admits that his al~ 
legiance to both of these unreal alternatives has nearly -
turned him into a schizophrenic. For he is not really sure 
which of them, the "•rantast1c 111 (God and the Church) or 
the "•real'" (the apparently corrupting earth) is true. 
As be says t .. o Hannah, J 
••• you know we -- live on two levels, 
Miss .Jelkes, the realistic level and the 
fantastic level, and which is the real 
one, really? (I. ii) 
Hannah wisely answers, "'I would say both, Mr. Shannon,~" 
but be is not yet re,ady to accept her philosophy of re-
conciliation. He continues as if she had said nothing·: 
But when you live on the fantastic level 
as I have lately but have gdt to operate 
on the realistic level 9 thatns when you're 
spookedg thats the spooko o • (I. 11) 
Reminiscent of Alma's doppelganger, Shannon's spook ii 
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Williams' newest way of expressing man's frustrating in- -~· 
· .ability t9. tell which self is expressing one's true .• 
identity, or which self should be sacrificed for the 
. 
. -········- ·-··-······· .......... _. benefit of its oppos 1 te. Were Shannon a character in the 
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tradition of Streetcar, he might have fled with Blanche 
- into an illusor,ry tn1orld of purity; he might have attempt.e.d 
to obliterate the ugliness-of his past and· his passionate 
inclinations under the weight of his heayy gold cross. If 
' ' 
this had failed, if he were forced to stare long enough 
at his unfitness ror such a life, he might, as he often 
\ 
seems likely to do,, have chosen the more intensified il-
lusory world of insanity. 
' Williams, however, has something else in store for 
Shannon. Maxine realizes the dangers in Shannon's split 
personality. She sees the folly of' his Alma-like retreat 
--3.,/ 
.,~~'"" 
into the ordered world of a fiercely personal God. She 
also knows, as we have seen be~ore~ that she can offer 
Shannon more than purely sensual pleasure. Shannon gives 
·~· .; 
in too easily to the tension·s created by his two visions 
.• 
of purity and corruption, and shrewd Maxine is determined, 
Ii;}) 
.tf' 
not to pamper him, but to bring him back to reality. It~ 
--· . is ev ..ident to her that his periodic breakdowns are partly 
theatrically and mosochistically oriented. In act two, 
scene one, she is deliberately severe with Shannon when 
be becomes hysterical; sbe wants him to grow up and end 
bis easy surrender to his illusory worlds. In this scene a 
(· 
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Shannon has. become so violent that he is tied to a ham-
mock. Hannah says the ropes are too tight, but Maxine 
inte~rupts: 
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No, they' re no~l He•·s acting, acting! 
He likes 1.tL I know this black Irish 
;. ;. •·• -• .0 0 • '•- •,'IP''•~fo•:-., • ',· •-. •••• • "• • U•••"M-....... • 
--
_,,- ···.-.'- - ·-. 
-- --------·--··-··""· ·,· .... ··-bastard like nobody ever knowed him, . 
so you keep out of it, honey a He cracks 
up like this so regular that you can set 
.a calendar by i to o • • (II) 
Seeing that Shannon is most tl"Uly in need of her earthy 
.,-;.~ 
. 
·,.....:: .. 
·# strength and her mature woman• s love, Maxine works to make 
Shannon look at him.self realistically. In expressing her- c---
" 
-- -- ----- --- - selr on her capaci ty .. _for a decent love, Maxine prepares us 
·..;,,·· 
for the shattering or Shannon's two illusions and his final 
decision to stay with her. Part of the following passage 
I 
has been quoted already, but it is an important one because 
in it Maxine reveals her better nature and further expresses 
' 
Williams 1 central theme in The Night o:f the Igua~3:. -- the 
importance of finding " 1 something that ~1orks in in life • 
. __ . _ -------·----- ___ \tlhe_n. Shannon asks if Maxine ever thinks in terms of' the 
- ---·. 
.,. 
non-carnal, she answers, 
Yes and no, Baby. I know the difference between loving someone and just sleeping 
with "Elomeone: even I knotr1 about thato We 1 ve both reached a point where wenve got to settle ~or something that works 
~-- --·- - ·-··-·-·· ____ ......__.----~ --· in our lives c:2= even -if it isn I t on the highest kind of levalo (II) 
• -•••• '"'•"• ·-·• ":--......... ·-•••. ••e•· -· ,. • • 
By the end of the play, Shannon listens to this advice, 
Tteps out of his dream world, and chooses to live with 
Maxine and run the hotel with her~ · 
The validity of the next two compensations 1n''·.!11Black 
-
. ,· _ ..... ~,--,-- .. -. ····-·--.-,----~···-
··'!·'._· --. . 
r .. ·, 
, I 
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Masseur" are questioned not so much by Maxine as by Hannah, 
who severely rebukes Shannon when he begins venting his 
frustrations in both cru~lty and Christ poses. We have 
already seen that Shannon turned to young women and to 
··-··---·-··---··-----·--- --·-·-· ·-·· ··---····---- ................ . 
heretical preaching partly as:.,a form of revenge against 
-
the Mama-God alliance. Because of some psychological lack, 
-- - ---·---~--
. 
•, 
. ·~ 
•,;; 
.~-•. ' .. - ' 
••-• • ., •.. ....., __ . ._ ... ,...,_,...-..._.,_a __ ._.,~i.g-.i.u-~~U~>~.I'__,,......,. 
J ~ . 
Shannon bas had to "get back" at the world for real and 
, imagined wrongs. This vengeful ~pulse is a i'orm ,or the 
second compensation. It implies that one must ac-hieve 
through rage what one cannot achieve in realistic self-
fulfillment. When tied to the hannnock, Shannon recog-
nizes this, infantile attitude iD himself: 
Regression to 1nfant111sm, ha, ha, re-
gression to infantilism, the infantile 
protest 9 ha ha ha~ the infantile ex-
pression o-.f rage at Mama and rage at 
God and rage at the goddam crib~ and 
rage at the everything, rage at the 
everythingo o. e Regression -- to in-
fantilismo • • •. (II) /J . 
At"· the beginning of act two, Shannon takes out some of 
this rage on Hannah. He has been secretly resentful of 
. 
. 
./ 
.... ,., .... ; ...... 
-- -- Q -- --- -~.' -------
her self-control and her ability to handle every situation 
with composure. Shannon knows how devoted Hannah ~s to 
the old man, but when she goes to make Nonno's ppppy-seed 
tea, he spitefully· says, 11 ' Put some hemlock in his 
-·- ___ ._ __ - -· - . - . -~--· -- ·-
···v 
_ ffionno 1 iJ poppy-seec; tea, and I 1 11 cotisecrate 1 t. • • • •" 
Hannah quickly checks this maliciousness and shows that 
her compassion is never wasted on the del~berately un-
•.: 
kind. Hannah's whole philosophy_ of life ( tt' Nothing hum.an. ·· ,} 
.. - •.. -.. . . ... . .... ··-·. ·,-. . .. . .,. 
,, 
' 
-
-v ... ' . _· - .~- -·· . - - . -
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··~· 
disgusts me unless 1 t 1 s unkind, violentl 1 ") is· directly 
opposed to t_he second compensation. She illustrates 1 t ,~ 
by saying, 
Mr. Shannon,_please stop being childisgJ._y-_ 
-------~-------====~ -.-~---=---- criiel~ !--caii1--t ·-stand for a person that I 
___ __ _ _ _____ respect to talk and behave like a small 
------~=--------~-- cruel boy., l:1ro Shannono ( II) 
......... 
Shannon listens to this rebuke and does not repeat bis 
. . 
cruelty toward Hannah. 
-
But the most striking denial in The Night 2!_ the 
-~ ...... 
" 
Iggana is not seen until Hannah turns the third, Sebastian-
. f 
,· 
--·----
Ch an c e precept -- "the surrender of self to violent treat-
ment by others with the idea of thereby cleansing all 
guilt" -- into an ~bsurd parody of 1 ts elf. \vri thing in 
apparent agony among the ropes which strap him· to the 
hammock, Shannon does not elicit sympathy from Hannah, 
but rather a chilling dose of scorn. When Shannon pleads· 
to Hannah, n,A man can die of panic,'" she coolly replies, 
"'Not if he enjoys it as much as you, Mr. Shannon.•." She 
ref'ers to his cries of torment as a 111 passion-play per-
formance•" and notes that "'there's something voluptuous . 
,. ,, .. 
.. 
the way you twist and groan in the hammock~ t." 
plains herself by asking Shannon, 
She' ex-
Who wouldnVt like to suffer· and atone 
for the sins of the wo~ld and himself, 
if it could be done with ropes instead 
of nails, on a hammock, instea·d of a 
cross? (II) 
Hannah realizes that in Shannon's so voluptuous surrender 
; 
to a simulated agony be is resorting to a perver:ted concept 
....... 
.... -. 
. ,, ·/ . 
- . t 
, r""'' 
,r .... ,: ~·-" ~.,"· 
-·--- ~-· .. - -. ------·---- ..... -·-~ 
'ti' 
-~-
.... 
'' ' 
of tbe third compensation. She sees h·is action to be, 
like Chance's and Sebastian's, a negative one, but one 
', r , 
}, 
compounded, in Shannon's case, by masochism. She re~ 
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i .., ~ jects his mock crucifixion as a 111 painless atonement·•" 
. ... .. 
. (II), as. a. solution which is not only negative and life-
. ···- ... _._ . . -·~ " •... . .. 
denying ( as in the case o.f Sebastian and Chance}, -but 
theatrical and fraudulent as well. There is the rurther 
, implication that 1h e third compensation., by 1 ts very 
nature, is a feeble, somewhat superrluous gesture. Han-
nab suggests that Christ's act ought to be unique because 
He could truly die for all men. Man has neither the 
power to do likewise nor the right to use Christ's act as 
a·masochistic flight from the sufferings of the world. 
Shannon's agony in the hammock is no more meaningful 
than a flight on the Fugitivo and is specifically rejected 
by Williams as an inadequate answer to the complexity of 
life. There is nothing Christ-like in the man who paro-
dies His su:fferings. Jacob Adler, recalling two o:f Wil-
liams' earlier heroes, writes that it is 
..... 
• • • easier to regard the attitudes of 
Val and Chance as masochistic and neg-
ativistic than to accept any parallels 
. with the Passion 9 whatever may have 
been tiilliamsv intentiono At any rate, 
in Iguana tbe Passion is specifically 
:h,~9ug~8 up and specifically repudiated. 
• • • 
Though there may be a small degree of macochism in Val and 
Chance, it is negligible in comparison to the greater moti-
vation of c1eans1ng.· A.dler is right, however, when he 
,., 
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stresses the negative quality of Williams' rormer heroes I 
and associates it with Shannan's bogus~crucifixion. In 
.. 
Shannon»- ltrilliams seerns to be repudiating the third com;;. 
pensation altogeth~r. The dramatist sees that it denie·s 
man the dignity of coping bravely with ~be day-to~d.ay ..... . 
challenges or· 11.fe. It further can be an escape., -for the 
_ sel·f-pi tying, the masocbis tic~ and .. ~hose .. afraid of' human 
•'• u 
responsibility._ 
Williams makes use or two symbolic devices in The 
Night 9.£. the Jguana as a way of showing that the accept-
ance of 111 something that works'" in life is byno means 
incompatible with human aspiration. One is the group of 
vacationing German Nazis (the time is 1940), who appear 
at intervals to rejoice over the London blitz, to laugh 
at Shannon, and to harangue Maxine for beer. Less evil 
than oblivious to all else than sensual pleasure, they 
wear ". • • smiles of euphoria !!§. the:y tro=oP, dow11 tvi th 
the quality .2f. !. dream-image. • • " (II) e The Germans 
have not so much found a solution to life as much as they 
have built an illusory world or pleasure to convince them 
that they have indeed found that something which works. 
The second symbolic tool is the iguana which is tied 
to a stake beneath the veranda. A large, harmless, and 
very homely creature, the iguana is a lizard commonly used 
by Mexicans as a food dish. The plight of this iguana is 
especially poignanat because, as Shannon tells Hannah, 
"'• •• the kids, the Mexican kids, have a lot of run with 
• 
. .. -.-...... 
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them, poking out their eyes with sticks and burning their 
tai·ls with ma tcbes 1 " (II). For Hannah the f'rightened 
animal becomes a symbol for all those people who are try-
- - -----·--·-------.,-
-·-
ing to reach beyond their rope's tether -- 1:1ot into the 
I 
realm or fantasy, but into a world in which each man can 
achieve 111 his decency and his bit o:f goodness~'" More ,. . 
specifically~ the iguana presents to Hannah a parallel 
with Nonno, who has been struggling throughout the play to 
·1 
write his first poem in twenty years. That a man ninety-
seven years old and half-senile should now write a poem 
would be extraordinary, but actually no more extraordinary 
than the courage and the purpose that Hannah has ·achieved 
throughout her very difficult life. Shannon, who has be-
come steadily more cognizant and appreciative of Hannah's 
bravery, sees what the iguana means to her. Addressing 
,q her, he says, 
Can you look at me and tell me, truthfully, that this reptilian creature, tied up,down 
there, doesn't mostly disturb you because 
of its parallel situation to you:r grampa 1 s dying errort to finish one last poem, Miss Jelkes? ( II) 
Needing no ansi-rer to the question, Shannon releases.~ the 
iguana, sbot-1ing that he is inwardly disposed for a more 
~ _J; 
.,·,, 
'·· 
. 
.;:·' reconciled, purpose~ul life than he had ever thought pos-
... 
___ -,-__ .~ 
t 
i 
'. 
, 
·-·--- .·: .: .. -. '. 
sible. Nonna, too, transcends his tether of human limita-
tion by finishing his poemo The poem is a plea for courage 
in the face or the dreadful odds of internal and external 
incompletion in a fallen world. It describes what Hannah 
I ••- .. ~· 
. --·---
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has already achieved, and what .Shannon is now setting out 
to win. Harinah writes down what Nonno, "in a loud., ex-
alted voice.," reads.: 
. ' \__ 
. . \ 
_____ ·--·- __ _ __________________ fl_Q't:' calmly d9e~ 'lihE)._ ora_:rige branch ____________________ _ 
· Observe the sky begin to blanch -·--. . .-. ' .. - '·-- ~. __ .. ----- ·.· 
-
. :r, 
·.,· ,,,. , . .,....,"7:.' .. -_ 
- ,_ 
,.. 
,.-:-
Without a cry[) t..Yithout a_.pray~_X' _____ . ___ .. c ........ . 
With no betrayal of despairo 
Sometimes.while night obscures the tree 
The Zenith of its life will be 
Gone past forever~ and from thence .. , 
A second history i,ri'll commence. 
A ch~onicle no longer gold, 
A bargaining with mist and mould, 
And ~inally the broken stem, 
The plummeting to earth, and then 
An intercourse not well designed 
For beings of a golden kind 
Whose native green must arch above 
The earthBs obscene, corrupting love. 
And still the ripe fruit and the branch 
Observe the sky begin to blanch 
Without a cry, without a prayer 
With no betrayal of despair. 
0 Courage, could you not as well 
-- Select a second place to dwell, 
Not ·only in that golden tree 
·' 
But in the frightened heart of me? .(II) 
\ .. _. 
'h 
Nonno is what Hannah calls "' a minor-league poet w1 th 
a major-league spirit, 1 " 111 • • • a gentleman in the true 
sense of the word, • • • a gentle man 111 (I. ii) • He has 
always battled valiantly, and his last poem proves that 
Courage indeed had selected, in bis heart, a " 1 second 
place to dwell.! 11 Now it is for Shannon to learn the 
lesson of courage and accept li:fe with Maxine. A little 
earlier in the play he decides that he may stay at the 
• - ~ <' _,,. • 
------- ----if~tit>· 
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b.otel with Maxine after all. Still reluctant, however, 
to give up his vision of the Church, he says to Hannah, 
"'You mean that I'm stuck here for good? Winding up with 
---------·---·----·-- -- ' ---··· --·----··-- ----·-··------
0 
.;: 
. . -- .... ··------·-· . I ... 
the -- insatiable widow?'" Hannah., saddened by the im-
pending death of· Nonno, replies by saying a little mo-re 
- . - ......... , . .,., ..... , ... ,_ .. '' ...... --·· .. -· ···-· ....... ' ...... ......................... . ........ - ····-·······-·····-···"·-----·"·····-~·-
sadly than Shannon probably realizes: 
We all wind up with something or with 
someone ancl if it• s someone instead of 
just something, we•re lucky, perhaps --
unusually lucky. (II) 
~ 
For Shannon, the someone is Maxine. His- decision to stay 
with her and help pull the hotel out of the red is a 
positive action which commits him to a world of daily 
challenge, a ·world in which he may fulfil the best in him-
' ~ 
self by meeting manfully the responsibilities and the un-
pleasantnesses of life. At the end of The Night of the 
Iguana., Shannon, a~ Adler remarks, lives on, 
..• o o as a man and as a sexual being., with 
a degree of new insight and with his po-
tential for good still, or at the very 
least, potentialo91 
As the play concludes, Maxine returns for Shannon. Al-
·, 
ready excited with new plans for the hotel,, she asks him 
to come down to the beach for a swim. He agrees, saying, 
•, I can make it downhill ·but not back up~•·" Maxine, bo"'1-
ever, realizing her strength., ·says with confidence. "•I 
can get you back up the bill'" (II). 
For .the first time a vlilliams play depicts men ful-
tilling themselves by living up to their 1nd1vidua1 po-
. . ~ -· . ---- - -- -·- .• _____ , ___ - -- ------ ........ -------;----·-~ 
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tential; in Iguana, characters are portrayed as part1c1-
. pating in the universe and struggling with it on their 
1 · ··. · own terms, not as animals4or as angels., but as men. Real-
t-------·-.: .. ··:-. --------- -iz:lng thisj-1Ped Kalem can write . that Iguana is Williams 1 
.. .. ..... Hgr,eatest play of self-transcendence"92 despite an ending 
,. 
t • 
------------ -
-
/ 
that might seem quite bleak. Nonno, who carried on his 
' battle to the end, dies after -composing his poem; Hannah 
Jelkes is alone, no longer able to channel some of her 
energies into caring for the old man-; and Shannon is 
swimming with the widow, aware that be will never realize 
his dream of the Church. But this conclusion nevertheless . . 
. .. 
mar;ks the c.onsumma ti on or Williams' new outlook, for all 
of them have found a way to work within their limitations 
and sti~J-~.achieve something once thought impossible. None 
o:f them will ever see the inside of Blanche DuBois' insane 
asylum or bow ·to the deity which destroys Sebastian Venable. 
On the surface, The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anz-
more would seem like the perrect successor to Iguana. The 
new play chronicles the last two days of Flora Foforth, a 
much-married ex-Follies queen, who is now writing her auto-
biography. Moving impe~iously among her three villas on 
Italy's Divina Gostiera" Flora cozr.ar.iands a magnifi.cent view 
of the Mediterranean, described in the play as the place 
"' ••• where the whole show started •• • , '· n "' the cradle 
of Pagan and Christian -- civilizations.! 11 93 _ But Flora 
represents not so much the guardian as the dying gasp of 
J 
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a Western civilization. Her memoirs are not, as her flatter-
ing publishers tell her, Proustian recollections, put a 
\ ·· , long eruption o:f filth., a record of tb~ gilded pornography 
.. 
~- ·--~----e-.f------ta-e-·--in·t-erna-tio:nal set.--" ·She -1-s· ·also ··dying· of canc·eri~---··----------. --"7"----.. -----. -- : 
although she re.fuses to admit the dis.ease, blames all 
seizures on "' neuralgia -- neuritis -- bursitis'" ( 1), and 
~ 
---· ••. ':l" . - still lo.oks forward frantically to continuing the p·le·asur-
·" 
-~-----·· -· ·· ·····. -~-----, -- ---:able distractions of her youth. 
~ 
' - -· ·-- ., - ····--·· . . --·· -· 
What she believes to be the next of these distract16ij,. 
arrives in the person of Christopher Flanders, a poet and 
constructor of mobiles, who has come to bring Flora the 
courage to face death. Here there is an interesting re-
versal of the pattern of The Night 2f. the Iguana. In the 
earlier play, the man -- Shannon -- parodied many of Wil-
liams' heroes, while the woman - Hannah -- transcended 
tormented prototypes i1ke Alma and Blanche and became a 
~I 
creature or rare dignity and ·achievement. Now the roles 
are reversed: Flora combines t.be aberrations of every 
Williams heroine and is little more than a grotesque; but 
Chris, avoiding the excesses of Stanley, Sebastian, and 
·,· 
' 
Chance, has attained a quiet sense of honor and self-
re~pect. Flora has the acquisitiveness of- Amanda, the 
promiscuity of Blanche, and the gentility of neither. 
She boasts that hers isv'the "'Viking spirit, 1,tt "a robust 
-----··------····------~~---~~-----------c-o-n-science, and the Viking spirit of life": 
" . 
,.,,. .. 
., 
··-----·--·~------ --
••• I have itl I give away nothing, I 
sell and buy in my l~e, and I've always 
.., . ·;. . . 
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I, l•.,•.,1,l/e(f\l 
··wound up with a profit, one way or th~_ 
other. { v) 
To this outlook Chris opposes an Eastern acceptance very 
similar to Hannah's. He sees that Flora is deluding her-
···-······--·· ............................. --. ---
- . -- -- -- ... --·-··---· ...... -·-·· ... ·-·-··-·· ··---·-·<--······· ••..• ' ' ........ - -
self', .. ,tha t she · is · really a miserable and frightened woman 
____ -With no purpose in l!feo In scene fiv-e he says to her: 
I 
·-
You' re su.f.f.ering from tbe worse of all 
·---human maladies 9 of all afflictions,· and I don 8 t mean one of the body, I mean the_~ thing people ·'re,·e-1 ~Jhen they go from ,room 
to roorr1 for no 1r.>eason» and ·then they go . back from room to room ror no reason, and then they gd out for no reason and come back in for no reason •••• (v) · 
-
The stoicism Chris offers to replace her purposeless-
ness is so vague and confusing that we are not supprised 
to learn that it makes very little impression on Flora. 
There is an indecision, a certain ~labbiness, at the heart 
of Milk Train which makes the play a disappointingly un-
, 
committed sequel to The Night of the ~gua~a. Largely 
responsible is lfJilliams' inability to make a f'ully rounded, 
convincing, and coherent character of Christopher Flanders. 
Knovm as the Angel of Death because of his desire to com-,. 
fort dying women, Chris believes in .a mysterious doctrine 
of acceptance and the need for people to believe in smme-
thing. All men, as Chris tells Flora, must have something 
to mean God to them: 
. ' 
••• you're nobody's fool, but you're a fool, Mrs. Goforth, if you don't know 
~bat finallyJ). sooner or laterSJ you need 
someone or something to mean God to you, 
even if itVs a cow on the streets of Bombay, or carved rocks on Easter Island. 
. • • (vi) 
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Flora would be happier., he continues, if she could accept 
••• many things, everythings, nearly. Such as how, to live and to die in a . \ 
-~- way that as more digni~ied than most of 
us knoi-1 how to· do ito And of bow not 
. ·- -~ - ··--·· ,:.~_ .. -· __ .. ·- .. -·-· ._ . --- _., __ _ , .. ·~ . --~-= ------ -~ ---- -- ·------·-- .... 
__ to-- be frightened of no~- knowing lilhat ~ . ·-·------·· ---... ----- ... : ____ ;,_._, · ····--·-'" ·- ... ~--·"·'·---:=' .,. ...... ,,,, " ·- t\._ isn' t meant to be knoim
9 
acceptance of 
·- ·----------~----- - - .... 
..... -------- -· 
.. 
___ ..., 
. ' . 
---
-
not knot1"ing an~9ing but tl1e moment of 
still existing 9 unt-i-1 tv-e stop existing ~-
and acceptance of that moment tooe (vi) 
u 
, 
·Chris's message to Flora never becomes any c_lear.er than these 
two statements. The only thing we learn abou~ their formu-
. 
-lation of Chris's mind is. the sketchy information he vol-
unteers about an influential Hindu teacher. Chris tells 
Flora that on the way to hear a " ' great Hindu teacher' 11 in 
Baja California, he once helped a lonely and frightened man 
commit suicide. Chris ·explained this incident to the Swami. 
· and was told, 11 'You've found your voe a tion, ! " that· .is, ac-
companying and giving solace to '.the dying. Chris and the 
Hindu spent the following night on the beach, sitting 
• 'I. 
around a fire and saying nothing. But from this vigil, 
Chris learned " 1 the --meaning ~f silence, ! n or the peaceful 
acceptance which we have already heard explained to Flora. 
The reader learns nothing of the kind of man this Hindu 
was or what, beyond "• the meaning of silence~'" he be-
lieved in. Chris says only that he had "•a beautiful 
smile in spite of s bowing bazae gums'" and "' a gift for 
ges·ture. 1" He tells Flora that 
: . .,..,-··· 
.. ?Ti 7 
You couldn 8 t believe how a hand that 
shriv~led and splotched could make such 
a beautiful gesture of holding out the 
hand to be helped up fJCllom the ground·. It made me so quickly peaceful. (vi) 
I • -·;, . 
.., 
• 
.;. . 
. .. . 
__ ... v 
•' ,-, ;: .. :: .. •· .· 
~: 
\' . 
Chris occasionally makes a metaphysical pronounce-
IQ 
I 
' ment, but he never follows up its implications. He calls 
his newest mobile· 111 The Earth is a Wheel in a Great Big 
, I 
I 
Gambling Ca.sino' " . (ii): he likens man to a group of · I 
···-· .. - .. a .. ··-- .......... _,_ ____ ;:,._ ........... , ..... - ........... -·"-"""·' ... , ...... ,,.,,., .... -. .... ----·--·r 
~ ··---.--.. ·-~-·----~-. ~~---=-.---~--~:-------~--f~~~ghtened puppies in a ·strange house: 1 ~ 
I 
. 
. ~ 
. ' 
'· 
·-·-....; .. -_ 
We're all of ~a.living in a house we're 
not used too o o a house full of -- voices,_ 
noisess objects 9 strange sbadov1s, light 
that vs even stra_nger -=cca \nJe canv t under-
stand o 1rJe bark and jump around and try 
to ~co be -== El:~aaingll, playful in- this 
big mysterious house but~= in our hearts 
we I re all very frightened of it o o o o Then 
1 t gets to be dark o 1rJe 1 re left alone iii th 
each other and give those gentle little 
nudges with our paws and our muzzles before 
we can slip into~= sleep and -- rest for 
the next day's playtime ••• and the next 
day's mysteriese (v) 
As the play draws near its close, Chris becomes intensely 
mystical ror a moment and tells Flora that 
••• we -- all live in a house on fire~ 
no fire department to call; no way out~ just the upstairs window to look out or 
while the fire burns the house down with 
US trapp8d9 locked in ito 
These upstairs windows, not wide enough 
to crawl out of~ just wide enough to lean 
out or and look out of 9 and~~ look and 
look and lookD till we're almost nothing, 
... nothing, almost» but visiono ( vi) 
But easily the strangest and least elaborated upon of 
Chris's pronouncements is the 111 Boom' 11 he keeps ominously 
repeating. The word is linked to the pounding or the surf 
below Flora's terrace, but it serves to underscore the 
meaning of Chris's words as well. When Chris tells his 
hostess that his way of thinking had made him a leper to 
____,,!· -
. ~ '. ,., -;-··.· - . . ~ ''. . :· : ·-. . . 
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his former associates~ h~ cries, 8 'Leperl -- Booml'" (v) 
~ Af~er being told that Flora has accused her servants of 
something, he says " 1 Boom. · lA'bat v1as their • • • -- trans-
gression?'" ( v) ,.;/And 9 recalling all 
l 
Mediterranean ias seen, he imagines 
the exploitation the 
"' .. 
• • /. a fleet of Roman triremes, those 
galleys with three banks of oars, rowed 
by slaves, "commanded by commanders 
headed for conquestso Out for loot. 
aoomt Out for conquering 9 pillaging, 
and collecting more slavsso Boomt (v) 
Later Chris informs Blackie, Flora's harrassed secretary, 
that his next mobile is to be called 111 Boom.l 11 As be 
listens to the waves crash against the mountain below, 
he says to her: 
Boomt I'd like to make a mobile. I'd 
call it "Boom. n T.be sea and the sky 
are turning the same color, dissolving 
into each other. Wine-dark sea and 
wine-dark sky. (vi) 
Blackie..__answers by remarking, 111 Yes, it sounds very peace-
. 11 It 
.ful • • •• · B~t, in the next-to-last speech in the play, 
when she justifiably asks him, 11 't\Tba t does it [Booi/ 
mean?•" Chris only replies: "•It says "Boom" and thats 
what it means.~ ··No translation, no explanation, just 
"Boom"' 11 (vi). 
It is helpful to see all these statements of Chris 
brought together, because his characterization consists 
of nothing else but these arcane ~uggestions of mystery, 
vision, and the need ~or acceptance. Williams seems to 
have been hoping that anything which suggests profundity 
( 
-·· .... -
:• 
·• 
·, . -~:-\~·~·',(\'://]:.\\.';\\ti\'· . ..::·:· ·-,<:· '; ·'? <.1 •..• :'. . ·• 
·: --~ .· 
.,-··,_, \:< '"·''i).>, ·, ',_··/·'::·, , •,·.:.' .'.\i·,:·?\~)?r::·,\:: .. :·i\:.,/',l_)I\ ~-:.:i_·: ·,:·:")) ·> \•>:.'•,,_·: .. /_:i';::::,:::.'._.'. 
' ....... 
.. 
....... ,, ,,,r 
I 
~ill automatic~lly convince his audience of hidden depths 
in both his plarand in its hero. Chris is little more 
than a patchwork of significant-sounding statements. He 
is not a fully developed character, nor can he .bear the 
. philosophic burden Williams tries to place upon him. Less 
-- - ------ ---
---- -- - -
a real person than an abstrae-tion (of vaguely defined --···- .. --.. - ..... _.. ..... ,,.,..,.,. . .. ..... __________ _ t 
. -----~ .. __...... .... ._..·.... . ' ---- : ._.., ........ ,,..-__ --~~--,_~, .. -i,,' -~ 
!".):,\ 
C 
--~-" ideas like Mystery,. Submission., etc.), Chris robs ,-the 
play of dramatic conflict because he bas, fittingly 
enough, no real influence on Flora. At the end of the 
play, when the old warhors~_ is sure she is in her death-
throes, she gasps to Chris, "•Don't leave~ alone till -- •" 
~ '· 
'•,_. __ ) (vi). Flora died immediately afterwards., but her f'inal out-
burst, as far as the reader can see, signified no inner 
change or heart. Coming as late as it did, it seemed 
rather to spring from the fear and desperation she would 
have felt had she been in a hospital and-had Chris been 
,.~ only an attentive nurse. Walter Kerr, seeing how Chris 
and Flora move about in a vacuum, writes that the second, 
--.. 
-.94 published version. play lacks 
••• some actual engagement between 
the people present, living, and/or dead. No such source of tension~ or involve-
ment~ or conmdtment 9 has been tapped. The boy revolves in an echoing outer 
sp·ace, ~tl thout :flesh. The woman drifts in her own vacuuma95 
One of the factors explaining the lack of commitment 
ti' in Milk Train is the play 1 s uncertain tone. There is 
something deliberately bizarre and outlandish about The 
Milk Train,. something which suggests that Williams wanted, 
I 
' 
-··--··---.··-.----... -.-----... --· -.-·-·-.··-·----------------------C-· -- -
·· ,-.. ,
1
,. ..... ~~~~•a au a . _. _ t XUAAI. Sil& iii EW~•iiiiiri•u•b1...,.li:•• '-t''** 
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to escape the task o:f developing some of the themes and 
characters which cry out for further elaboration. Per-
haps the pla:rwrigbt discovered that the ef:forts of one 
p 
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-=-- ___________ :· .. ---·-·-!·-······----,~,.-·.,.·._______ _ person .. tcr ·b.ring ··so openly a s·ense of divinity ana purpose·-~-----~-----~---, -_-__ --
----· - . 
. ' ' 
. 
. 
--~-
,. 
----------' 
-
to another Wf1stoo much for.him. Or maybe the explicit-
.-
· ness .. of' Chris's ·l?ole of Truth-Bearer made Williams fear-
~ 
---
' .......................... ful that · he might eommi t~el:r to a dogma of some kin de 
( 
At any rate, the drama does avoid developing and inter-
relating the people it throws together and instead spends 
too much time in reveling in the play's bizarre aspects. 
-One would hardly think from a discussion of the themes 
introduced in Milk Train that much or the play would be 
aimed at belly-laughs, but such proves to be the easf3. 
Some of l-1ilk Train' s desperate attempts at humor, like 
Flora's tirade on beatniks, exploit timely events: 
You don1 t have to be a dog to smell a 
beatniko Sometimes they smell to high 
heaven because not washing is almost a 
religion with 1 emo Why 9 last summer one 
of those ones you see in Lire and Look, 
came up hereo I had to talk to him with 
a handkerchief held to my nose. It was 
a short conversation and the last one 
between us. (i) · 
Others are n1n~jokes," such as Flora's revelation that a 
person posing a.a Mary McCarthy ( a celebrated despiser of 
.. , 
Williams) enjoyed Flora's hospitality under false pre-
tenses (v). Still others are crude or mild+y pornographic. ~ 
When a malicious Countess., nicknamed the Witch of Capri, · 
mentions that she's"~ ••• so f'ull of' canapes ••• •" from 
a recent cocktail party, Flora purrs, . " 1 Oh, is that what 
( 
.. 
/ 
. ' .. '. ~ - ' . 
·;1 
.{ 
·:,~ 
·. :I 
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you 1 re full of?• 11 (iii) And when Flor·a recalls her past 
triumphs, she lingers.~ lovingly over her riotous ballroom 
appearance as Lady Godiva: 
.···----------~---.----~----------- l~ent . as Lady Godiva.- -All ·-of me,- gild-act,------·-------. - --· ~-'- ··--"~· .. ·. 
my' t-1bole body painted gold., except :for ~1s-green velvet rig leaf o Breasts? Famous' 
·-. b-reasts? · Nude-9 · ·nud-e completely. 
·--~------·--· 
----··---~·-·~·-·_...., · .. _ ...... ·-. __ · ·-··~:.~----~~?-- ·-·- , .. 
--·- - -- -- - - ·-~--- _..._ -~- ·- - -
' 
.-
Appearance created a riote Men clutched 
.... a-t my legs, trying to dismount me so -they . 
· · could mount rae o (ii) · 
Si~ilarly out of key with the ostensibly serious tQne of 
the play is the outlandish Oriental robe and wig which 
Flora dons in scene three for the benefit of the Witch of 
Capri. °"Flora's capers in this scene again appear_ like a 
fran·tic effort to distract us from what should be the ; 
. 
central conCrontation of the old woman and Chris.,
1 
Tak~, 
for example, Flora's reas~n for her costume: 
A witch and a bitch always dress up for 
each other, because otherwise the witch 
would upstage the bitch, or the bitch 
'would upstage th~ witch, and the result 
would be havoc. (iii) 
Giving Flora £ull competition and distracting us further 
is the ltitch herself, a ba~oque creature whose strange-
I 
,-· 
/ 
ness, like so much of Flora's, seems to exist for its own 
sake. The Witch I s regalia 
-
-
• ~ •. o looks like something that might have 
been d~sign~q for Fata Mor£ana. Her dress 
.!!_ g~f!.Y chiffon!) paneled 9 and on her blue 
tinted bead she t-rears ! coner:::,shaped hat 
studded ir1i th 12,earls,.9 the pe~~ of it draped 
· with the materials of ber dresso Her ex-" 
-pres~~ye ~ clat~-like hands are aglitter w-i-th 
gem.so, TiiTI _ 
· ...... " __ · ··-----I-ndu-1-gences like the-se are uncommon in Williams and 
' ,. .. , 
.. 
·"' , .. ---·,~=-
·" 
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·~, 
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suggest an artist with a deeply divided.,attitude toward 
bis subject znatter. On one hand, tvilliams is ready to 
outline the basic ideas and characters that one would ex-
pee t after 'IDhe Ni.gh~ ---.Qf the Iguana: Chris' desire to help A· 
Flora and bring her some of' the -h-oline·ss of' life recalls ____ ........... . 
- -·· ·--- - · Hannah's helping of Shannon and indicates a logical thought 
'ir 
' 
----- -- - ----·-·prt,g·ression in Williams' plays o On the other band 9 Wil-
liams 11::,failure to bring his characters together in the 
'· give-and=take of human relationships and his comic ex-
ploitation of Flora imply the playwright's reluctance to 
tace up to the dramatic situation he has created. 
Yet despite all its drawbacks, The 1'-·11lk Train Doesn't 
Stop Here Anmore' should not be regarded as wholly trivial. 
It is not a compen.sation play such as ! Streetcar Named 
Desire or Sweet Bird of Youth, nor is it a drama which, 
like Camino Real and Cat on~ Hot Tin Roof, merely affirms 
~ the need ror a shedding of delusion and facing the higher 
reality both .. in one's self and in the world. Christopher 
Flanders, from what we do know of him, has gone beyond the 
point of beginnlng the vo7age over the Terra Incognita. 
He has lived in the world and, unlike Lord Byron, bas put 
bis code of acceptance a-nd direction into operation on a 
~ day-to-day basis. Surviving a world of "'elegant bitches 
~~·,') 
and dandies'" (vi), he has been able{to pursue bis vocation 
or comfo~ting and strengthening the dying. That be exists 
in a vacuum and does not reach, in any important sense, 
'i 
. .• "·. 
------ -- - -- -·-- ---
\ 
JI " 
M~~~.pi.-,-·---·~ ........ ,.. •.. .;.. ...... ~ .•.. -'.,,, .. ~,~ .• ,, .. M,;....,,.~•-···-··-··---.,.,..1oo"'-~',;.•• .. -~ .. ~fl'~"'~~-~~"lilf'~1'.,..~~·~ ...... la,:,Wll,t __ ,....,. ......... ..,,,.. -- ·-:•·" - ""' :, 
' 
.- .. · 
the half-comic, half-grotesque Flora Goforth should not 
allow the reader to forget that he is in the tradition 
of Hannah Jelkes, not that of' the compensation-seeking 
-·Sebastian or the merely re-oriented Kilroy or Brick. 
. - - - e,. 
i46 
-~----~--~----.......... ··----~~~~-~~------ The 11-11-k Train Doesn't. Stop Here .. ADY!BQr~ deserves 
f 
.. , .. 
neither dismissal nor equal status tvi th The NipJ:)t 9!. the 
Iguana. The later play deserves some attention in tracing 
' Williams' development because it at least tries to take 
up where Iguana lett off. But because of its fully real-
ized characters and its careful working out of theme and 
symbol, The Night, of the Igµana must be recognized as the 
great turning point in Williams' career. T.he journey that 
began in a St. Louis tenement ends most conclusively not on 
the Divina Costiera, but in the run-down hotel of Maxine 
Faulk, the woman who says ~hat all men, according to their 
capacity for pe:rfection, must find n,something that works'" 
in life. The Milk Train simply tells us-that Williams is 
still interested in what Maxine has to say. We will have 
to look to tbe future and wait for another play before ·we 
hear it said again wi t·h the honesty and the commitment of 
The Night·g! the Iguana. 
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to Summer .and Smok& fJJJ'. 
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42Harold Clurman, Lies Like Truth (New York, 1958), 
PP•~ 81-82. 
. · 43icenneth Tynan, "American Blues: The Plays of 
Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams,u Encounter, II 
(1954), 170 
44Tennessee Williams, A Streetcar Named Desire (New 
York, 1963), xi. ! Streetcar Named Desire is divided 
into eleven scenese Citations will be ~urnished in 
terms or scene onlyo 
. 
45Tennessee Williams, 1!! the Winter .Q!. Cities (New 
York, 1964)~ Po 31. 
461\rutcb, 473. 
47Elia Kazan, "Notebook for a A Streetcar Named 
Desire.s> n Directing the Play, ed. Toby Cole and Helen 
Krich Cbinoy (Indianapolis, 1953), p. 300. 
.. 
48Kazan, p. 301. 
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49Kazan, PP• 298-299. 
50 ' Tynan, 17. 
51Kazan, P• 304. 
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Ka.zan, P• 304. 
53Tiscbler, p. 137. 
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--elc1urman; p. 74. 
· . 62 Ted Kalem., -''The Angel of the Odd," Tiine, LXXIX 
(March 9 J) 1962), 530 
, 
63W 0 J 0 Weatherby, "Lonely in Uptown New York," 
Mancheste~ Guardian Weekly, July 23, 1959, P• 14. 
64Nelson, p. 208. 
65Nelson, p. 206. 
66 
Nelson, P• 201. 
67 · Tennessee Williams, Suddenlx Last Summer (New York, 
1960), iv. Suddenly Last Summer is divided into .-J)four 
scenes. Citations will be furnished in terms of scene 
only •. 
68Herman Melville, "The Encantadas or Enchant8d 
Islands," ~111I Budd and Other Tales ( NewYork, 1961), 
pp. 233-23. 
69 . Nelson, p. 226. 
70 Nelson, p. 226.~ 
71Tiscbler, p. 272. 
72Marya Mannes, "Sour Bird., Sweet Raisin," The · 
Reporter, XX (April 16, 1959), 34. 
73Tennessee Williams, "Desire and the Black Masseur," 
p.- 85. - . 
74Tennessee Williams, Camino Real (Norfolk, 1953), 
Pro. Camino Real is divided into sixteen blocks and a 
prologueo Citations will be furnished in terms of block 
number and the abbreviation ''Pro." for prologue. 
75Tennessee w:i.iiillln~,. "F~r;e.:rd11 to Camino Real, viii. 
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76 · Falk1 P• 121. 
77Tennessee Williams, "The Timel~ss Wo:rld of a Play," ix. 
.. . 78nenl"J HeWes, "Tennessee Williams: Last of Our So-lid· ·Go-ld· -Bohemians, !~··'Saturda~y Review, XXXVI (March ·2·a~- .. 
195.3), 25. 
~:.:....-·-----------~--
79Tennessee Williams, "Reflections on the Revival or· a' Controversial Fantasy," The New. Ycirk Times, May 15., 
.• -
1960.,--Seco 2 9 Po 3o -
80Brooks Atkinson, "Camino Real, 11 The New York Times, 
March 29, 1953, Sec. 2, p. 1. 
81 Nelson, p. 160. 
82Nelson, p. 160. 
83 84 Clurman, P• · • 
84Tennessee Williams, Cat .QB~ Hot Tin Roof (New York., 1961), IIe Since there are no scene divisions in Cat, all citations will be furnished in terms of act 
only. 
8?The New AI!lerican Library version or Cat .Q!! ~ Hot Tin Roof also prints the version or the third act ~hich 
was used on Broadwayo At the request of his director, Elia Kazan~ Williams re~wrote bis original third act and 
made three changeso He l) briefly re~introduced Big 
Daddy~ 2) stressed even more strongly Maggie's sympathetic qualities 9 and 3) made Brick almost committed to Iv1aggie 1 s 
· way of thinkingo t1Tilliams remarks 9 in a uiNo·te' of Ex-planation~ (ppo 124=125) 9 that he was (and is) o~posed 
to the first and third changes~ but that he made them 
anywayD fea~ful of losing Kazanvs interasto The play-
wright regards only the original third act as part of Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. The other, described as the 
-- .....,::=:::, IC=> -- ~- --
' Broadway version, is included chiefly for comparative 
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.3Tennessee Williams, The Milk Train Doesn• t Stop 
_/ Here Anymore (J\Jorfolk, 19641,v. Since The M·ilk Train 
. 
_ has no _act divisions, citations will- be furnished in·····--·''·-·····---·-·-··--·········· .. ····· --··················-· ·terms of scene only. 
--- -----···----.. -- ~ ·--··-· ---··-
___ - ---- ~---
. '-Jlf;he ;ublishe~ version_ of' the play is subs tantially-c'·------~ - -::---::---------·-·-tt,~ s·ame as "the second., 19.6 .. 4 Broadway production of The ·~-
- ·Milk Tr·ainq,) The earlier, 1962 ·production of the play differed in ttft10 respects from the 1964 version: . the 
·older Milk Train depicted a stronger Blaekie-Chris·re-lationsbip and tried less arduously to nexplain" Chris ~ through metaphysical digressions o 95 - · Walter Kerr, n\nlilliams' Reworked 'Milk ·Train' Is Back," New York Herald Tribune, Jan. 3, 1q64., p. 6. 
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George B. MacDonald, son.of Donald and Edna Mary 
•"l, ... -
.L 
" 
---·--···-···---"· ................. ~11cllonald, was born on March 10, 1941, in Far Ro9kaw~y. 
--·---- .. ': . . - . -··---
~ 
..:c"~ .... 
--
New York. Arter graduating from Lawrence Public School. 
No. 1 in 1954, he· attended Don Bosco High S·c·ho··ol, in 
-
7
.Ramsey, New Jer-sey, for four years. He entered Bos-ton· 
College, in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, in the fall of . 
. ·".-----~--------·-1.95-e---·and ·griidut:a"ted in June, 1962. The following two 
,.:: ... 
' "\ 
academic years -- 1962-1963} 1963-1964 -- were spent as 
a full-time English graduate student at Lehigh University. 
He is continuing his doctoral work at Lehigh • 
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